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Executive summary
The core results discussed in this document are the Semantic Model and Reference Architecture,
which are the tasks finished in WP10 by the end of the first year of the project. The Semantic
Model supports a “machine-interpretable” representation of the information elements that will be
managed by WP10, both Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings (T10.1), and Resources
and Services (T10.2). The Reference Architecture is a high-level design of the software application
that will support both Technical Localisation (T10.3) and Tool and Resource Planning (T10.4).
Due to the inherent complexity of the design and development of a semantic technologies-based
system like this, a specific methodology has been defined to drive the tasks identified above. This
methodology identifies the steps needed to construct, as directly and clearly as possible, the
several design artefacts involved in the developments of WP10. This document provides a detailed
description of the methodology adopted to obtain and document the design artefacts mentioned
above. This is the first result included in this Deliverable.
The next result corresponds to a Business Model intended to establish the usage context and to
identify the initial requirements of the system to be developed. It includes a Reference Model that
describes this context, characterizes the key agents/elements, and provides a Use Case Model
that corresponds to the system’s functional description as use cases. The Semantic Model
mentioned above includes each of the sub-artefacts that compose this model, as stated by the
methodology. These sub-artefacts are a Specification Model determining the scope of the
Semantic Model; a Conceptualization Model identifying the concepts and relations among
concepts, together with the heuristic rules enabling the semantic characterization of the information
in the domain; a Formalization Model refining this conceptualization using the mechanisms
provided by Formal Logic; and finally a Coding Model transforming the formalization into runnable
code that can be processed by mainstream inference engines and applications.
Insofar the Reference Architecture is concerned, this document includes a High Level Structural
Design identifying a collection of preliminary design guidelines and a high-level, static and layered
structural model accessible to analysts and developers; a Use Case Analysis analysing the use
cases identified in the Business Model and defining the services needed to realize them; a Service
Description providing a formal description of services to conveniently characterize them; and an
Information Interchange Model establishing an information exchange policy among services.
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INTRODUCTION
Reminder of the context
European schools face an ever demanding situation: in spite of having at their disposal more and
more sophisticated technological tools, educational practice is in general not very motivating for
present day students, who are used to interact with new technologies since they are very young.
Thus, a key question arises: How can we take the most from technological resources to engage
students and improve educational practice? The iTEC project is aimed to face this situation by
defining and developing new engaging scenarios for learning in future classrooms that can be
validated in a large-scale pilot, and be subsequently taken to scale.
Definition and planning of new educational scenarios proposed by iTEC pose a demanding
challenge to teachers. As the number and variety of elements that may be used to provide support
to educational activities increase, teachers are usually lost in locating and selecting the best tools
and resources. The offer of technological resources able to support and even improve educational
activities in schools is larger and larger. This implicitly beneficial fact brings with it added difficulties
for teachers who face the need of selecting tools and resources from an ever-growing pool of
options. Multiple aspects influence this selection. We have to consider the requirements necessary
to satisfy the demands of an educational activity, but also the restrictions related to the technical
compatibility of the selected resources, or the need to ensure that people using them will have the
required qualifications.
iTEC technological packages have among their purposes to contribute to solve this problem by
developing the needed technological infrastructure to help teachers to more easily discover,
assemble and fully exploit both these tools and other external resources, like educational digital
content, life events, and/or experts in a given field that may be enrolled when implementing an
engaging scenario. Indeed, the iTEC project has among its main objectives “To build a prototype
assistant for advising users how to find, select and combine resources that support the project
scenarios”.
The iTEC Composer and iTEC Scenario Development Environment (SDE) are the two key
elements to eventually allow us to meet this goal. The former is a software application available to
teachers and technical coordinators to register, manage, select and integrate these tools. The
latter extends the functionality of the Composer offering supporting services in the form of
suggestions or personalized recommendations oriented to assist teachers in their decision-making
when selecting the most appropriate elements to deploy educational scenarios based on a
particular implementation context. The iTEC project identified a research package, WP10, which
will investigate and analyse the possibilities offered by semantic web technologies to support the
recommendations offered by the iTEC SDE.
SDE functionality facilitates the teacher the planning of activities in engaging scenarios. Therefore,
it is one of the key technological elements to support the practical implementation of the scenarios
defined in ITEC.

Purpose and scope of the task
The iTEC project produces meaningful pedagogical scenarios for the future classroom and, from
these, proposes learning activities and new approaches to assessment that engage teachers,
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learners and stakeholders from outside the school. The iTEC technology partners are working in
making the technical components such as Tools and Resources (People, Events, Learning
Content) required by the scenarios, interoperable and discoverable, so that teachers can select
and combine them. In this context, the iTEC SDE has as its main purpose to provide support to two
processes:
The “Technical Localisation” of educational scenarios. The feasibility of implementing the
learning activities in a scenario is analysed taking into account the technical resources
available in a specific school.
Tool and Resource Planning. The recommendation of Tools and Resources that could be
used to support learning activities. These recommendations will be performed taking into
account the needs of learning activities insofar required technologies and resources is
concerned, together with the information that, either explicitly or implicitly, is available on
these technologies and resources.
These two processes are part of the life cycle governing the transformation of Educational
Scenarios into Lesson Plans, as described in the Description of Work (DoW). The scope of WP10
addresses these two processes. Note that the initial design processes of Educational Scenarios
and Learning Activities, or the final processes associated to their practical implementation in
specific schools, are outside of the scope of this WP.
To guarantee the design and development of the SDE, iTEC has devoted its WP10 to perform
research on the possibilities of semantic web technologies to provide the functionalities mentioned
above. Tasks included in this WP have been organized according to the methodology identified in
the Description of Work, which will be further discussed below. Thus, WP10 includes the tasks
below:
Task 10.1 (M1-M48) Semantic modelling of Educational Scenarios and Technical
Settings
o

T10.1.1 (M1) Control Board member selection among consortium partners

o

T10.1.2 (M1-M6) Requirements Specification and Conceptualization

o

T10.1.3 (M6-M11) Formalization and OWL Coding

o

T10.1.4 (M10-M48) Evaluation and Maintenance

Task 10.2 (M1-M48) Semantic Modelling of Resources and Services
o

T10.2.1 (M1) Control Board

o

T10.2.2 (M1-M6) Requirements Specification and Conceptualization

o

T10.2.3 (M6-M11) Formalization and OWL coding

o

T10.2.4 (M10-M48) Evaluation and Maintenance

Task 10.3 (M1-M48) Scenario Localisation
o

T10.3.1 (M1-M6) Reference Architecture
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o

T10.3.2 (M6-M15) Implementation.

o

T10.3.3 (M15-M48) Requirements update

Task 10.4 (M1-M48) Planning
o

T10.4.1 (M1-M6) Reference Architecture

o

T10.4.2 (M6-M15) Implementation

o

T10.4.3 (M15-M48) Requirements’ update

The aim of these tasks is twofold. The first aim is to define a Semantic Model enabling the
“machine-interpretable” representation of the information elements that will be managed by the
SDE, both Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings (T10.1), and Resources and Services
(T10.2). Secondly, the design and implementation of the software elements providing support to
the two processes targeted by the SDE, namely Technical Localisation (T10.3), and Tool and
Resource Planning (T10.4).
This deliverable discusses the tasks completed along the first year, which are basically the tasks
linked to the design processes. In the case of Semantic Modelling, all design tasks have been
completed, together with the first version of the several parts composing the model, that is, tasks
T10.1.1-T10.1.3 and T10.2.1-T10.2.3. Thanks to these tasks being compliant to the selected
methodologies, the design and construction process provided as a final product a first version of
the ontologies, together with a collection of modelling artefacts that facilitate the assimilation, future
update, and maintenance of these ontologies. The design of the SDE’s Reference Architecture
(T10.3.1 and T10.4.1) has also been completed this year. Thus, a high-level design of the software
application that will support both Technical Localisation and Tool and Resource Planning has been
produced according to the defined semantic models.

Relationship with other tasks
WP10 has a close relationship with many iTEC work packages. This relationship stems from the
fact that objects whose definition is provided by other work packages have also to be modeled.
Besides, the actual technical architecture of the project implicitly defines relations among the work
packages involved. Along this first year, the most relevant relations occurred with WP3, WP7 and
WP9.
Collaboration between WP10 and WP9 is needed because the iTEC Back-end Registry is the main
source of information for the SDE’s semantic modelling. The design and implementation of the
Back-end Registry is among the tasks of WP9. Data models defined by WP9 to store information in
the back-end are a necessary input to the definition of the SDE’s Semantic Model. Note that data
in the iTEC Back-end Registry will be periodically transferred to the SDE, to be transformed and
enriched using a semantic representation. Therefore, a complete binding is needed between
information models used in both systems.
On the other side, iTEC SDE functionality will be offered through a software interface that will be
accessed by the iTEC Composer (WP7) to enrich the services offered to its users. In other words,
the iTEC SDE will not have an actual user interface. Its functionality will be provided through the
iTEC Composer’s user interface, which in turn is the main application in iTEC to support the
practical implementation of Educational Scenarios in schools. Thus, the definition of the software
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services implemented by the SDE is used as input by WP7, more specifically, by task 7.2
(Implementation, and testing/support of iTEC shells and composer). The Composer will use the
functionalities offered by the SDE to provide value added services to its users.
Finally, there is a strong relationship between the activities carried out by WP3 and WP10. WP3
has among its tasks the generation of Learning Stories from Educational Scenarios provided by
WP2. The evolution of the project has shown that Educational Scenarios are defined at a very high
level of abstraction. As a consequence, the definition of Educational Scenarios does not include
enough detail to be adequately processed by the SDE. Thus, WP10 and WP3 had to work together
to identify the characteristics defined for Learning Stories and Learning Activities, specifically those
related to the requirements of the Tools and Resources needed to implement them.
Apart from the dependencies discussed above, practically all consortium members participated,
through their WP leaders, as domain experts in the control boards that have driven the design of
the SDE Semantic Model. This facilitated the inclusion in the Semantic Model of a
conceptualization that collects all standpoints from project members, both technical and
pedagogical.

Structure of the document
Due to the inherent complexity of the design and development of a semantic technologies-based
system like the SDE, a specific methodology has been defined to drive the tasks identified above.
This methodology is based on the most relevant methodological contributions from Software
Engineering and Knowledge Engineering, and identifies the steps needed to construct, as directly
and clearly as possible, the several design artefacts involved in the development of the SDE.
Chapter 1 below provides a detailed description of the methodology adopted to obtain and
document the design artefacts mentioned above, which in turn are discussed in the next chapters
of this document.
Chapter 2 includes the identified Business Model. This model is intended to establish the usage
context and to identify, as precisely as possible, the functional requirements of the SDE. It includes
a Reference Model that describes this context (Section 2.2), characterizes the key
agents/elements (Section 2.3), and provides a Use Case Model that corresponds to the system’s
functional description as use cases (Section 2.4 and Appendix III). Although the Business Model
was not included explicitly among the initial WP10’s distribution of tasks in the DoW, we decided to
provide it because it facilitates the generation and understanding of the Semantic Model and the
Reference Architecture.
Chapter 3 completely discusses the Semantic Model. This section includes each of the subartefacts that compose this model, as stated by the methodology. These sub-artefacts are the
Specification Model (Section 3.1) determining the scope of the Semantic Model; the
Conceptualization Model (Section 3.2) identifying the concepts and relations among concepts,
together with the heuristic rules enabling the semantic characterization of the information in the
domain; the Formalization Model (Section 3.3) refining this conceptualization using the
mechanisms provided by Formalization Logic; and finally the Coding Model (Section 3.4)
transforming the formalization into runnable code that can be processed by mainstream inference
engines and applications. Collaboration among Control Boards members facilitating a consensus
for the construction of the Semantic Model by including the different standpoints of all project
partners is discussed in Appendix II. The obtained Semantic Model documents the results of tasks
T10.1 (Semantic modelling of Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings) and tasks T10.2
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(Semantic modelling of Resources and Services). Note that the DoW initially proposed the
development of two different semantic models. However, the close correlation detected between
the two initial models at the beginning of their development, advised us to integrate both models
into a single model including all instruments needed to semantically characterize the elements in
Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings, and also Resources and Services. As a
consequence, the initial sections foreseen in the DoW, namely Sect. 1 “Semantic Model supporting
Educational Scenarios and Technical Settings” and Sect. 2 “Semantic Model Supporting
Resources and Services” have been merged into the Chapter 3 “Semantic Model”. This decision
was approved during the first iteration of Control Boards, as many project partners proposed the
generation of a single model due to the mentioned high degree of correlation between the two
models initially proposed in the DoW.
Chapter 4 collects the sub-artefacts in the Reference Architecture. It discusses the High Level
Structural Design (Section 4.2) identifying a collection of preliminary design guidelines and a highlevel, static and layered structural model accessible to analysts and developers; the Functional
Analysis (Section 4.3) analysing the use cases identified in the Business Model and defining the
services needed to realize them; the Service Description (Section 4.4) providing a formal
description of services to conveniently characterize them; and the Dynamic Analysis (Section 4.5)
establishing an information exchange policy among services. As in the previous case, the
Reference Architecture discusses the “System supporting Scenario Localisation: reference
architecture” resp. “Software Modules supporting Lesson and Assessment Planning: reference
architecture” as outcomes of tasks 10.3.1 resp.10.4.1. The experience gained during the initial
stages of design advised us to jointly design the artefacts needed to support the localization and
planning processes. As a consequence, the sections initially proposed in the DoW for this
deliverable, namely Sect. 3 “System Supporting Scenario Localization” and Sect. 4 “Software
Modules supporting Lesson and Assessment Planning” have been merged into the Chapter 4
“Reference Architecture”.
Finally, Chapter 5 collects the bibliography referenced along this document.

Impacts of the Deliverable
iTEC project
Review ‘milestones’ and ‘degree or level of achievements’
All objectives included in the DoW for WP10 along the first year have been completely achieved.
The Semantic Model and Reference Architecture provided are then a first stable release of these
artefacts. As pointed out in the DoW, they are subject to updates resulting from new or revised
requirements in further iterations.
This Deliverable contains the documentation produced by milestone MS30 (Requirements
Specification and Conceptualisation for Semantic Modelling Completed), that is, the formal
documentation produced as described in the methodologies identified in WP10 for semantic
modelling.

Review ‘Risk Analysis’
There is no new risk detected during the period under report.
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Ethical Issues
None.

IPR issues
None.
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REPORT
1. METHODOLOGY
1.1. Introduction
The iTEC SDE is a software application whose main objectives are (1) to provide support to
technical coordinators when addressing the Technical Localisation in a particular region, and (2) to
provide recommendations to teachers about tools and resources appropriate to the learning
activities that they wish to implement. To fulfil these objectives, the SDE has been designed as a
Knowledge Based System (KBS). In other words, the SDE is a system based on Knowledge
Technologies that uses artificial intelligence-related techniques in problem-solving processes to
support human decision-making, learning, and action (Akerkar & Sajja, 2010). These systems
include a repository or knowledge base (KB) that stores the knowledge of domain experts using
some kind of knowledge representation language (e.g., the OWL Web Ontology Language, a W3C
recommendation). Thus, when constructing a KBS, the correct design and characterization of the
underlying semantic model is at least as important as the development of its functional
components and subsystems. For this reason, existing methodologies for the development of
traditional software systems such as the Software Development Unified Process (Jacobson,
Booch, & Rumbaugh, 1999), Scrum (Cohn, 2009) or Extreme Programming (Beck & Andres,
2004), are insufficient to guide developers throughout the different stages of the construction of
KBS systems. Novel approaches combine both Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering
techniques. Indeed, as already discussed in the DoW, the proposed methodology to support the
development of the SDE will combine aspects of both areas. We will follow the guidelines from the
Unified Process for the design and development of software components, and a methodology
close to the principles of Methontology (Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997), including relevant
aspects of UPON (Nicola, Missikoff, & Navigli, 2005) and DILIGENT (Pinto, Staab, & Tempich,
2004), for the design of the Knowledge Base.
In order to address the building of the SDE in a structured way, we propose as an initial reference
a set of models designed primarily to drive the development of the final system. The Business
Model acts as a starting point, allowing us to establish the system requirements and the
identification of use cases. This model will serve as a guide to develop the other two models,
namely the Semantic Model and the Reference Architecture. These models are introduced below,
together with the role they play within the proposed methodology:
1. Business Model
As a starting point of any software development process, we need to establish the context
of use and clarify as precisely as possible the functional requirements of the system to be
eventually built. Business Model is a well established concept in many domains, not always
with the same meaning. In the context of this document, a Business Model should be
understood as a high-level architecture, an abstract model, that identifies the actors
involved, the high-level services provided to these actors, and the flows of information
among the different entities involved. In this model, decisions are taken about the actual
placement of the system within the global environment in which it is integrated. The basic
idea is to get a clear picture of the needs that will be satisfied, the obstacles to be
addressed, and the final requirements of each potential user.
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A key element of the Business Model is the Reference Model, which defines the
environment in which the system operates, including both the relevant actors and the
division of responsibilities in addressing the problem at hand. Another key element is the
identification of target users, which must be characterized accordingly. The Business Model
determines the benefits for these actors. In short, the Business Model specifies the purpose
and feasibility of constructing the system, and drives the actions to be taken for its design
and implementation.

2. Semantic Model
To develop a system based on semantic technologies, we need to define a semantic model
that will collect the implicit knowledge about the domain (Universe of Discourse). This
model will serve as a terminological foundation to explicitly describe, in a way that software
applications can process, all the information elements involved in the system. Thus, the
Semantic Model will enable the construction of personalized services.
The Semantic Model is composed of an ontology, identifying all relevant terms needed to
describe the existing conceptual elements and their relations, and a set of inference rules to
capture the existing heuristic knowledge that cannot be expressed using Description Logic
formalisms.
This model, together with information gathered by the system from existing data records
and external data sources, will configure the knowledge base of the SDE. As the SDE will
interact with external systems, the elements identified in the Semantic Model must be
based on elements already identified in the most relevant data models and specifications in
the domain.

3. Reference Architecture
The Reference Architecture will serve as a guide to the design and implementation of the
system to be developed. It completes the set of basic models needed to address the
construction of the final system.
The Reference Architecture is a breakdown of the Reference Model (fundamental part of
the Business Model) into the software components that eventually will implement the
functionality defined, along with the data flows among them. While the Business Model
provides higher-level identification and division of functionality, the Reference Architecture
provides a mapping between this division of functionality and a component layout. In any
case, the Reference Architecture is only conceptual, and must be independent of the
eventual implementation technology and the deployment environment. A given Reference
Architecture may be used in different environments to design an actual software
architecture adapted to each one of these environments (Bass, Clements, & Kazman,
1998).
When designing the Reference Architecture, we have to bear in mind that the features of
the final system are determined by its architecture. Indeed, future system modifications
depend on the modular nature of the architecture, and the reusability of its components
depends on how they are coupled to each other. Besides, the performance of the system
will depend on the amount and complexity of the information exchanged among
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architectural components. In short, the Reference Architecture has a relevant impact on the
features that ultimately will characterize the systems developed according to it.
To develop each of the models discussed above, we need to identify a specific methodology to
drive their construction as directly and clearly as possible. We can find in the literature several
methodological approaches. However, up to our knowledge there is not a comprehensive
methodology available specifically oriented towards the construction of end-user systems based on
semantic techniques. Therefore, we have defined a methodological approach that combines the
main methodologies in the field of software engineering, and more specifically the Software
Development Unified Process (Jacobson, Booch, & Rumbaugh, 1999), and those in the field of
Knowledge Engineering, mainly Methontology (Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997).
In a generic sense, the construction of each of the three models described above is performed
sequentially in a partially independent way, always taking into account the inherent relationships
among them (cf. Figure 1). Thus, the first phase is mainly devoted to the definition of the Business
Model, as this directly determines much of the design decisions taken for the other two models.
The second stage, based on the functional requirements identified in the Business Model, is
focused on the construction of the Semantic Model, which will be used for the implementation of
the Knowledge Base, more specifically the TBox2 (Baader, Calvanese, McGuinness, Nardi, &
Patel-Schneider, 2010), of the final system. The third stage is devoted to the construction of the
Reference Architecture according to a mainstream Software Engineering methodology.

Figure 1. Relations among the three fundamental models identified

2

TBox is a "terminological component"—a conceptualization associated with a set of facts, known as an
ABox. An ABox is an "assertion component"—a fact associated with a terminological vocabulary within a
knowledge base. An example of TBox may be “An expert is a Person”. An example of a ABox may be “David
Massart is an Expert”
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Along each of these stages we consider the three key principles identified by the Unified Process,
both for the construction of each of the models, and for the development of the system as a whole:
The development process is driven by use cases. Ultimately, a software system is
developed to be useful to its users. Therefore, we need to know with as much detail as
possible what users expect from the system. Use cases capture functional requirements of
the system and constitute the Unified Process' Use Case Model, which in our case is part
of the Business Model. This model describes the complete functionality of the system,
answering the question "what does the system do?" from the perspective of each of its
users. Use cases also drive the design of other models, the implementation, and finally
testing. In short, use cases completely drive the design process. It is also important to
emphasize at this point that this is not a one way process, as use cases enable the
identification of new elements of the underlying models, which in turn can be used to
identify and select new use cases.
The development process is architecture-centred. At this point, the concept of
architecture goes beyond the reference architecture defined above, including all static and
dynamic aspects of the several system modeled. The architecture is established according
to the needs of the system being designed, but is also influenced by other factors such as
the software platform used, artefacts that can be reused, deployment considerations or
even nonfunctional requirements. Thus, the definition of architecture is an inherently
subjective process that depends on the experience of the architects. However, the Unified
Process recommends that the architect should be guided by the following principles: it
should be easily understandable, reusable and should allow future changes and
adaptations. The final shape of the system must be designed to facilitate its actualization;
serving not only for its initial construction, but also for future revisions and updates.
The development process is iterative and incremental. Each of the design stages that
constitute the design process evolves by successive iterations. Within each iteration, a
series of tasks are identified for requirements capture, analysis, design, implementation and
testing. Each of these iterations can be identified with a "mini-project" or release leading to
an improvement of the system. The selection of what should be implemented in each
iteration is performed according to two criteria: i) the iteration must address a set of use
cases that extend the usefulness of the current system, and ii) the first iteration should
address the most speculative items. The advances may be additive to include new features
in the system, or substitutions, to replace items identified in previous iterations, especially
along the early phases of the software life cycle. Among others, the advantages of applying
an iterative and incremental process are:
o

It reduces the risk assumed because risk is limited to each iteration.

o

Identification and handling of the most speculative tasks at the early stages of the
project.

o

The team is usually more efficient when faced with specific and well-defined
objectives to be completed in a shorter term.

o

It allows users to refine their requirements based on the results of previous
iterations.

Note that the primary objective of the three models described above is to facilitate and speed up
the process of implementing a system based on semantic technologies. Thus, it is of paramount
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importance that each model is appropriately described and documented in order to facilitate the
reuse of the previous design work. Besides, it is also essential that the Semantic Model and the
Reference Architecture be loosely coupled. This way, updates in a model will have little influence in
the other, which will make adaptations simpler in a potentially changing context.
Along the following sections we discuss the specific construction activities of each of the three
models defined.

1.2. Business Model Construction Process
The business model is, at some extent, a semi-formal model intended to establish the purpose of
the software system by identifying the needs of the actors and the feasibility of its construction. The
process is initiated with the identification of the overall needs that should be addressed by the
system. In our case, the need of constructing the SDE within the scope of the iTEC project, as
being discussed in the DoW (iTEC, 2010).
As shown in Figure 2, we have identified three activities to construct the Business Model, namely i)
to define the reference model, ii) to provide a description of the system's actors or stakeholders
and iii) to identify and describe the Use Cases. These three phases correspond to the Unified
Process' Requirement Capture stage.

Figure 2. Stages along the process of building the Business Model

1.2.1. Definition of the Reference Model
The Reference Model identifies the key agents/elements involved in the problem domain. A
reference model can be seen as a description of the functionality of a system at a very high level of
abstraction, accompanied by the identification of information flows among each of the elements
identified (Bass, Clements, & Kazman, 1998). The Reference Model allows decomposing a known
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problem into a set of parts that cooperatively solve it. Reference models are common in relatively
mature domains. They are constructed from the analysis of the domain, taking into account
designers' previous expertise in the development of similar systems.

1.2.2. Description of Actors
A preliminary step before establishing the functional requirements of the system is the identification
and characterization of the actors involved. Actors represent abstractions of the different types of
end users. They should be fully characterized, highlighting in particular the added value provided to
each of them by the system being developed.

1.2.3. Description of Use Cases
Use cases provide a systematic and intuitive way to capture the functional requirements of the final
system. With them, analysts are forced to think in terms of who are the users of the system, and
what is expected from the system by each user. However, this is not their only role. In the
framework of the Unified Software Development Process, use cases are primarily used to drive the
rest of the design process: analysis, design, implementation and testing.

1.3. Semantic Model Construction Process
The process of semantic modeling is a complex task that has led to different methodological
approaches. Presently there is no standard methodology commonly used by knowledge engineers,
although there are proposals with a relatively high degree of maturity.
In our case, we have adopted a methodological approach strongly based on Methontology
(Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997). We selected this methodology because it is one of the most
mature and most widely used, and it is the best suited to our purpose. However, in order to adapt it
to our specific needs taking into account our experience in software application development, we
decided to simplify and reshape some aspects of it taking into account aspects of other
methodologies like DILIGENT (Pinto, Staab, & Tempich, 2004), Uschold and King (Uschold & King,
1995), Noy and McGuiness (Noy & McGuinness, 2001), and UPON (Nicola, Missikoff, & Navigli,
2005).
As shown in Figure 3, we can identify five phases when building the semantic model, namely
specification, conceptualization, formalization, coding and evaluation. The first four phases
correspond to the first four "development activities" identified in Methontology. This latter
methodology classifies evaluation (together with Acquisition of Knowledge, Integration,
Documentation and Configuration Management) as a "support activity”. In our case, we decided to
swap the support activity "assessment" with the development activity "maintenance”. In our
opinion, assessment is an activity bound to the semantic model, providing a relevant sub-model for
developers who use the semantic model. This decision is consistent with the five "workflows" in
UPON, which in turn have been taken from the Unified Software Development Process:
requirements capture, analysis, design, implementation and testing.
Each of the five phases identified is undertaken in a series of iterations, as explained above. Each
iteration yields an evolving prototype of the semantic model, which is iteratively refined and
completed to produce a system that meets the set the initial premises described as use cases in
the Business Model.
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The final product of this process, that is, the Semantic Model, is not a single document, but
includes an adequate representation of the results of all phases to facilitate future updates of the
model. Along the sections below we discuss each of these phases. Each stage produces a set of
documents (i.e., sub-models) within the Semantic Model.

Figure 3. Stages along the process of building the Semantic Model

1.3.1. Specification Phase
Its aim is to clarify why the semantic model is constructed, and what is its intended use, just from
the beginning of the construction process (Uschold & King, 1995). In our case, the process is
initiated taking into account the needs and basic requirements identified in the business model.
Thus, the construction process begins with an analysis of the requirements as use cases in that
business model to specify the objectives, scope and extent of the semantic model to be developed.
The purpose of the Specification Model (i.e., the set of documents generated at this stage) is
twofold: firstly, it serves as a starting point for the initial tasks of the conceptualization phase, and
secondly, to verify the model built at the evaluation phase. This phase relies on the use of natural
language. However, descriptions should be as accurate as possible. The specification phase
consists of the tasks below:
1. Domain and Scope: We should clearly define, as accurately as possible, the domain of
interest and the scope of the semantic model from the early stages of the construction
process. Then, the next steps will concentrate on the world (i.e. Universe of Discourse) to
be modeled.
2. Purpose: To specify how the semantic model will be applied at the initial stages, as this will
greatly facilitate the definition of appropriate ontological commitments according to the
intended purpose of the model.
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3. Use case analysis: To review and classify the use cases in the Business Model for the
knowledge engineer to identify groups of related functions, and to propose a structure for
the semantic model.
4. Identification of competence questions: One approach to determine the scope of the
semantic model is through a list of questions that the knowledge base constructed from the
semantic model must be able to respond. These are the so-called competence questions
(Grüninger & Fox, 1995). These questions, which will be expressed in natural language at
this stage, will be used to verify the obtained semantic model at the Evaluation phase, once
they have been formalized using an appropriate query language.
5. Identification of external information sources: A fundamental requirement of our
semantic model is its consistency and coherence with the conceptual models established in
other external information sources. This will greatly facilitate the reuse and exchange of
information with these external sources. Thus, we should identify early on which of these
conceptual models should be considered, including foundational ontologies, such as SUMO
(Pease, 2011), DOLCE (Gangemi, Guarino, Masolo, Oltramari, & Schneider, 2002) or
OpenCyc (Cycorp, 2011), to serve as a reference point for the developed
conceptualizations.
The definition of the specification model is an activity performed collaboratively among experts in
the domain having the actual know-how about the application scope of the system being
developed (the iTEC project partners in our case), and knowledge engineers who possess the
technical skills necessary for establishing the conceptual model and implementing it using a
specific programming language. Due to the relatively high number of iTEC partners, and the
philosophy behind the DILIGENT methodology for developing ontologies in collaborative
environments, committees of experts, that is, Control Boards (CB) were created. The role of CBs is
particularly important when defining the specification model. Each CB is composed of experts in
their field selected from all consortium partners, which will ensure that the final model built will
consider all different points of view, both technical and pedagogical, of all project members. The
CBs can help tackle the tasks listed above and, according to the proposed methodology, will stand
as the ultimate authority when making decisions about the scope, objectives and external sources
of information to be considered.
Thus, a key task of Control Boards is to achieve a consensus among all project members, ensuring
that there is a common semantic model to be characterized. It is also the ultimate authority in
approving modifications to the model along each iteration, defining which proposals should be
accepted to be included in the new version of Semantic Model.

1.3.2. Conceptualization Phase
From the know-how acquired in the domain after the development of the Business and
Specification Models, and using other existing data models, we will identify the concepts and
relations between concepts that satisfy the competence questions and use cases identified. The
objective of this phase is to organize and structure, in a semi-formal way, the existing knowledge
about the domain of interest. Following the principles of Methontology, we will use tabular
descriptions of the concepts identified and graphs that can be easily interpreted by domain experts
who are not familiar with the notation and mathematical formalisms of knowledge representation.
According to UPON, we will use UML diagrams to allow domain experts to review in a visual,
simple and clear way the key relations established among concepts identified in the model.
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The construction of a sound and complete conceptual model is a complex process involving
several independent tasks. These tasks are:
1. Construction of a Glossary of Terms: It is desirable to have a comprehensive list of
terms belonging to the domain of interest without worrying initially if these terms represent
concepts or properties of concepts. Identification of relevant terms is mainly done through
the study of external sources, and the requirements expressed as use cases and
competence questions.
2. Identification of Ontology Design Patterns (ODP): Because there are different ways to
conceptually model the same problem, we need an initial set of good practice guides
establishing how issues appearing frequently should be modeled to improve the
consistency of the final model. During this phase, we will define modeling patterns to guide
the conceptualization work that will be collected in an Ontology Design Patterns (ODP)
repository. To select these guidelines we will take into account the experience of
knowledge engineers and existing generic and specific patterns widely accepted by the
research community. In this sense, the identification and reuse of vocabularies and
ontologies from very specific domains (Content Design Pattern), will be among the
foundations of the final conceptualization.
3. Identification of Concepts and Concept Hierarchy: A hierarchically organized set of
concepts and a set of relations among concepts is extracted from the glossary of terms.
The construction of the hierarchy of terms is performed through successive refinements.
Initially, some base concepts extracted directly from terms in the glossary are identified.
Then, base concepts are refined according to a hybrid strategy (Uschold & Grüninger,
1996) combining top-down (new concepts are identified as specializations of a given term)
and bottom-up (new concepts are identified as generalizations of a given term) techniques.
The output of this task is a dictionary of concepts including their textual description, their
attributes or properties, and a graphical representation of the hierarchical relations among
concepts.
4. Identification of Binary Relations: Isolated concepts or concepts related through simple
hierarchical associations do not have enough expressive power to answer all competence
questions (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). Thus, we have to identify additional relations
between concepts. Besides their textual descriptions, we should also provide additional
characteristics, like its domain and range, together with other functional properties (e.g.,
transitivity, reflexivity, symmetry, etc.).
5. Identification of Logic Rules: Concepts and binary relations between concepts do not
support a complete and straightforward representation of all implicit knowledge in the
domain of interest. In some cases, it is more convenient and simple to collect heuristic
knowledge through a set of logic rules. In this phase, these rules will be expressed in
natural language, and will be transformed along the formalization phase into logic
propositions, that is, in pairs antecedent - consequent.

1.3.3. Formalization Phase
Once the semi-formal conceptual model of the domain has been obtained, the next step is to refine
it using the mechanisms provided by formal logic. Although Methontology establishes that the
formalization phase is optional, in our case we decided to undertake it to comply with both the first
and the fourth principle of Gruber, namely clarity and minimal encoding bias (Gruber T. , 1995).
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Some authors do not address the formalization phase independently, but partially use the
mechanisms of formal logic in the very conceptualization phase. For this, textual descriptions of
concepts and relationships are accompanied with formal descriptions based on the mechanisms of
Description Logic.
This phase is organized around two tasks:
1. Definition of an ontological model: Identified concepts and binary relations will serve as
the foundation of an ontological model defined according to the formalisms of Description
Logic (Baader, Calvanese, McGuinness, Nardi, & Patel-Schneider, 2010). Besides, the
model will also include heuristic rules that can be represented using Description Logic.
2. Definition of a heuristic model: The rest of the logic rules will be represented using Hornlike rules3.

1.3.4. Coding Phase
The formal model built along the previous phase has to be encoded in a language for defining
ontologies and semantic rules, preferably one recommended by the W3C. This encoding is
necessary to use the developed semantic model with existing inference engines. This phase is
organized around two tasks:
1. Encoding the ontologic model using a Description Logic-based language (e.g., OWL).
2. Encoding of the heuristic model using a language supporting Horn-like Rules (e.g., SWRL
or RIF).
In our case, Protégé (Stanford Biomedical Informatics Research, 2011) has been identified as the
most convenient ontology construction tool due to its flexibility versatility, simplicity and availability.

1.3.5. Evaluation Phase
Although the true functional usefulness of the developed semantic model can be judged only after
its use in a particular application, it should be assessed before its use to early discover potential
gaps. (Gómez, Fernández, & Corcho, 2003) proposes three types of evaluation:
1. Verification: The verification of the ontology refers to the proper construction of it, making
sure that definitions correctly implement the requirements of the ontology and the
competence questions. In other words, verification is related to find out if the ontology
works properly in the "real world".
2. Validation: Ontology validation refers to whether the ontology definitions actually model the
real world for which it was created. The aim is to prove that the model of the world (if it
exists and is known) is compatible with the formally modeled world.

3

A Horn-like rules are used instead of Horn clauses for the sake of simpliticy and because they provide
better expressivity.
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3. Assessment: The ontology assessment focuses on the evaluation of the ontology content
from the viewpoint of the user. Different types of users and applications require different
means of evaluating an ontology.
In our case, the evaluation procedure will verify whether the defined model is able to answer the
competence questions identified in the specification phase. This implies that such questions, which
are expressed in natural language in the specification model, must be now expressed in some kind
of semantic query language using the terms and properties defined in the ontology. For this, we will
use the SPARQL language, because it is supported by the most relevant tools. On the other hand,
the validation of the semantic model, that is, finding out how it correlates to the real world, is based
on the contributions made by members of the Control Boards, who are the actual domain experts.
Thus, the Control Board not only plays an important role during the specification, but also during
the Evaluation phase, where domain experts must verify that the developed ontology meets the
expectations defined in the specification.

1.4. Reference Architecture Construction Process
The key objective of a Reference Architecture is the identification and definition of a set of services
and interfaces that will serve as a framework for designing the final system implementation. The
Reference Architecture should provide, from a logical perspective, all components and all
interactions among them, which are necessary to implement the use cases identified in the
Business Model.
Figure 4 shows the four steps to construct the Reference Architecture: i) structural analysis of the
system, ii) functional analysis, iii) identification and definition of services, and finally iv) dynamic
analysis of information exchanges among the components identified. We provide a description of
each of these phases below.

Figure 4. Stages along the process of building the Reference Architecture
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1.4.1. Higher-level Structural Design
Once we have determined the environment in which the software system will operate, together with
the basic functionality that will be provided to its users, it is desirable to identify a set of design
guidelines to serve as selection criteria to decide upon a specific structural pattern among the
options available. At this stage, we should also establish a higher-level static structural model (i.e.,
an architecture of 2, 3 or 4 layers), easily recognized by analysts and developers, to guide the
classification of the services enabling the realization of Use Cases that will be identified along the
next phase. This higher-level static model will serve to put together, before being accurately
identified, services that provide basic functionalities with a high level of cohesion among them.
Besides, this approach will facilitate the definition of a robust and stable structure for the system
serving as a foundation for the final architecture.

1.4.2. Use Case Analysis
The next phase takes as a starting point the Use Case Model. Critical use cases are identified, and
the services needed in each of the layers in the structural model that can be implemented through
the collaboration of use cases are defined and analyzed. This process is repeated iteratively until
all use cases are realized. Each iteration should consider the reuse of services in previous
iterations, adding to them some new responsibilities, or should identify new services.

1.4.3. Service Description
Once we have identified the generic services that appear in the realization of use cases, it is
necessary to establish its formal description so that they are adequately characterized.
Note that each service represents a set of related actions that appear in the realization of one or
more use cases. Each service is atomic, in the sense that the system will provide it in full, or will
not provide it at all. The service packages are aimed at customers who will use them to build
systems that meet the functional needs of its users. In line with the guidelines established in the eFramework (e-Framework, 2009) project, a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) provides open
interfaces to different reusable services that perform business functions. Within the framework of
the iTEC WP10, the e-Framework proposal has been used to describe potential orchestrations of
the services defined in the Reference Architecture.

1.4.4. Information Exchange
In a Reference Architecture it is instrumental to establish a convenient exchange of information
policy between the different layers that make up the system. As in the Open Knowledge Initiative
(OKI) (MIT, 2011), communication between services belonging to different layers is performed
through a series of Open Service Interface Definitions (OSIDs), which in turn are specified through
XOSIDs. This facilitates the understanding of the services offered by the different layers through
the use of a language independent of specific technologies.
Data is sent encapsulated in elements of known structure by the services of both layers. Thus, a
generic data flow scheme should be defined, together with the transformations that information will
experience along its passage through the services identified. This workflow is based on the IMS
Abstract Framework (Smythe, 2003).
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2. BUSINESS MODEL
2.1. Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to contextualize the iTEC Scenario Development Environment (SDE)
within the iTEC project, and to identify its functional requirements. The final outcome will be a set
of artefacts constituting the Business Model, which defines the overall purpose of the system and
identifies the needs of its users. Descriptions in this document are performed at a high level of
abstraction, and specific aspects of each single need or requirement are not analyzed in detail, as
our main objective is to provide an overview of the iTEC SDE functionality.
The iTEC project produces meaningful pedagogical scenarios for the future classroom and, from
these, proposes learning activities and new approaches to assessment that engage teachers,
learners and stakeholders from outside the school. The iTEC technology partners are working in
making interoperable and discoverable technical components such as Tools and Resources
(People, Events, Learning Content) required by the scenarios, so that teachers can select and
combine them. In this context, the iTEC SDE contributes to this objective by providing support to
two processes:
The “Technical Localisation” of educational scenarios. The feasibility of implementing the
learning activities in a scenario is analyzed taking into account the tools available in a
specific school.
The recommendation of Tools and Resources that could be used to support learning
activities. These recommendations will be performed taking into account the needs of
learning activities insofar required technologies and resources is concerned, together with
the information that, either explicitly or implicitly, is available on these technologies and
resources.
Thus, the aim of this chapter is to provide a high level description on how iTEC technologies may
support both processes above by identifying its main functional components and user
requirements.
This chapter is organized into three sections. The first section discusses the definition of the
Reference Model obtained from the analysis of the requirements of the iTEC project and the
expertise of project partners. Next, we identify and characterize in Section 2.3 the actors that will
play the role of iTEC SDE users. Finally, Section 2.4 includes a brief description of the identified
use cases for each of these actors. A more detailed description of this use cases is provided in
Appendix III.

2.2. Reference Model
A Reference Model is defined as a high level organization of the functionality of the system,
including the data flows needed to provide that functionality among the different elements
identified. In other words, this Model can be described as a decomposition of a known problem into
a collection of parts that solve it cooperatively. The model also includes the main agents in the
working environment of the system and their interactions.
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2.2.1. Problem definition
The iTEC project is intended to provide answers to a common situation in European schools: in
spite of having more and more sophisticate tools available (e.g., interactive blackboards, last
generation LMS, collaborative tools, advanced mobile terminals), mainstream educational practice
has not evolved yet to be able to take the most of these new advances. Thus, the question posed
in this context is “how can we take the most of new digital resources to better motivate students
and improve pedagogical practice?”
Scenario building for the future classroom may be flawed if it is based solely on the premise that
schools have nothing to offer to a disaffected generation of digital natives. Nevertheless, it is
increasingly hard to believe that we can continue for much longer supporting a school system
where pupils are offered a restricted diet of learning with ICT compared to the richness of young
people’s recreational use of technology. Therefore, a central objective of Ministries of Education
across Europe along the next ten years must be to make innovative use of ICT to fully engage and
motivate pupils in the future classroom.
Indeed, iTEC proposes a solution to this situation by defining as its main objective to develop
engaging scenarios for learning in the future classroom that can be validated in a large-scale pilot,
and be subsequently taken to scale. New scenarios proposed by iTEC pose a relevant challenge
to teachers, as they are the ones that will eventually implement them. Due to the increasing
number of tools and services that may be used to support learning activities, it is not easy for
teachers to localize and select the best tools available to satisfy the requirements of educational
activities, or even improve them.
The iTEC SDE intends to contribute to solve this problem. A convenient technological support is
needed to help teachers to more easily discover, assemble and fully exploit these tools. This
situation is not related to tools only, but also to other types of resources like learning content,
events and people that may contribute to deploy an engaging scenario. For this, the iTEC project
defines as one of its main commitments “To build a prototype assistant for advising users how to
find, select and combine resources that support the project scenarios”. The iTEC Composer and
iTEC SDE are the two key elements to fulfil this objective, as the former facilitates the selection
and combination of resources, and the later provides recommendations on them taking into
account the specific context where educational activities are performed. Both applications are used
as supporting tools by teachers when designing learning activities, and are fully included in the life
cycle of an engaging scenario as defined by the iTEC project. The main phases of that cycle are
briefly discussed below.

2.2.2. Educational Scenarios: From Design to Implementation
When deploying the new educational scenarios designed within the iTEC project, a complex
process occurs that starts with an overall description of the scenarios, and ends with a final
collection of learning activities together with the tools and resources needed to implement them in
a specific school and educational context. In iTEC terminology, this is a LARG (Learning Activity &
Resource Guide).
Scenario design and deployment through large-scale pilots is organized into iterative cycles. This
approach supports the definition of new scenarios in a given cycle utilizing the experience acquired
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from the development of scenarios in previous cycles. The process selected for the large-scale
validation of scenarios is the same in every cycle, and is outlined in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Stages of the Educational Scenario Life Cycle

This process starts with the definition of Educational Scenarios by WP2. Educational Scenarios are
meant to become an inspiration for teachers in seeing how novel learning activities may be used to
create new engaging scenarios for the classroom of the future. The information included in an
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Educational Scenario is described at a very high level of abstraction, and defining the specific
activities and tasks to be developed in that scenario is not a straightforward task for teachers.
Taking into account these difficulties, the iTEC project defines a series of additional development
steps for an Educational Scenario until eventually producing a LARG to be used by teachers as a
guide when developing Learning Activities for his/her classroom. Note that not all developed
Educational Scenarios will follow this process. Only a subset of them, which would be selected by
the iTEC consortium according to its quality and interest, will be used as a starting material for the
next phase.
Along the second phase, WP3 members will take the Educational Scenarios selected at the first
phase to produce a collection of “Learning Stories + Activities”. The Learning Stories are
descriptions of learning environments that show how several Activities can be used in a consistent
and meaningful learning experience. Thus, the level of detail at this point enables the identification
of actual Learning Activities for each Scenario, together with information on tools and other
resources needed to implement the Stories. They also include teacher guidelines that detail how
the teacher should prepare for an activity, and how the activity can be adapted to a course or
lesson.
However, the deployment of these Learning Stories in a collection of schools as large and diverse
as the ones participating in the iTEC project is not a straightforward process. Participating schools
belong to a wide range of educational systems, both national and regional, and represent a wide
range of cultural and linguistic realities, and of technologies and resources available. Due to this
variability, we have to perform an additional adaptation step before Learning Activities can be
offered to teachers. This step is performed with the participation of National Coordinators, and
produces an adapted (localised) version of Learning Stories to each national reality. This process
includes the translation of the original Learning Story plus (1) mentioning specific tools their
schools have at their disposal and (2) taking into account local laws and customs that may affect
the scenarios. The localised versions of the Activities and Stories (Localised Learning Stories) can
then be presented to individual teachers who can select them to be put into practice at their
schools.
Localised Learning Stories are used by teachers to identify which Learning Activities will be
implemented in their schools. Selection may be performed according to several criteria, spanning
from the feasibility of each Learning Story according to resources available, to the adaptation of
each Learning Story to individual teaching styles. Teacher will eventually create a LARG including
the Learning Activities selected and the specific Tools and Resources that will support them.
However, not all teachers will be qualified to perform the selection of Tools and Resources, but
only the ones signalled as “advanced teachers”. In any case, in this context “advanced” means
only that such teachers have the knowledge and/or experience needed to identify the Tools and
Resources that will satisfy the requirements of the selected Learning Activities for a Learning Story.
Note that a LARG is just a guide. Resources or Tools selected for specific Activities may be
replaced by others by the teachers eventually implementing the Learning Story.
In any case, selection should be based on both the requirements of the Learning Story and the
specific conditions of the environment where activities will be performed, that is, the LARG
Context. This context includes the collection of tools available to the school (i.e., its Technical
Setting) and other aspects that may affect the development of the activities (e.g., student ages,
teaching language, learning subject, …).
The production of a LARG represents the culmination of the process of developing Educational
Scenarios. High-level educational scenarios are refined to specific scenarios including activities to
be developed taking into account the actual conditions and needs influencing their implementation.
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Note that this process will be repeated for thousands of schools having access to a potentially
huge collection of Tools and Resources. Therefore, some supporting technological tool to assist
teachers in the production of LARG is needed. The iTEC Composer is the proposal of iTEC to
overcome this situation.
Finally, note that the artifact named in this document and hereafter in the iTEC project as LARG
corresponds to what the iTEC Description of Work identifies as Lesson Plan. The change from
Lesson Plan to LARG was due to the comments of experts in Control Boards about the possible
misunderstandings that may generate the term Lesson Plan in some countries.

2.2.3. Supporting the creation of LARGs
As pointed out above, the iTEC Composer is the iTEC’s proposal to provide support to the
identification of the most suitable Tools and Resources for Learning Activities. Figure 6 illustrates
the relation of the iTEC Composer with other subsystems developed within the project. The iTEC
SDE is a functional module within the iTEC Composer that provides additional features. Indeed,
while the iTEC Composer facilitates the production of a LARG providing access to available Tools
and Resources needed to satisfy the requirements of a Learning Story, the iTEC SDE analyzes the
actual requirements of a Learning Story and its Activities to offer recommendations on Tools and
Resources satisfying these requirements according to the specific context where activities will be
developed. The iTEC Composer is an autonomous entity that may also provide basic support to
the production of LARG independently of the recommendations provided by the SDE.
The first step when generating a LARG is to provide two key elements: (1) the Learning Story and
its collection of Activities that will be eventually included in the LARG and (2) the LARG Context,
that is, the set of parameters characterizing the context where the learning experience will
eventually take place (e.g., Technical Setting, language, learning subject). Then, the teacher may
use the iTEC Composer to navigate across the collection of available Tools and Resources to
select the most suitable to the LARG. Additionally, the Composer may utilize the SDE to provide
personalized recommendations according to the requirements included in each Learning Activity.
To support these functionalities, the iTEC Composer needs to access several data sources.
Descriptions of learning content are available at the Learning Resource Exchange (LRE), while the
rest of the descriptions needed (i.e., Technical Settings, Tools, People and Events) are stored at
the iTEC Back-end Registry.
Once a LARG has been produced, the next step will be to put it into practice in the real context of
the target school. Generally speaking, we may understand the LARG as a Shopping Cart where
the teacher has included, through the iTEC Composer, the elements (Resources and Tools) that
he/she wish to use to be orchestrated in the final learning environment. Thus, the LARG is a list of
Learning Activities, each of them having a collection of specific Tools, People, Events and Content
needed to perform them.
The LARG may be used as a reference document to configure all the Resources and Tools
needed for a specific Learning Story. The automatic configuration of these elements may also be
possible. An iTEC shell may take as input, for example an XML-coded LARG, and perform a selfconfiguration of the elements in it (e.g., widgets). The LARG may reference Tools offered by the
iTEC project through the iTEC Application Store (i.e., iTEC Technology), additional tools available
to the school (i.e., Local Technology), and digital content stored in LORs (Learning Objects
Repositories).
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Figure 6. Relation of the iTEC Composer with other subsystems

2.2.4. The iTEC SDE
In spite of the support offered by the iTEC Composer, LARG generation may be a cumbersome
process. Teachers should perfectly know the Tools in their Technical Settings, the characteristics
of the Resources available, and the actual requirements of each Activity when configuring a
Learning Environment. Determining which Tools and Resources are the most convenient to
perform Learning Activities in a Learning Story guaranteeing at the same time their feasibility in a
specific LARG Context may not be a simple task.
This is the reason why the iTEC project has included WP10, a research-oriented work package.
WP10’s main objective is to provide some sort of intelligence to the iTEC Composer to analyze the
feasibility of a Learning Story in a specific school, offering at the same time recommendations on
Resources and Tools that will enable its implementation. The artifact that will eventually provide
this support is the iTEC SDE, a software engine based on semantic technologies to be integrated
with the iTEC Composer to support the tasks below:
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Technical Localisation: The iTEC SDE analyzes the technical feasibility of a Learning
Story and the Learning Activities included in it taking into account the Tools available in a
specific school, that is, the Tools available in a specific Technical Setting.
Tool & Resource Planning: The iTEC SDE analyzes the requirements of a Learning Story
and, taking into account the deployment context (i.e., the LARG Context), offers
recommendations on Tools, People, Events and Content to facilitate the selection process
when generating a LARG.
Therefore, a first benefit of the SDE is the possibility of automatically checking if a Learning Story
is feasible in a specific Technical Setting. This process, named “Technical Localisation” is
equivalent to the localisation concept described in the iTEC DoW. Variants thereof include
returning the set of Technical Settings where a specific Learning Story can be implemented or
which Learning Stories can be implemented in a specific Technical Setting.
Secondly, the iTEC SDE will also improve the Tool & Resource Planning process, i.e., the creation
of a LARG, offering a set of automatic recommendations to the user. This process corresponds to
the planning process needed to create Lesson Plans, as described in the iTEC DoW. The iTEC
SDE will enhance the functionality offered by the iTEC Composer by offering a set of
recommendations for the Tools and Resources that should be used in a LARG implementing a
Learning Story in a specific LARG Context. The user could benefit from the iTEC SDE by
accepting these recommendations during the process of creating a LARG as described above.
This should be seen as an added functionality and not as a restriction, as the user could decide to
skip one or all the recommendations provided by the iTEC SDE.
Figure 7 illustrates the main elements interacting with the iTEC SDE. First, the knowledge base is
fed with the descriptions of Tools, Events and People stored at the iTEC Back-end Registry and
with the descriptions of content stored at the LRE. This initial database is processed by the SDE
according to the rules defined at the Semantic Model, and is enriched with elements in external
data sources (e.g., Linked Data information sources). The definition of rules, semantic inference
processes, and external data enrichment are research activities whose results may provide
relevant benefits to the recommendation of Tools and Resources.
As the iTEC SDE offers its main functionality through software interfaces, the end user will access
the iTEC SDE recommendations through the iTEC Composer user interface. The SDE will receive
requests from the Composer through the SDE API, which in turn will offer a portfolio of services to
support Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning, as discussed above. Services
offered through the SDE API will be stateless. This implies that the Composer should provide with
each request all the information concerning the activities and their context. For example, when
requesting Tools and Resources, the Composer should provide the corresponding LARG Context,
including the Technical Setting where Learning Activities will be implemented, together with the
LARG in its actual development state. Note that recommendations provided have to take into
account previous selected Tools and Resources.
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Figure 7. . Relation of the iTEC SDE with other subsystems

2.3. Actors
SDE requirements are modeled using UML use cases and the Unified Software Development
Process. According to these paradigms, it is required to identify actors for use cases, i.e., those
agents (human or not) that will initiate or activate a use case capturing a requirement. In the case
of the iTEC SDE, we have identified two actors (cf. Figure 8), the Administrator, who represents
the human being responsible for managing and configuring the iTEC SDE software, and the
Composer, who represents the software module named as iTEC Composer in this document, for
whom the SDE will provide the functionality through a software interface.
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Figure 8. Actors of the iTEC SDE

Administrator. Manages and configures iTEC SDE’s behaviour. This actor’s main mission is
to configure the parameters that define the internal behaviour of the iTEC SDE, such as the
times when automatic harvesting will be performed on iTEC Back-end Registry data, or the
configuration of the rules that support the recommendation processes.
Composer. This actor represents the iTEC Composer (i.e., it is not an actual person). Thus,
iTEC Composer represents the software agent that submits queries to the iTEC SDE to
obtain specific recommendations on Tools and Resources than may be used to implement
a Learning Story.
The final users of the SDE are those who use the Composer to create LARG. In this phase of the
project, these users are ICT Coordinators and teachers. ICT Coordinators are mainly responsible
for the localisation of the Learning Stories, including Technical Localisation for those schools under
their responsibility. Teachers will use mainly those functionalities related to Tool and Resources
Planning.

2.4. Use Cases
2.4.1. System Administration (SA)
This section includes the use cases related with the administration of the iTEC SDE. These use
cases (cf. Figure 9) capture the gathering of information to let the SDE carry out its main function.
The main source of information is the iTEC Back-end Registry from where the main data is
harvested. Other sources of information come from Learning Object Repositories and from those
external sources (e.g., semantic web data) that allow the enrichment of the original information. A
second group of use cases represent the various configuration needs for the SDE to properly work.
This scenario includes the following use cases:
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Figure 9. iTEC SDE use cases related with the system administration

Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry. The system gets all the information available in the iTEC
Back-end Registry (e.g., Learning Stories, Technical Settings, People, Events, Tools). This
use case includes three use cases to harvest Tools, People and Events respectively and
that could be initiated independently. In all cases, this information is stored in the iTEC
Back-end Registry.
Harvest Learning Content. The system gets the info about Learning Content available in
registries. The reference source of information for content will be the EUN’s Learning
Resource Exchange (LRE), although alternative registries might be also harvested.
Enrich from External Sources. The system enriches the information of the semantic
database with information from external data sources. This would allow the inference
engine to produce recommendations based on knowledge not explicitly stored in the iTEC
Back-end Registry (e.g., coming from semantic web sources like Linked Data).
Configure Harvesting. The system saves the configuration of the mechanism to perform the
harvesting of data available in the iTEC Back-end Registry. This configuration information
will include sources to be harvested, timing, type of harvesting (incremental or full), etc.
Configure Enrichment. The system saves the configuration of the mechanism to perform
the automatic enrichment of the semantic database with info from external data sources.
This configuration information will include the sources from where the SDE data will be
enriched (e.g., Linked Data nodes). Sources of external information will be identified on an
individual basis for each type of data (i.e., Tools, People, Events).
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Configure Recommendation Rules. These rules will be used to infer information to support
the provision of recommendations for Tools and Resources. The rules to be applied over
each type of recommendations and its relative weight can be defined by the administrator.
Thus, she will be able to set an appropriate trade-off between the efficiency of the
recommendation process and its accuracy.

2.4.2. Technical Localisation (TL)
This section includes the use cases related to the Technical Localisation process. These use
cases (cf. Figure 10) capture the functionality related to the assessment of the technical feasibility
of Learning Stories in Technical Settings. This group of use cases is of special interest for a person
who wants to check which Learning Stories from those defined by iTEC or other sources could be
eventually implemented in a particular set of schools under her responsibility. Thus, the process of
selecting Learning Stories to be further developed into eventual LARGs is facilitated through a kind
of automatic selection support. All these three use cases assume that the Learning Stories and the
Technical Settings are appropriately stored in the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Figure 10. iTEC SDE use cases related with the Technical Localisation

This scenario includes the following use cases:
Assess Technical Feasibility. The system checks if a particular Learning Story could be
performed in particular Technical Setting taking into account the Technology Requirements
of the Learning Story and the Functionalities that are supported by the Tools (Applications
and Devices) available in the Technical Setting.
Get Feasible Learning Stories. The system returns all the Learning Stories that can be
performed in a certain Technical Setting.
Get Suitable Technical Settings. The system returns all the Technical Settings from a
certain set that support the Technology Requirements of a particular Learning Story.
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2.4.3. Tool & Resource Planning (TRP)
This section includes the use cases related to the support of the Tool & Resource Planning
process. These use cases (cf. Figure 11) provide recommendations to the Composer on the best
Tools and Resources (Event, People, Content) to meet the requirements set in those Learning
Activities included in a Learning Story and by the LARG context in which these activities are to be
developed. Therefore, through the implementation of these use cases, teachers using the
Composer will be provided with a set of recommendations that would facilitate their task of
selecting Tools and Resources. A first use case will provide a proposal for a concrete LARG
satisfying all the requirements set in the Learning Story. A set of recommendation use cases
provide lists of recommended Tools and Resources satisfying this type of requirements as
described in the Learning Story. A second group of use cases are used to find Tools and
Resources that satisfy a specific requirement. Thus, they can be used to locate a specific Tool or
Resource not available in the Technical Setting that could satisfy a missing requirement. Finally, a
third group of use cases provide functionalities related to checking whether or not the requirements
are already met and identify those which are still not fulfiled.

Figure 11. iTEC SDE use cases related with the Tool & Resource Planning
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All the use cases identified in this scenario work on the data stored in the iTEC SDE semantic
database. This means that Learning Stories, Technical Settings and Resources need to be
properly recorded in the iTEC SDE semantic database.
Next items provide a brief description of the use cases:
Create LARG. The system provides a selection of Tools (from a particular Technical
Setting), People, Events and Learning Content that define a LARG satisfying the
Requirements of all the Learning Activities of a Learning Story under a specific LARG
Context (e.g., language, subject, age range).
Recommend Tools & Resources. The system provides recommendations about Tools (from
a particular Technical Setting) and Resources that can be used to satisfy the Requirements
of a set of Learning Activities for a LARG under a specific LARG Context. This use case
includes four more specific ones that provide separate recommendations for Tools, People,
Events and Learning Content.
Search Tool. The system provides a sorted list of Tools (from all the Tools registered in the
iTEC SDE database) that satisfy all the Technology Requirements defined by the actor.
Search Person. The system provides a sorted list of people that satisfy all the Person
Requirements defined by the actor.
Search Event. The system provides a sorted list of Events that satisfy all the Event
Requirements defined by the actor.
Search Learning Content. The system provides a sorted list of Learning Content that
satisfies all the Learning Content Requirements defined by the actor.
Validate LARG. The system analyses if the current selection of Tools and Resources
satisfies the Requirements of the Learning Activities included in a LARG. This use case
includes four more specific ones involving the partial analysis for Tools, People, Events and
Learning Content.
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3. SEMANTIC MODEL
As stated in Chapter 1, to develop a software system based on semantic techniques such as the
SDE, it is required to define a Semantic Model to make explicit existing knowledge about the
Universe of Discourse. This model, together with the information gathered by the system from the
iTEC Back-end Registry and other possible external data sources, will make up the Knowledge
Base of the SDE. The Business Model described above will serve as a starting point to define the
Semantic Model, as the Business Model identifies the functional premises to be addressed.
This chapter discusses the different sub-models that constitute the Semantic Model, and is
structured as follows. Section 3.1 describes the Specification sub-model, which establishes the
objectives, scope and extent of the Semantic Model. The Conceptualization sub-model, which
identifies concepts and their relations, and the logic rules representing the knowledge about the
domain, is documented in Section 3.2. Finally, Sections 3.3 and 3.4 discuss the formalization and
coding of the Semantic Model.

3.1. Specification Model
Model specification has a dual purpose. First, it serves as a starting point for the initial tasks at the
conceptualization phase, and secondly, it is used along the assessment phase to verify the
constructed model. Model specification is important to clarify why a semantic model is built, and
which their intended uses at the beginning of the construction process are (Uschold & King, 1995).
In our case, there are two main sources that have been used for the construction of the
specification model: (1) the information provided by domain experts from the various Control
Boards established within WP10 and (2) use cases identified for the iTEC SDE while building its
business model. Thus, the construction process begins with an analysis of the requirements
expressed as use cases in that business model, to realize the objectives, scope and extent of the
semantic model to be developed. In addition to their participation in the identification of the
requirements of the iTEC SDE, the domain experts belonging to the Control Boards have a key
role in establishing the requirements for the SDE from the point of view of system modeling.
Indeed, the role of the domain experts in Control Boards is most relevant along the development of
the specification model and the early stages of the Conceptualisation Model.
More specifically, feedback from Control Boards (see Appendix II) is most relevant from several
points of view: (1) for the generation and practical implementation of Educational Scenarios, by
clarifying their motivation and their relationship to other artefacts (e.g., Learning Stories), (2) for the
description of the technological resources available at schools (Local Technology), highlighting
those aspects particularly relevant for teachers and for the implementation of Learning Stories,
taking into account the heterogeneous range of schools participating in this project, (3) for the
identification of the most relevant aspects of the services offered by iTEC to schools to implement
Engaging Scenarios, and their impact on deciding which Learning Stories can / should be
implemented in a given school and (4) for the modeling of resources beyond content, identifying
the most relevant educational aspects of two elements that iTEC will use to support an efficient
implementation of Learning Stories: People and Events.
Domain experts do not necessarily have expertise in Knowledge Engineering and its associated
languages (e.g., OWL). Due to the important role experts play in this phase, we will provide natural
(i.e., informal) language descriptions. However, we will do our best to provide descriptions as
accurate and rigorous as possible to avoid ambiguities.
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Methontology (Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997), the methodology taken as the foundation for
the development of this phase, requires the documents below to be generated. These documents
are included in the following sections.
1. Domain and Scope. Its aim is to answer the question of what will be modeled. We should
clearly define, as accurately as possible, the domain of interest and the scope of the
semantic model from the early stages of the construction process. Then, the next steps will
concentrate on the world (i.e., Universe of Discourse) to be modeled. In any model of a
system concerning the real world, it is necessary to identify, as accurately as possible, the
scope of the area covered by the model. As WP10 has many dependencies with the rest of
the WPs, we have to make it clear what is outside the scope and domain to avoid any
overlapping and potential misunderstandings with respect to other models. As explained for
the Reference Model, the SDE is a system that relates to many other systems and tools
within iTEC, so it is important to clarify which parts of iTEC and which of its subsystems are
subject to this semantic modeling, and what information (not necessarily in the iTEC Backend Registry) will be included in the modeling process, and thus will form part of the
Conceptualisation Model.
2. Purpose. It aims to respond to the question of why semantic modeling is performed. It is
necessary to specify how the semantic model will be applied at the initial stages, as this will
greatly facilitate the definition of appropriate ontological commitments according to the
intended purpose of the model. Different purposes may have different semantic models.
3. Use case analysis. We have to review and classify the use cases in the Business Model for
the knowledge engineer to identify groups of related functions, and to propose a structure
for the semantic model. From the analysis of the use cases it should be possible to identify
relevant data types, external sources and their reusability, or how the different parts of the
semantic model are related to each other to establish a first grouping consistent with the
expected functionality of the final system.
4. Identification of competence questions. One approach to determine the scope of the
semantic model is by identifying a list of questions that the knowledge base constructed
from the semantic model must be able to respond. These are the so-called competence
questions (Grüninger & Fox, 1995). These questions, which will be expressed in natural
language at this stage, will be used to check the obtained semantic model at the Evaluation
phase, once they have been formalized using an appropriate query language. This
instrument is especially suitable for domain experts to identify, as directly as possible, what
they expect from the semantic model and the knowledge base that will be eventually built.
The inference systems constructed and the corresponding knowledge base must be able to
answer the defined competence questions to be considered successful.
5. Identification of external information sources: A semantic model should not be constructed
without taking into account the outside world. The real power of the Semantic Web relies on
its potential to generate a real web of data, where different descriptions and models can
establish relations with each other, reuse existing descriptions and relations, and perform
inferences using elements external to the system being modeled. This is the philosophy
behind the Semantic Web in general, and behind the Linked Data initiative (Heath, 2011) in
particular. By the identification of external information sources, existing models and
definitions may be applied to the new model, avoiding duplicate definitions of commonly
used terms. It is therefore essential to decide upon which of the existing standardized data
models will be taken into account.
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The artefacts composing the Specification Model are discussed along the next sections.

3.1.1. Domain and Scope
This Semantic Model is developed in the framework of the Innovative Technologies for an
Engaging Classroom (iTEC) project. This project aims to identify educational methodologies and
good practices for the future classroom. Within this project, WP2 identifies Educational Scenarios
for the future classroom that can be tested in practice by schools participating in the project.
Educational Scenarios are further elaborated in WP3, where they are transformed into Learning
Stories, which in turn describe in detail the Learning Activities to be performed, together with the
associated requirements (technical, people, events, learning content). This WP also takes care of
the testing of Learning Stories by their implementation in a series of pre-pilots. To implement a
Learning Story it is necessary to specify the support needed to develop the Learning Activities
involved. In other words, it is necessary to decide which Tools will be used, and the most
appropriate Resources in a particular learning domain. The eventual selection of tools and
resources is reflected in the Learning Activity & Resource Guide (LARG), which will be used as a
reference by teachers in pre-pilots and pilots. WP4 is responsible for deploying large scale pilots,
which are evaluated by WP5.
The transformation of a design (Educational Scenario) produced by WP2 into a set of activities that
can be implemented in a collection of schools as large and diverse as the ones participating in
iTEC is not a straightforward process. Schools participating in the project vary widely, both from a
cultural and linguistic standpoint, from the point of view of its national/regional educational system,
and according to the technologies available.
For a Learning Story to be put into practice in a school is necessary to verify its feasibility from
several points of view. A very important aspect is the technological heterogeneity that exists in
European schools. This heterogeneity, together with the large number of schools involved in the
project and the need for adjustments to the Learning Stories that will be put into practice in each
school, have led to the introduction of the iTEC SDE. The aim of the SDE is twofold. First, to help
with the task of determining which Learning Stories are appropriate for a school or group of
schools, and secondly, to assist teachers through the provision of recommendations when
selecting the Tools and Resources needed to implement the Learning Activities included in a
Learning Story. The SDE is therefore a helpful tool for the generation of LARGs. The tasks
supported by the SDE correspond to the design time rather than to the learning runtime. Therefore,
the domain of the semantic model should also be focused in design time.
The model of the domain will include all artefacts and items that may affect: (1) decision making on
the technological feasibility of implementing the Learning Stories derived from an Educational
Scenario in a particular school, and (2) providing recommendations on the most appropriate Tools
and Resources for the practical realization of the Learning Activities that make up a Learning Story.
Therefore, the following aspects are within the scope of this model:
1. Modeling of Learning Stories and other related elements (e.g., Learning Activities, LARGs)
according to their needs insofar technical elements and resources is concerned.
2. Modeling of Technical Settings in schools, including both technologies already available in
schools and technologies offered to schools by iTEC.
3. Modeling of the resources available for the implementation of Learning Stories, and more
specifically the resources in which iTEC is particularly focused: People and Events.
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It is not within the scope of this model:
1. Modeling of those aspects of Learning Stories not directly related to the technologies and
resources needed to implement them (e.g., modeling of learning sequences, pedagogical
designs, etc.).
2. Modeling of those aspects of tools and resources that are not relevant to determine
whether they are useful or not to meet the needs related to the implementation of a
Learning Story in a given school.
3. Modeling of the features of a tool or resource that are not included in the requirements of
the Learning Stories, or are not relevant to determine the feasibility of a Learning Story in a
school (e.g., the meta-metadata of a learning content is not relevant).
4. Modeling of specific aspects of the tools developed within iTEC (e.g., widgets, shells) that
are not relevant to determine the feasibility of a Learning Story in a given school.
5. Aspects related to the runtime of Learning Activities, like activity sequencing, data
exchange and runtime interaction, data transfer among activities, development of
educational events, interactions among persons, etc.
Therefore, the model of the domain is focused on those aspects that will provide support to a
national ICT coordinator along design time for making decisions about the feasibility of
implementing a Learning Story in a given Technical Setting, and for providing recommendations to
teachers about the most appropriate Tools and Resources for the generation of LARGs. Issues
directly related to the runtime of the activities to be executed will be not addressed.

3.1.2. Purpose
The primary purpose of this semantic model is to lay the foundation of the information model
needed to support the major features offered by the iTEC SDE. The set of concepts, relations and
logical rules described in this model will facilitate the construction of the knowledge base of the
system that feeds the SDE, supporting two key tasks:
1. Technical Localisation of Learning Stories. Here localisation means the identification of
which Learning Stories are feasible in a school according to their technology requirements
and the tools available at that school.
2. Tool & Resource Planning of Learning Stories. In this context, planning means the
identification of those tools and resources that could be used in a school to carry out
Learning Activities included within a specific Learning Story. This functionality is intended to
be provided as a set of recommendations for teachers, who may use them as a reference
to select them from the available set of tools and resources.
It is not the purpose of this model:
1. To support the design of new Educational Scenarios, Learning Stories or Learning
Activities.
2. To support the execution of Learning Activities within Learning Stories.
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3.1.3. Use Case Analysis
The Business Model (cf. Chapter 2) includes the use cases that define the functional requirements
of the SDE. In this document use cases are classified according to the actor who participates in
them and the type of the functionality provided. In this way, we have identified three main
functional groups of use cases:
System management, about the harvesting of information from the iTEC Back-end
Registry and from external data sources, and about the configuration of the iTEC SDE.
Technical Localisation, about the assessment of the technical feasibility of Learning
Stories in Technical Settings.
Tool & Resource Planning, about the recommendation of Tools and Resources to support
the creation of LARGs in accordance to Learning Stories.
In this section we analyze the mentioned use cases according to the type of information they
handle. Our aim is to conveniently define groups of use cases, which will not be necessarily
disjoint, enabling the distribution of final requirements into a set of partial needs according to the
information involved. This is therefore a complementary view to the one in the Business Model,
which is aimed at facilitating the identification of the glossary terms, concepts, relationships and
rules for the Conceptualisation Model. The groups identified are discussed along the following
sections.

3.1.3.1. Scenario Design Information
Many of the tasks addressed in the SDE are based on the use of Educational Scenarios and their
associated Learning Stories as a reference along the process of defining LARGs. These tasks
correspond to the collection of data on Educational Scenarios, Learning Stories and LARGs from
the iTEC Back-end Registry, and the provision of functionalities for the Technical Localisation and
Tool & Resource Planning of Learning Stories for their eventual transformation into LARGs. Thus,
the involved use cases are:
Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry.
Assess Technical Feasibility.
Get Feasible Learning Stories.
Get Suitable Technical Settings.
Create LARG.
Validate LARG.
We have identified the need to capture the information existing in the iTEC Back-end Registry on
the several modeling artefacts used in iTEC, like Learning Stories (first use case). This information
must provide the features, activities, requirements and restrictions to decide whether a Learning
Story is feasible in a given Technical Setting or a group of Technical Settings, or which Learning
Stories are feasible in a given Technical Setting, to eventually make recommendations on the
Tools and Resources required to enable the generation of a LARG. A LARG stored in the iTEC
Back-end Registry may be validated to verify if all Tools and Resources needed to carry out the
corresponding Learning Activities in accordance with the requirements of a Learning Story have
been identified.
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Thus, these use cases provide information related to the design of scenarios, from a higher
description level as performed originally by WP2, to final guides (i.e., LARGs). These use cases
describe how to identify the most suitable Tools and Resources for each of the Learning Activities
composing a Learning Story.
Besides, these use cases also illustrate the need for a major effort when modeling other artefacts
used during design time: Tools, both Applications and Devices, and also Resources: People,
Events and Content. The relevance of these artefacts, and the existence of specific use cases to
deal with each of them, leads us to independently analyze them, as discussed below.

3.1.3.2. Tools/Technical Settings
Use cases related to Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning include the Tools that
can be used in different Learning Activities in a Learning Story. Learning Stories are implemented
in a given Technical Setting, which in turn consists of a set of Tools. Domain experts have
identified two types of Tools along the early stages of the project, namely Hardware Devices and
Software Applications, which run on a Device.
The use cases related to Tools and Technical Settings are:
Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry.
Harvest Tools.
Enrich from External Sources.
Assess Technical Feasibility.
Get Feasible Learning Stories.
Get Suitable Technical Settings.
Search Tool.
Recommend Tools.
Analyse Technology Requirements.
The use cases included in this group consider both the harvesting of information on Tools and
Technical Settings at schools from the iTEC Back-end Registry, and the enrichment of this
information to improve the processes of Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning. All
these use cases take into account the requirements of Tools and the features they offer. This
information is used to decide if Learning Activities in a Learning Story are feasible using the Tools
available in a particular Technical Setting to recommend the most appropriate Tools for a specific
Learning Activity, as more than one may be feasible. There are other considerations that must be
taken into account, as is the compatibility among Tools within the same LARG, or the compatibility
among Tools and Resources (e.g., if the Tools selected may be used by experts participating in a
Learning Activity, or if the Tools selected are suitable for a particular Event).

3.1.3.3. People
One of the key Resources within the iTEC project is People, as it is instrumental for the provision
of engaging scenarios. We need to provide a suitable model to enable recommendations on the
most relevant people to support Learning Activities. As a consequence, requirements should also
be described from this point of view. We have identified the use cases below related to the concept
of People, either because they describe how information is captured, or because they support the
planning process.
Harvest People.
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Enrich from External Sources.
Search Person.
Recommend People.
Analyse Person Requirements.
The first two use cases describe the harvesting of information about people from the iTEC Backend Registry, and its enrichment using data from external sources. Presently, the Web offers
several sources of information on people to be used for the enrichment of such data. In particular,
social networking contacts support the identification of people to infer networks of trust or relevant
experts in a given domain. At the academic level, there are many publications’ databases that
include information about the authors of papers, which may be used to infer skills, knowledge or
the level of expertise of individuals.
Use cases dealing with Tool & Resource Planning utilize the knowledge gathered or inferred to
provide search and recommendation functionalities on People, or to validate whether the peoplerelated requirements of a LARG are satisfied.

3.1.3.4. Events
Other key Resources within the iTEC project are Events. Indeed, Events will also have a
fundamental role in the provision of engaging scenarios. Thus, we need a comprehensive Events
model to enable the realization of appropriate recommendations on the Events most suitable to
support specific Learning Activities. We have identified the use cases below:
Harvest Events.
Enrich from External Sources.
Search Event.
Recommend Events.
Analyse Event Requirements.
Information about Events is captured through the first two use cases, which provide harvesting and
enrichment. It is important to consider different types of external events that can be used in iTEC,
and the relations that can be established among Events and other resources. Thus, it is necessary
to distinguish between physical and virtual Events, synchronous or asynchronous Events, etc.
Examples of their relations to other types of resources are the People who participate in an Event,
or the Tools needed.
Use cases related to Tool & Resource Planning utilize the information on Events to search,
recommend and validate LARGs. As in previous cases, our aim is to discover which Events best
meet certain search requirements.

3.1.3.5. Learning Content
Among the use cases in the business model, some deal with more conventional Resources,
namely learning content. Content may be used in Learning Activities, and may be digital or other
type. As in previous sets, we identified five use cases:
Harvest Learning Content.
Enrich from External Sources.
Search Learning Content.
Recommend Learning Content.
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Analyse Content Requirements.
As in related user cases in other sets, the first two ones model harvesting and enrichment of
information about Content. The three later use cases belong to the planning functional group.
We can find in the literature several standards and specifications targeted to the description of
learning content. This is a relatively mature field, and consequently learning content modeling is
not among the priorities of the iTEC project. In any case, the semantic model being developed
should include information on the content to be used within the project. iTEC has identified the
Learning Resource Exchange (LRE) as the primary source of information on Educational Content.
LRE is run by the European SchoolNet, which is the institution leading this project.

3.1.3.6. Miscellaneous
The Business Model identifies a series of use cases related to the management, configuration and
harvesting of data required by the SDE.
Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry.
o Harvest Tools.
o Harvest People.
o Harvest Events.
Harvest Learning Content.
Enrich from External Sources.
Configure Harvesting.
Configure Enrichment.
Configure Recommendation Rules.
These use cases illustrate the interaction of the SDE with the iTEC Back-end Registry or with
external data sources collecting information on Tools, People, Events and Learning Content. To
perform these operations we deal with several types of information. Although this information is not
an actual component of the semantic model, it is needed to guarantee the correct behaviour of the
SDE.
First, information on the location of data sources has to be available, together with the credentials
needed to access that information. Secondly, when data is collected, information about the time
when data collection was performed, which data elements have been obtained, where they were
located, etc. has also to be considered. The later information is needed to facilitate the
management of the information retrieval process, and the enrichment of the information retrieved
from the iTEC Back-end Registry with information from external sources.

3.1.4. Competence Questions
Competence questions are a set of questions, expressed in natural language, to which the
proposed system should answer. These questions are most useful when constructing a semantic
model, as they enable the determination of the scope of an ontology, and the identification of
glossary terms and concepts. Besides, they also have impact on the evaluation process, as they
are used there as a quality control instrument. Note that the developed ontology should include
enough information to respond to all competence questions.
In our case, we have identified the competence questions below. The list is not exhaustive, but it is
sufficiently complete to cover the requirements that should be satisfied, at least for a first version of
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the system. These questions have been obtained from the work performed by domain experts
provided by project partners in Control Boards.
The list of questions has been organized according to the analysis of use cases performed in the
previous section.

3.1.4.1. Scenario Design Information
Which Learning Stories have been generated from a given Educational Scenario?
Which are the Learning Activities belonging to a given Learning Story?
Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are required for the implementation of
a Learning Activity?
Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are essential for the implementation
of a Learning Activity?
Which technical requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are nice to have for the
implementation of a Learning Activity?
o Which Applications are required for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
o Which Devices are required for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Person requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Person requirements are recommended for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
Which Person requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Event requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Event requirements are recommended for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Event requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning Activity?
Which Learning Content requirements are essential for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
Which Learning Content requirements are recommended for the implementation of a
Learning Activity?
Which Learning Content requirements are nice to have for the implementation of a Learning
Activity?
Is a given Learning Story feasible in a given Technical Setting?
Which Learning Activities from a Learning Story are feasible in a given Technical Setting?
Is a given Learning Activity feasible in a given Technical Setting?
Which technology requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are missing in a given Technical
Setting to implement a Learning Story?
Which technology requirements (Tools, Functionalities) are missing in a given Technical
Setting to implement a Learning Activity?
Which Learning Activities have been selected for a LARG?
Which are the most used Learning Activities in LARGs generated from a given Learning
Story?
Which Tools have been selected for a LARG?
Which People have been selected for a LARG?
Which Events have been selected for a LARG?
Which Learning Content has been selected for a LARG?
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3.1.4.2. Tools/Technical Settings
Which functionalities provide the tools of a Technical Setting?
o What is the affordance level of a Technical Setting in a certain functionality?
Which tools are included as part of the Local Technology of a specific Technical Setting?
o Which hardware devices include a specific Technical Setting?
o Which software applications include a specific Technical Setting?
o Which shells include a specific Technical Setting?
Which functionalities provide a particular tool?
o What is the affordance level of a tool in a certain functionality?
Which device is required for the execution of a particular application?
o Which widgets can be run in a specific shell?
Which Tools are similar to Tool X?
Which Technical Specification has a specific tool?
o Which are the requirements of a specific tool?

3.1.4.3. People
Which are the expertise areas of a person?
o Which is the expertise degree of a person in a certain expertise area?
Which are the languages spoken by a person?
Which are the contact details for a particular person?
o Which is the email address of the person?
o Which communication channels does a person have (e.g., skype)?
o Which is the postal address of the person?
o In which country the person resides?
o What is the geolocation of the address?
What is his/her preferred contact method?
What is the homepage of a particular person?
Are there any other web pages related to this person?
To Which group a person belongs?
Which People are similar to Person X?
Who are the friends of person X taking into account the relationships in existing networks?
o Which persons does a given person trust?

3.1.4.4. Events
What are the subjects of an event?
Which are the languages of an event?
What is the location of an event?
Which are the technology requirements needed to attend an event?
Is the event X on-line or face-to-face?
Is the event X free of charge?
Which people are going to participate in an event?
What learning content is going to be used in an event?
Which events are similar to event X?
Who likes a particular event?
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3.1.4.5. Content
What are the subjects of a learning content?
Which are the languages of a learning content?
What are the features for a particular content?
o What is the location of a content?
Which tools are needed to execute a content?
Which learning contents are similar to learning content X (ordered according similarity)?
Who likes a learning content?

3.1.5. External Sources
We have identified several conceptualizations in specifications, standards and recommendations
that may be consulted and used along the process of defining the main entities and relations
relevant to the construction of the semantic model. The most relevant are:

Basic Geo (WGS84 lat/long) Vocabulary
This is a basic RDF vocabulary that provides the Semantic Web community with a namespace for
representing lat(itude), long(itude) and other information about spatially-located things, using
WGS84 as a reference datum.
URL: http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/

BIO Vocabulary
A vocabulary for biographical information. The BIO schema contains terms useful for finding out
more about people and their backgrounds and has some cross-over into genealogical information.
The approach taken is to describe a person's life as a series of interconnected key events, around
which other information can be woven.
URL: http://vocab.org/bio/0.1/.html
Creative Commons Rights Expression Language
The Creative Commons Rights Expression Language (ccREL) is the standard recommended by
Creative Commons (CC) for machine-readable expression of copyright licensing terms and related
information.
URL: http://creativecommons.org/ns#
Dublin Core Metadata Element Set and the Metadata Terms
The Dublin Core set of metadata elements provides a small and fundamental group of text
elements through which most resources can be described and catalogued. The fifteen elements
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"Dublin Core" described in the standard is part of a larger set of metadata vocabularies and
technical specifications maintained by the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI). The full set of
vocabularies includes the DCMI Metadata Terms, also includes sets of resource classes (including
the DCMI Type Vocabulary), vocabulary encoding schemes, and syntax encoding schemes. The
terms in DCMI vocabularies are intended to be used in combination with terms from other,
compatible vocabularies in the context of application profiles and on the basis of the DCMI Abstract
Model. A Dublin Core metadata record can describe physical resources, digital material and
composite media. These records are intended to be used for cross-domain information resource
description and have become standard in the fields of library science and computer science
URL (DCMI Elements): http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/
URL (DCMI Terms): http://dublincore.org/documents/dcmi-terms/

FOAF
FOAF is a simple technology that makes it easier to share and use information about people and
their activities (e.g., photos, calendars, weblogs), to transfer information between Web sites, and to
automatically extend, merge and re-use it online. The Friend of a Friend (FOAF) project is creating
a Web of machine-readable pages describing people, the links between them and the things they
create and do.
URL: http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/

ORG Vocabulary
Core ontology for organizational structures, aimed at supporting linked-data publishing of
organizational information across a number of domains. It is designed to allow domain-specific
extensions to add classification of organizations and roles, as well as extensions to support
neighbouring information such as organizational activities.
URL: http://www.epimorphics.com/public/vocabulary/org.html

OWL-Time - Time Ontology in OWL
An ontology for describing the temporal content of Web pages and the temporal properties of Web
services. The ontology provides a vocabulary for expressing facts about topological relations
among instants and intervals, together with information about durations, and about datetime
information.
URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/

RDF Review Vocabulary
The RDF Review is a vocabulary for expressing reviews and ratings using the Resource
Description Framework. It is being used by the Revyu.com web site that lets users review and rate
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absolutely anything they can name. This vocabulary it is compatible with hReview and conforms to
OWL Lite.
URL: http://vocab.org/review/terms.html

SKOS
The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) is a common data model for sharing and
linking knowledge organization systems via the Web. Many knowledge organization systems, such
as thesauri, taxonomies, classification schemes and subject heading systems, share a similar
structure, and are used in similar applications. SKOS captures much of this similarity and makes it
explicit, to enable data and technology sharing across diverse applications.
The SKOS data model provides a standard, low-cost migration path for porting existing knowledge
organization systems to the Semantic Web. SKOS also provides a lightweight, intuitive language
for developing and sharing new knowledge organization systems.
URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/skos-reference

The Event Ontology
An ontology centered around the notion of event, seen here as the way by which cognitive agents
classify arbitrary time/space regions. This ontology was developed in developed in the Centre for
Digital Music in Queen Mary, University of London.
URL: http://motools.sourceforge.net/event/event.html

The Statistical Core Vocabulary (SCOVO)
SCOVO is a vocabulary for representing statistical data on the Web maintained by the Digital
Enterprise Research Institute (DERI).
URL: http://vocab.deri.ie/scovo

VCard
vCard is a popular file format standard for electronic business cards. vCards are often attached to
e-mail messages, but can be exchanged in other ways, such as on the World Wide Web. They can
contain name and address information, phone numbers, e-mail addresses, URLs, logos,
photographs, and even audio clips. An RDF vCard format has been published by the W3C.
URL: http://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
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The Weighting Ontology 0.1
The Weighting Ontology specification provides a vocabulary for describing weightings and their
referenced scales, on/ for the Semantic Web. The Weighting Ontology includes a multiple purpose
weighting concept on top of Statistical Core Vocabulary.
URL: http://smiy.sourceforge.net/wo/spec/weightingontology.html

The Weighted Interests Vocabulary 0.5
The Weighted Interests Vocabulary specification provides basic concepts and properties for
describing preferences (interests) within contexts, their temporal dynamics and their origin on/ for
the Semantic Web. The Weighted Interests Vocabulary is with the release of version 0.4 now an
union of the Weighted Interest Vocabulary, the E-foaf:interest Vocabulary and the Interest Mining
Ontology. That means, all interest related ontologies are now merged under one hood and some
concepts are proper modeled now. The design of this interest ontology is also strongly influenced
by the outcome of the User (weighted) Interests Ontology working group from Hypios VoCamp
Paris 2010.
URL: http://smiy.sourceforge.net/wi/spec/weightedinterests.html

3.2. Conceptualization Model
The second phase of the methodology used is devoted to the construction of the Conceptualisation
Model from the knowledge about the domain acquired after developing the Business Model and
the Specification Model. We will identify the most relevant concepts and their relations, and the
business logic related to them. The Knowledge Engineer (KE) will use as a guide the competence
questions and use cases identified in the Specification Model and Business Model, which have
been obtained through the collaboration of domain experts in Control Boards. The objective of the
Conceptualisation phase is to organize and structure, in a semi-formal way, the implicit knowledge
available in the domain of interest, taking the elements just mentioned as a starting point. Naturallanguage descriptions of concepts and graphical representations will be used, as they are easily
understandable for domain experts not familiarised with the mathematical formalisms and notations
of knowledge representation languages and semantic technologies. Indeed, the applied
methodology follows the UPON proposal (Nicola, Missikoff, & Navigli, 2005), which utilizes UML
diagrams to graphically represent the main concepts and relations to be developed when
constructing this model. Widely accepted ontologies among the scientific community like
GoodRelations (Hepp, 2008) are also based on this approach to modelling.
The construction of a sound and complete conceptual model is a complex process involving
several independent tasks. Methontology (Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997) proposes a list of
tasks for the Conceptualization phase, each of them generating an associated document. The four
most relevant tasks are:
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1. Construction of a Glossary of Terms: A list of terms in the domain of interest is created
from competence questions and use cases. Initially, no distinction is made between
concepts and properties of concepts. The definition of these terms must be as specific as
possible, and a convenient consensus on the proposed definition is needed. Thus, all
project members are invited to contribute, as all have a relevant role in the process.
Contributions from project members are collected through Control Boards.
2. Identification of Concepts and Concept Hierarchy: A hierarchically organized set of
concepts and a set of relations among concepts is extracted from the glossary of terms.
The construction of the hierarchy of terms is performed through successive refinements.
Initially, some base concepts extracted directly from terms in the glossary are identified.
Then, base concepts are refined according to a hybrid strategy (Uschold & Grüninger,
1996) combining top-down (new concepts are identified as specializations of a given term)
and bottom-up (new concepts are identified as generalizations of a given term) techniques.
The output of this task is a dictionary of concepts including their textual description, their
attributes or properties, and a graphical representation of the hierarchical relations among
concepts.
3. Identification of Binary Relations: Isolated concepts or concepts related through simple
hierarchical associations do not have enough expressive power to answer all competence
questions (Noy & McGuinness, 2001). Thus, we have to identify additional relations
between concepts. Besides their textual descriptions, we should also provide additional
characteristics like its domain and range, together with other functional properties (e.g.,
transitivity, reflexivity, symmetry, etc.).
4. Identification of Logic Rules: Concepts and binary relations between concepts do not
support a complete and straightforward representation of all implicit knowledge in the
domain of interest. In some cases, it is more convenient and simple to collect heuristic
knowledge through a set of logic rules, which will be described as logic propositions (i.e., as
pairs antecedent - consequent). These propositions will be transformed into sentences in a
rule language compatible with the inference engine used.

The development of each of these tasks is not an isolated activity. Knowledge Engineers add new
concepts, relations and rules as they develop each of the terms collected in the Glossary. Besides,
a given relation and/or concept may experience subtle variations according to its application
context. To facilitate the task of identifying concepts, relations and rules, we have identified a set of
semantically related information groups (People, Organizations, Tools, Events).
Ontologies are conceived as intrinsically portable components that facilitate interoperability among
heterogeneous systems (Gruber T. , 1993). However, ontology development is a task that poses
major challenges to model designers. The lack of common criteria to address the conceptualisation
of a given problem, together with the large size and complexity of foundational ontologies,
increases the difficulty of constructing an eventual widely accepted, coherent and reusable
conceptualisation. Thus, the proposed methodology includes an additional step prior to the
conceptualisation of glossary terms, namely the definition of a set of conceptualisation design
guides (also referred as an Ontology Design Pattern repository) to be applied along the modelling
of the information groups mentioned above. Besides, we will also establish relations between
concepts identified in these documents and their equivalents in other ontologies, specifically
foundational ontologies like SUMO (the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology). This will contribute to
the reusability of the developed model.
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3.2.1. Glossary
The table below includes the initial base glossary, constructed from the information obtained after
the specification of the Semantic Model. This initial glossary will serve as the starting point for the
identification of concepts, relations and logic rules needed to construct the semantic model used by
the SDE. Therefore, the definitions included in this glossary are provided for the domain and
purpose of the SDE.

Concept name

Definition

Application

Software artifact that can be used for educational purposes by end users.
An Application is a Tool.

Class

A group of pupils/students that is taught by a teacher and belongs to a
School. This term is equivalent to StudentGroup.

Content
Requirement

Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the learning
content needed to carry out that Learning Activity.

Communication
Channel

Tool that allows two or more individuals to communicate.

Device

Hardware artifact that can be used for educational purposes by end users.
A Device is a Tool.

Educational
Scenario

A narrative description of a preferable learning context in an abstract level
that does not take into account technical details or other concrete
problems.

Event

Something that happens or takes place at a determinable place and time,
particularly one of importance. In this context, Events can play an
important role in a Learning Activity and therefore, the SDE will provide
recommendations on Events appropriate for a Learning Activity.

Event Requirement

Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the Events
needed to carry out that Learning Activity.

Expert

A Person who is very knowledgeable about or skillful in a particular
knowledge area.

Expertise

Skill or knowledge a Person has in a particular area or domain, which
serves to discriminate that Person from newbies or not experienced
people.

Functionality

A stated purpose of a tool. In the context of the present Semantic Model
this term is used as a equivalent to affordance, which can be defined as: A
quality of an object, or an environment, that allows an individual to perform
an action.
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ICT Coordinator

Person responsible for managing the Technical Settings of a classroom,
school, region or country.

iTEC Application
Store

An on-line repository providing access to iTEC Applications and
supporting their dissemination, categorisation and commenting.

iTEC Back-end
Registry

An on-line repository that stores and organizes information about People,
Organisations, Events, Scenarios, Learning Stories, Learning Activities,
LARGs Technical Settings, and Tools

iTEC Shell

An iTEC Shell is a software container for widgets and “proprietary”
applications, an iTEC Shell provides means for authenticating user and
provides a management of user groups including organisations.

iTEC Technology

The portfolio of applications that a school can access through the iTEC
Application Store and is willing to use.

Knowledge Area

A domain or subject that a pupil/student learns (e.g., Maths, History)

Learning Activity &
Resource Guide
(LARG)

Learning Activities selected from a Learning Story with the set of Tools
and Resources that support their implementation in a specific context
(Technical Setting, domain, language, etc.).

LARG Context

Particular context where a LARG will be deployed. The elements of this
context include the language used for teaching/learning, the Knowledge
Area, the School’s Technical Setting, etc.

Learning Activity

Activity identified in a Learning Story that must be carried out by one or
more persons. A learning activity is larger than a task. A typical learning
story will include 3-8 learning activities. A learning activity refers to the
tools and resources that are needed to successfully complete it. It also
includes information such as motivation, preparation instructions, and
guidelines.

Learning Content

Any kind of information resource that can be used for teaching and
learning. The SDE will provide recommendations on Learning Content
appropriate for a Learning Activity.

Learning Story

A narrative description of a learning context that is more concrete than an
educational scenario and is more helpful to teachers when designing their
lesson plans. A learning story refers to several learning activities and is an
exemplification of them working together.

Local Technology

The set of tools that a school has already available by itself and is willing
to use.

Person

A human being. In this context, people can play an important role in a
Learning Activity and therefore, the SDE will provide recommendations on
people appropriate for a Learning Activity.

Person
Requirement

Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the People
needed to carry out that Learning Activity.
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Plugin

A building block written for a specific Shell (e.g., a Moodle component).
This term is equivalent to Shell-specific application

Resource

Events, People or Learning Content that can be used to support a
Learning Activity.

Requirement

Need of a Learning Activity that has to be properly satisfied. Within iTEC
there are Requirements for Tools and Resources (People, Events and
Learning Content). Requirements are classified as ‘required’, ‘preferred’
and ‘nice-to-have’

School

An institution at which learning takes place. A School may be composed
by a set of classrooms with several Technical Settings.

Shell Component

An iTEC Shell Component is a hypernym for both “real” Widgets and
“shell-specific applications” (e.g., a Moodle plugin)

Shell Customization

Process of integrating in a shell the Tools and Resources needed to carry
out the Learning Activities included in a LARG.

StudentGroup

A group of pupils/students that is taught by a teacher and belongs to a
School. This term is equivalent to Class.

Teacher

Learning facilitator that supports pupils along their learning activities. A
teacher may also create LARGs from a Learning Story.

Technical Setting

The set of tools that a school already has (Local Technology) or that may
be accessed through the iTEC Application Store (iTEC Technology).

Technical
Specification

Set of technical features of a tool (e.g., screen resolution, supported
format, required operating system)

Technology
Requirement

Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the Tools
needed to carry out that Learning Activity.

Tool

IT artifact used for educational purposes in the framework of the iTEC
project. There are two types of Tools: software Tools (Applications) and
hardware Tools (Devices)

Widget

An interoperable and reusable package typically containing a small
application which can be instantiated across a variety of platforms.

3.2.2. Documentation Guidelines
Presently, there is not a standardized solution available to document and graphically represent an
ontological conceptualisation. Different designers use different methods according to their personal
preferences, the size and domain of the ontology, its relation to other specifications, etc. If we
analyze the documents provided by well-known conceptualizations like GoodRelations (Hepp,
2008), FOAF (Brickley & Miller, 2010), SKOS (Miles & Bechhofer, 2009), or vCard (Halpin,
Iannella, Suda, & Walsh, 2010) we will see that there are multiple alternatives. However, some
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elements appear in all characterizations, like the separation among concepts, relations, domain
and range of properties, short descriptions of terms, semantics of properties, etc., which constitute
the fundamental core of any conceptualization. Taking into account the Methontology guidelines
(Fernández, Gómez, & Juristo, 1997) for the Conceptualisation Model, we will provide naturallanguage descriptions at this point. Formal logic-based descriptions will be provided along the next
phase, when constructing the Formalisation Model. Additionally, Methontology proposes
intermediate graphical representations of concepts and their relations to facilitate the
understanding of the conceptualisation by domain experts. As Methontology does not specify an
actual format for such representations, we will use UML diagrams as proposed by the UPON
methodology (Nicola, Missikoff, & Navigli, 2005). Indeed, this method has some advantages:
1. Is a representation familiar to people not directly involved in Knowledge Engineering.
2. There is available a wide range of software tools supporting UML diagrams.
3. UML diagrams support the representation of the relations existing in an ontology with an
expressiveness comparable to RDF graphs.
A general diagram showing the main relations and concepts involved will be provided for each
information group identified (people, organisations, tools, etc.). These diagrams will not include all
the information available in the Conceptualisation Model. They are not intended to be complete,
but to reflect only the information needed to understand the relations among the elements within
the model, as identified by designers. For the sake of clarity, and given that some of these
diagrams may be hard to read, each diagram is decomposed in several sub-diagrams. For each
concept identified, an additional UML diagram will illustrate its main relations with other concepts.
This graphical representation is based on UML class diagrams. Its main features are:
Each concept is represented as a (UML) class.
Every concept and relation will be prefixed by a prefix indicating the ontology/vocabulary
from which the term has been extracted. New terms explicitly defined for this project will be
preceded by itec.
To represent the relation subClassOf the two solutions below will be used indistinctly: (a)
the graphical representation of the UML Generalisation relation (i.e.a hollow triangle shape
on the superclass end of the line that connects it to one or more subtypes), or (b) a
stereotype indicating the parent class/es. One or the other mechanism will be adopted
according to the relevance of the relation in a given diagram, and to its complexity. We
recommend the use of stereotypes when the parent class does not have an explicit
representation in the diagram, or when its representation increases the degree of
complexity of the graph.
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The relations associated to a concept will also be expressed in two alternate ways: (a)
within the attribute compartment of the corresponding class, indicating its prefix, relation
name and range, or (b) graphically as a unidirectional “association” (i.e., an arrow joining
two UML classes) tagged with the name and prefix of the relation. The class at the end of
the arrow is the range of the relation. Relations having as range a basic data type (e.g.,
literal, string, integer, float) will be represented always within the attribute compartment of
the class. Note that the range reflected in the diagram corresponds to the most common
use of the property for the concept involved, and may not correspond to the actual range of
the relation. For example, the range of the dct:subject relation is Thing, but the diagram
representing a itec:LearningContent will include this property as having a more specific
range, itec:KnowledgeArea in this case, as the later will be the actual range of values used
by the property for this concept.
When a relation is a subPropertyOf another relation, this may be indicated using a
stereotype if considered appropriate.

The relations of the parent concepts already defined will not be represented again in their
child concepts. These later concepts will have both the new relations and the ones of their
parents.
Concepts belonging to different information groups will be drawn using different colours.
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Concepts and relations will be described separately for each information group. The most relevant
concepts within each group will be sorted alphabetically. For each concept, the relations having
that concept as its domain are included. Descriptions are done using the templates below.

Concepts Template
Concept Name - Name identifying the concept.
Brief description of the meaning of the concept.
Status - Degree of maturity of the term: stable, unstable, testing y deprecated.
External Source - Identification of the external source from which the concept has been extracted.
Subclass of - Concept’s parent/s.
SUMO Mapping - Relation between the concept and an equivalent or wider term defined by
SUMO. Abbreviation(s) near the term indicate that the equivalence is not perfect (i.e., a subsuming
mapping).
In Domain of - Relations that may be used to describe the individuals pertaining this concept.
Definition - Detailed description of the concept.
Notes - Additional remarks about the concept that should be taken into account.
Semantics - Natural-language description of the logic rules directly related to the concept.

Relations Template
Relation Name - Name identifying the relation
Brief description of the meaning of the relation.
Status - Degree of maturity of the term: stable, unstable, testing y deprecated.
External Source - Identification of the external source from which the relation has been extracted.
Domain - Relation’s domain.
Range - Relation’s range.
Definition - Detailed description of the relation, if appropriate.
Notes - Additional remarks about the relation that should be taken into account.
Semantics - Natural-language description of the properties of the relation (transitive, inverse,
functional, symmetric, reflexive).

3.2.3. Prefixes (Namespace Abbreviations)
When representing concepts and relations from external sources, a list of prefixes will be used to
simplify the identification of these sources. Prefixes will follow the notation prefix:term. For
example, element http://purl.org/dc/terms/source from Dublin Core Terms, will be expressed here
as dct:source. The table below includes the list of all the prefixes used in this document, together
with the associated namespace:
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Prefix

URL

bio

http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/

dct

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

dctype

http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/

event

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl#

foaf

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/

geo

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

org

http://www.w3.org/ns/org#

rev

http://purl.org/stuff/rev#

scovo

http://purl.org/NET/scovo#

skos

http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#

time

http://www.w3.org/2006/time#

v

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

wi

http://purl.org/ontology/wi/core#

wo

http://purl.org/ontology/wo/core#

3.2.4. Design Guidelines
The design and development of ontologies is a relatively recent field of research. As a
consequence, well documented techniques and good practices have not been established yet.
Nevertheless, experience accumulated along the last years by knowledge engineers and
researchers in the field enable us to identify both an initial set of methodologies for the construction
of ontological conceptualizations, and a collection of basic elements every good design should
have. Projects like NeOn (NeOn Project, 2010), funded by the Sixth Framework Programme, have
addressed the definition of good practices to model Web ontologies not as standalone objects, but
as a part of a wider network of semantically linked resources, considering in particular their
dynamics, modularity and contextual dependencies. Taking into account the results of the
mentioned project and other contributions from the research community, available at
http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/, a list of items that should be satisfied by every well designed
ontology can be identified:
1. Well designed for its purpose.
2. Explicitly stated requirements (particularly competency questions) were specified and used
to guide the design process.
3. Meets all and for the most part, only the intended requirements.
4. Does not make unnecessary commitments or assumptions.
5. Easy to extend to meet additional unknown future requirements.
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6. It reuses as much as possible:
a. Leverages upper level ontologies where appropriate
b. Leverages existing domain ontologies
c. Instantiates known design patterns.
7. There is a core set of primitives that are used to build more complex parts. This is a kind of
reuse within the same ontology, as opposed to reusing external ontologies and patterns.
The corollary to this is: the same concepts are not created independently multiple times in
different places in the ontology.
8. Easy to understand and maintain;
a. Avoids hacks and workarounds
b. Lacks redundancy
9. Well documented
a. Describes the core ideas of the ontology
b. Describes the core classes and relationships
c. Includes diagrams to illustrate those concepts
Items 1 to 4 are already covered by the Specification model, while items 5 to 9 are specifically
related to ontology conceptualisation. Constructing a model satisfying these principles is not a
straightforward task. The application of methodologies specific of this area (e.g., DILIGENT,
UPON, Methontology) may contribute significatively to ontology creation, but they are not sufficient
to guarantee a correct design. As a consequence, we have to establish an initial set of architectural
design principles to drive the construction process by knowledge engineers. In this section we
identify the main design patterns to drive conceptualisation, with an emphasis on the process of
selecting applicable Ontology Design Patterns (ODP). An ODP is a modeling solution to solve a
recurrent ontology design problem. It is a template that represents a schema for specific design
solutions (Gangemi & Presutti, 2009).
Design patterns are routinely used in software engineering, but their use is less common in our
domain. The need of establishing good practices in the field of Semantic Web contributed to the
creation of the Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working Group (SWBPD) (Swick,
Schreiber, & Wood, 2006) within W3C. This group has developed several conceptual patterns
targeted to facilitate the construction of semantic applications. The development of our ontology
will take into account these recommendations, together with additional specific design patterns
proposed by the community for specific domains (e.g., representation of time periods, ternary
relations, thesaurus). More specifically, our design methodology is centered on the reuse of small,
motivated ontologies that can be used as building blocks in ontology design: Content Ontology
Design Patterns or CPs (Gangemi A. , 2005). Schemes like SKOS (modelling of thesaurus), FOAF
(modelling of people) or VCard (modelling of addresses) are examples of this class of solutions for
specific domains. Our conceptualisation will be based on the use of these basic building blocks, in
a way that the ontology that will be eventually developed can be seen as the composition of
several CPs, with appropriate dependencies between them, plus the necessary design expansion
based on the specific needs of our domain.
The actual selection of some patterns instead of others may vary along the ontology life cycle, as
this selection will depend on specific requirements and acquired commitments along the
specification phase. New requirements will trigger new needs that may render a specific design
pattern insufficient to address the new situation. Therefore, the patterns being applied will be
continuously revised along the complete life cycle of the project. Finally, making explicit the design
guidelines will contribute to the coherence of the overall process, as knowledge engineers will
apply always the same solutions to the same problems.
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The main design guidelines that have been applied along the conceptualization process are
summarized below:
Notation for Concepts and Relations
Naming of all concepts and relations will comply to the notation <prefix>:<termName>. Besides,
new concepts and relations will follow the notation below:
Concepts - UpperCamelCase (e.g., EducationalScenario, KnowledgeArea).
Relations - lowerCamelCase (e.g., subPropertyOf, hasTechnicalSetting).
Definition of Inverse Properties
The definition of inverse properties will be avoided, unless strictly necessary according to system
requirements. If the terms involved have been collected from other ontologies, the use of only one
of the terms is recommended. The relation to use will be the one that most facilitates the writing of
the most common SPARQL queries to the knowledge base. If the definition of the inverse relation
is deemed necessary because queries in both directions are common, only one of them will be
included in the ABox (Baader, Calvanese, McGuinness, Nardi, & Patel-Schneider, 2010) of the
Knowledge Base. The inference engine will automatically add the triples corresponding to the
inverse relation into the inferred model. This contributes to limit the size of the knowledge base,
and consequently the size of the data set needed by applications for which this information is not
relevant (the base model).
Additionally, for those bijective relations whose name starts with “has” (e.g., hasTechnicalSetting),
the name of the corresponding inverse relation will be taken from the original name, without the
“has” prefix, and adding the suffix “of”. For example the inverse relation of hasTechnicalSetting is
technicalSettingOf.
Transitivity
In some situations will be suitable to specify that a relation among two individuals has the transitive
property, but keeping track of the elements in the direct relation. As an example, if the relation
includes has the transitive property, then A includes B and B includes C implies that A includes C.
Nevertheless, in some applications we need to keep track of which elements includes directly A.
To solve this situation, the same principle followed in SKOS will be applied, that is, discriminating
the transitivity level by naming specific relations like narrowerTransitive, narrower,
broaderTransitive and broader.
For each transitive relation, two relations will be defined with the same stem. One of them will have
the prefix transitive to identify the one that will be eventually marked as a transitive property in
OWL. The direct relation will be a sub-property of the transitive relation, and the Knowledge Base
will only store direct relations among individuals. Applying this pattern, the inference engine will be
able to infer the existence of transitive or indirect relations, adding to the KB the corresponding
properties (note that we have modeled the direct relation as a sub-property of the transitive
relation). Therefore, to know the immediate links from one individual to another we will use the
direct relation, and to know the inferred links we will use the transitive-suffixed one.
Reuse vs Refinement
As pointed out above, one of the main design guidelines of this conceptualisation process is to
reuse basic building blocks (CPs). We will select from CPs only those elements (classes,
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properties and rules) strictly needed to support the needs of the SDE. An exemplary ontology
should reuse as many elements from other conceptualisations as possible (c.f. point 6 of the
Design Guidelines above). However, designers face the following dilemma: they have to decide
upon directly reusing the element from the external conceptualization, or creating a new term in the
being developed conceptualisation extending the original term.
As a general rule, the being developed conceptualization will reuse the original term if its
semantics is kept in the present application context. As an example, the property dc:title indicates:
“A name given to the resource”, and will be directly reused in this conceptualization to specify the
name of a Learning Story or Learning Activity.
According to good practices in this area, the conceptualisation being developed will never modify
the semantics of the reused concepts and properties, including their range and the properties of
the involved relations. If the semantics have to be modified, a new term will be created from the
base ontology as a refinement of the original one.

N-ary Relations
One of the most common situations when constructing an RDF or OWL models is how to
characterize a N-ary relation, as properties only support binary relations among subject and
predicate in a RDF statement. To model N-ary relations we will follow the recommendations
proposed by the SWBPD in (Noy & Rector, 2004). Thus, our conceptualization will take into
account the two patterns defined in the document referenced above:
Pattern 1: Linking the individual in the domain of the relation (the subject of the RDF
statement) to the individual in its range (the object of the RDF statement) through a new
individual including both the relation and the additional information needed. This pattern is
applicable when one of the individuals in the relation is distinguished from others in that it is
the originator of the relation. An example of the application of this pattern is the definition of
the relation between an expert and his/her knowledge areas of expertise, together with the
degree of expertise in each area. For this, an intermediate individual is created to capture
this information:

Pattern 2: Creating an individual representing the relation with links to all participants. This
pattern can be applied when the n-ary relation represents a network of participants that all
play different roles in the relation, but two or more of the participants have equal
"importance" in the relation. A straightforward example of the application of this pattern is
when modelling an individual’s membership of an organization:
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In the latter case, only the relations linking the new individual to each of the participants in the
relation will be created. If inverse relations are needed, they will be defined according to the design
principles discussed above.

Vocabulary Representation and Class Usage as Property Values
A common situation in any conceptualisation is to model concept hierarchies stemming from it,
specifically when classes may also be used as a property value (e.g., knowledge area, topic, book
subject). This is supported by the OWL Full profile, but not by the OWL DL profile. As a
consequence, we need alternatives as a workaround. SWBPD has addressed this problem by
offering several solutions (Uschold & Welty, 2005). In our case, we will follow a variant of the
solution identified with number 3 in the mentioned document: the creation of hierarchies of
individuals instead of hierarchies of classes to represent these taxonomies. Besides, we will reuse
SKOS concepts and relationships instead of creating a new conceptualisation for describing the
terms of our ontology vocabulary. In other words, SKOS will be used as a CP to represent the
thesaurus maintained at the iTEC back-end registry. The properties skos:narrower and
skos:broader will be used to specify the direct parent-child relations between terms in the
vocabulary, while the inference engine will add the triplets narrowerTransitive and
broaderTransitive to the vocabulary. For each term, names will be defined through skos:prefLabel,
and alternate names through skos:altLabel as indicated by SKOS. The model will also support the
specification of additional types of relations between terms through skos:related, which may be
further refined along future design phases if required by the vocabularies identified within the iTEC
project. Finally, if links to external classification systems are established, they will be indicated
using owl:sameAs, skos:exactMatch or skos:closeMatch as applicable (cf. Section 3.2.11).

Weight Representation
We will also need to model value-weighted relations. The functionality offered by an iTEC tool, the
degree of expertise of an expert, or the degree of confidence of an individual are examples of this
situation. Modelling these types of relations will be based on the Weighting Ontology (Ferris, 2010).
Using this CP it will be possible to characterize both the weight that a relation has, and the scale
upon which weighting is based, including minimum and maximum weight and the predefined step
size for the weight. The scheme below illustrates the main components of this pattern:
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Ontology Reuse
According to the applied design philosophy, the final conceptualisation will be composed of a basic
set of building blocks, enriched with the concepts and relations needed to adequately represent all
the relevant elements in our domain. These ontologies are used as design patterns upon which our
design is based. We will extract from them only the elements strictly needed to cover the actual
needs of the system, facilitating its extensibility at the same time. The selection criteria for patterns
are based on two key concepts: 1) the suitability of the ontology to the domain universe that we are
modelling and 2) its degree of extensibility and acceptance by the international community.
According to the second point, we have considered and deemed as a priority the characterizations
being presently used in Linked Data repositories. Thus, the specifications and vocabularies
summarized below are the basic building blocks of our conceptualization:
1. FOAF - people characterization.
2. BIO Vocabulary - modelling of life events. Presently, only the event Birth has been taken
into account, which in turn might also be modeled according to FOAF. However, we have
selected BIO as this later specification provides more flexibility when facing new
requirements about individuals’ life events, as required by point 5 of the Design Guidelines.
3. VCard RDF - characterization of the contact information of an individual or institution.
4. Organization Vocabulary - characterization of groups and institutions, and the relations
between an individual and a group.
5. Review Ontology - characterization of the assessment of a person on an item.
6. OWL-Time - characterization of time-related concepts (e.g., time interval, duration, instant).
7. Basic Geo (WGS82) - characterization of the geographical coordinates of a location.
Geolocation.
8. SKOS - characterization of the relations between terms in a thesaurus.
9. Dublin Core Terms - generic terms to describe resources.
10. The Weighting Ontology - characterization of value-weighted relations..
11. The Event Ontology - representation of events that may be used as resources in a school.
12. Creative Commons Right Expression Language - characterization of content and tool
usage rights and licenses.
Additionally, relations between the terms in vocabularies used by iTEC and classifications already
available at the Linked Data network will be established whenever possible. At the present
development phase, the initial relations between the learning subject vocabulary (KnowledgeArea)
and equivalent terms in Freebase (Freebase Community, 2010) have already been established.
Please refer to the Vocabulary section (Section 3.2.11) below for additional information.
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3.2.5. People Characterization
One of the most relevant innovations of the iTEC project insofar characterization is concerned is
people characterization. Persons are considered as resources that can be utilized in a classroom
to provide added value to the learning process. Besides the teacher, pupils in future classrooms
may have available a rich pool of experts in several areas to provide advice and support along
learning activities. According to this new vision, where persons are also considered resources
available to configure learning processes, the SDE should support recommendations to teachers
on the experts most suitable to enrich a given educational activity, taking into account the specific
conditions at the school. Thus, people characterization goes beyond state-of-the-art people
description, and must include all skills, expertise and context about an individual relevant to
educational scenarios (e.g., fluency in a given language, degree of knowledge of a particular
subject, communication tools at his/her disposal, affiliation). This information group collects all
concepts and relations enabling the modelling of people in this context, and serves as the
foundation for the recommendations that will be eventually provided by the SDE.
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3.2.5.1. Address Concept and Relations
Address
Postal address of an individual.
Status: stable
External Source: v:Address
SUMO Mapping: Address
In Domain of: v:country-name, v:locality, v:postal-code, v:region, v:street-address
Definition: The VCard structure already supports the modelling of several addresses for the same
individual, like his/her personal address (v:Home), work address, or postal address for notifications
(v:Work or v:Postal). Cf. (Halpin, Iannella, Suda, & Walsh, 2010) for additional details.

country-name
The country of a postal address.
Status: stable
External Source: v:country-name
Domain: v:Address
Range: rdfs:Literal
Notes: The vocabulary for this property should be taken from ISO 3166 (see the iTEC Data
Model).

locality
The locality (e.g., city) of a postal address.
Status: stable
External Source: v:locality
Domain: v:Address
Range: rdfs:Literal

postal-code
The postal code (e.g., U.S. ZIP code) of a postal address.
Status: stable
External Source: v:postal-code
Domain: v:Address
Range: rdfs:Literal
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region
The region (e.g., state or province) of a postal address.
Status: stable
External Source: v:region
Domain: v:Address
Range: rdfs:Literal

street-address
The street address of a postal address.
Status: stable
External Source: v:street-address
Domain: v:Address
Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.5.2. Agent Concept and Relations
Agent
An entity able to interact with other elements in the domain (e.g., Person, group,
organisation)
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:Agent
SUMO Mapping: Agent
In Domain of: org:headOf, org:memberOf, org:reportsTo, itec:trust
Definition: An Agent is any kind of entity that is able to interact with other elements in the system.
For example, actual persons (e.g., expert, teacher, system user), organizations (e.g., school,
project partner) and groups (e.g., iTEC, a class) will be considered as Agents within this project.

headOf
Indicates that a person (or other agent) is the leader or formal head of the Organization.
Status: unstable
External Source: org:headOf
Subproperty of: org:memberOf
Domain: foaf:Agent
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Range: org:Organization

memberOf
Indicates that a person is a member of the Organization, with no indication of the nature of
that membership or the role played.
Status: stable
External Source: org:memberOf
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: org:Organization
reportsTo
Indicates a reporting relationship as might be depicted on an organizational chart. The
precise semantics of the reporting relationship will depend on the organization, but is
intended to encompass both direct supervisory relationships (e.g., carrying objective and
salary setting authority) and more general reporting or accountability relationships (e.g., so
called dotted line reporting).
Status: stable
External Source: org:reportsTo
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: foaf:Agent

trust
Indicates a relation of trust between agents. Trust is value-weighted according to
WeightedTrust.
Status: unstable
External Source: Subproperty of: wo:weight
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: itec:WeightedTrust
Notes: This property is particularly relevant to the SDE, as recommendations on experts will be
based on the degree of trust of users w.r.t. experts.
Semantics: Inverse of itec:trustedAgent

3.2.5.3. Birth Concept and Relations
Birth
Information pertaining the birth of an individual
Status: testing
External Source: bio:Birth
SUMO Mapping: Birth
Subclass of: bio:IndividualEvent
In Domain of: bio:date, bio:place, bio:principal, bio:state
Definition: This concept encompasses all information related to the birth of an individual
considered relevant to the project. Presently, only date and place of birth are deemed as relevant.
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date
Indicates the date when an individual has been born.
Status: stable
External Source: bio:date
Subproperty of: dc:date
Domain: bio:Event
Range: xsd:dateTime
place
Indicates the place (village, municipality, city, etc.) where a Person has been born. This
place will be modeled as a geolocation according to WGS84 (geo:lat,geo:long) (Brickley,
2006)
Status: unstable
External Source: bio:place
Domain: bio:Event
Range: geo:SpatialThing

principal
A reference to the individual whose birth is being described.
Status: unstable
External Source: bio:principal
Domain: bio:Event
Range: foaf:Person

state
Indicates the country where an individual is born.
Status: stable
External Source: bio:state
Domain: bio:Event
Range: rdfs:Literal
Notes: The vocabulary for this property is taken from ISO 3166 (see the iTEC Data Model).

3.2.5.4. Email Concept and Relations
Email
Represents the e-mail address of an individual.
Status: stable
External Source: v:Email
SUMO Mapping: Communication (s)
In Domain Of: rdf:value
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Definition: An individual may have more than one e-mail address registered in the system. The
one used as contact information will be the one marked as preferred (v:Pref). Conventions
established by VCARD are followed to discriminate different e-mail addresses (e.g., personal email using v:Home, work e-mail using v:Work).

value
Actual e-mail address (e.g., john.kepler@gmail.com).
Status: stable
External Source: rdf:value
Domain: Range: xsd:string

3.2.5.5. Expert Concept and Relations
Expert
A Person who is very knowledgeable about or skillful in a particular knowledge area.
Status: stable
External Source: Subclass of: foaf:Person, itec:Resource
Definition: An Expert is any Person having knowledge or skills specific to a given subject deemed
relevant to improve educational practice in European classrooms. According to the iTEC vision,
Experts are just additional resources that may be used to improve educational practice at schools.
Semantics: Any Person with specific knowledge in at least one specialization area is an
itec:Expert

.

3.2.5.6. ICTCoordinator Concept and Relations

ICTCoordinator
Person responsible for managing the Technical Settings of a classroom, school, region or
country.
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Status: stable
Subclass of: foaf:Person, itec:SystemUser
SUMO Mapping: OccupationalRole (s)
Definition: The ICT Coordinator is the person in charge of defining the technologies that schools
participating in the iTEC project have at their disposal. ITC Coordinators may have different
affiliations depending on the country (e.g., regional or national institutions). ICT Coordinators are
users of the system, as they may use the iTEC Composer to define the properties of the tools in
Technical Settings in the schools under their jurisdiction.
Semantics: Disjoint with itec:Pupil.

3.2.5.7. Location Concept and Relations
Location
Represents the geographic location (geolocation) of a person.
Status: unstable
External Source: v:Location
SUMO Mapping: Region
Definition: Used to represent the most common location of a person, as a pair of geographical
coordinates (e.g., working place).

latitude
The latitude of the location of the vCard object.
Status: stable
External Source: v:latitude
Domain: v:Location
Range: xsd:float

longitude
The longitude of the location of the vCard object.
Status: stable
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External Source: v:longitude
Domain: v:Location
Range: xsd:float

3.2.5.8. OnlineAccount Concept and Relations
OnlineAccount
User’s account corresponding to an Internet service.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:OnlineAccount
In Domain of: foaf:accountServiceHomePage, foaf:accountName
Definition: Defines the contact information of a Person, group, or organization corresponding to an
online service. Each account is represented by the main Web page and the user’s account. (e.g.,
http://www.facebook.com, itec-user).

accountServiceHomePage
Indicates a homepage of the service provider for this online account.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:accountServiceHomePage
Domain: foaf:OnlineAccount
Range: foaf:Document

accountName
Indicates the name (identifier) associated to this online account (e.g., user login in Skype or
Facebook).
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:accountName
Domain: foaf:OnlineAccount
Range: xsd:string

channel
Indicates the tool used to access this online account (e.g., Pidgin messaging tool to access
the MSN Messenger messaging service).
Status: stable
External Source: Domain: Range: itec:CommunicationChannel
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3.2.5.9. Person Concept and Relations
Person
A human being. In this context, people can play an important role in a Learning Activity and
therefore, the SDE will provide recommendations on people appropriate for a Learning
Activity.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:Person
Subclass of: foaf:Agent
SUMO Mapping: Human
Definition: May be any person having a role in iTEC (teachers, pupils, experts, conference
speakers, etc.)

account
References an online account for this Person in an online service (e.g., messaging service,
social network, etc.)
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:account
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: foaf:OnlineAccount

biography
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An extended description or account of someone's life. The value of this property should be
a pointer to an HTML document focused on the Person’s biography.
Status: stable
External Source: bio:biography
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: -

businessCard
The businessCard property is a relation between a Person and a VCard (a business card)
describing this Person. Note that the VCard scheme will be used to represent a person’s
contact information (address, telephone number, email).
Status: unstable
Subproperty of: foaf:businessCard
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: v:VCard
Notes: The foaf:businessCard property is not included in the FOAF specification, but is presently a
proposal for extending FOAF4.

description
Detailed description of the main activities and achievements of a Person. If the Person is an
Expert, it will be devoted to provide a text description of his/her areas and degree of
expertise
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

event
A life event associated to a Person.
Status: testing
External Source: bio:event
Subproperty of: owl:differentFrom
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: bio:Event
Notes: Presently we consider only the bio:Birth event. In future versions, other events of interest
like bio:Employment or bio:Graduation may be taken into account.
Semantics: Inverse of bio:agent
expertise
Indicates the degree of expertise that a Person has in a given KnowledgeArea.

4

See also: http://wiki.foaf-project.org/w/FOAF_and_vCard
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Status: unstable
Subproperty of: wi:preference
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: itec:WeightedExpertise
Semantics: Inverse of wi:agent

fluency
Establishes a relation between a Person who can speak a language fluently and that
language.
Status: unstable
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: dct:LinguisticSystem
gender
Indicates the gender of a Person.
Status: unstable
External Source: foaf:gender
Subproperty of: Domain: foaf:Person
Range: v:VCard

homepage
The homepage of the Person being described.
Status: unstable
External Source: foaf:homepage
Domain: Range: foaf:Document
Semantics: Inverse functional

identifier
A text string that serves to uniquely identify a person according to some formal
classification system (e.g., passport number).
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:identifier
Domain: Range: xsd:string
Semantics: Inverse functional

image
An image particularly representative of some Person.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:img
Subproperty of: foaf:depiction
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Domain: foaf:Person
Range: foaf:Image

knows
A Person known by this person (indicating some level of reciprocal interaction between the
parties). A knows relation does not imply friendship, endorsement, or that a face-to-face
meeting has taken place: phone, fax, email, and smoke signals are all perfectly acceptable
ways of communicating with people you know.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:knows
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: foaf:Person
Semantics: The knows property is symmetric and reflexive by definition.
motherTongue
Establishes a relation between a person and the language that this Person knows since
he/she was born.
Status: unstable
Subproperty of: itec:fluency
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

name
Text string representing the name used by a Person (e.g., Timothy John Berners-Lee)
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:name
Domain: Range: xsd:string

onlineContact
Specifies the Internet contacts of a Person (e.g., friends in Facebook).
Status: stable
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: foaf:OnlineAccount

openID
The OpenID assigned to a SystemUser.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:openid
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: foaf:Document
Semantics: Inverse functional
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title
The honorific prefix of a Person (Mr, Mrs, Ms, Dr. etc)
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:title
Domain: foaf:Person
Range: xsd:string
Notes: The iTEC project has defined a vocabulary for this field (c.f. iTEC Data Model). Presently,
acceptable values are Mr., Ms., Miss. and Mrs.

3.2.5.10. Pupil Concept and Relations
Pupil
A Person who is taught by another, particularly a school child or student in relation to a
Teacher.
Status: stable
Subclass of: foaf:Person, itec:SystemUser
SUMO Mapping: Student
Definition: This concept encompasses all individuals attending the lectures of a teacher. Pupils
are grouped into classrooms, which in turn are sets of individuals having a teacher in charge. A
pupil is a user of the system.
Semantics: Disjoint with itec:Teacher and itec:ICTCoordinator. All individuals that are members of
an itec:StudentGroup are itec:Pupil.

3.2.5.11. Review Concept and Relations
Review
A critical report or evaluation performed by an individual on a topic or artifact.
Status: testing
External Source: rev:Review
SUMO Mapping: Report (s)
In Domain of: rev:title, rev:rating, rev:text, rev:reviewer, itec:tags, itec:activity
Definition: This concept enables users to review the different elements of the project. A user may
provide a critical evaluation on Tools, Content, Events, Experts, Learning Stories and/or Activities
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managed by the system. Reviews on tools and resources may be generic or related to their context
of application (e.g., the activity where they are used).

activity
Establishes a link between the review performed on a tool or resource, and the activity
where this tool or resource is being used.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:Activity

hasReview
Associates a work with a a review.
Status: stable
External Source: rev:hasReview
Domain: Range: rev:Review

rating
A numeric value corresponding to the review of the tool or resource.
Status: stable
External Source: rev:rating
Domain: Range: xsd:float

tags
Tags assigned by the user to the object being reviewed.
Status: testing
Subproperty of: dct:subject
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Range: rdfs:Literal

text
The text of the review.
Status: stable
External Source: rev:text
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

title
The title of the review.
Status: stable
External Source: rev:title
Subproperty of: dc:title
Domain: rev:Review
Range: rdfs:Literal
type
The type of media of a work under review.
Status: stable
External Source: rev:type
Domain: Range: -

3.2.5.12. SystemUser Concept and Relations
SystemUser
A user of the tools provided by iTEC
Status: unstable
Subclass of: foaf:Person
Definition: A user is any Person having access to the tools provided by iTEC (composer and
shell). Thus, teachers, coordinators and pupils are users. A user has a username (OpenID
identifier) and a password used for authentication.
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3.2.5.13. Teacher Concept and Relations
Teacher
Learning facilitator that supports pupils along their learning activities. A teacher may also
create LARGs from a Learning Story.
Status: stable
Subclass of: foaf:Person, itec:SystemUser
SUMO Mapping: Teacher
Definition: Persons whose job is teaching and lecturing at a school. A teacher may be in charge of
more than one class. Teachers are potential users of the system, as they may use the Composer
as a tool for configuring and creating a LARG.
Semantics: All Persons in charge of at least one class are itec:Teacher. Disjoint with itec:Pupil.

3.2.5.14. Telephone Concept and Relations
Telephone
Telephone number of a Person.
Status: stable
External Source: v:Tel
SUMO Mapping: Telephone
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Definition: A Person may have more than one telephone number registered (home, work,
corporate mobile, private mobile…). The one used to contact other users will be the telephone
number marked as preferred (v:Pref).

value
An individual’s phone number as a text string (e.g., +34986 814073).
Status: stable
External Source: rdf:value
Domain: Range: xsd:string

3.2.5.15. VCard/BusinessCard Concept and Relations
VCard / BusinessCard
An individual’s business card.
Status: stable
External Source: v:VCard
SUMO Mapping: Text (s) #
In Domain of: v:adr, v:email, v:geo, v:tel
Definition: An VCard collects basic contact information (postal address, geolocation, phone
number and email).

address
Links a VCard to the postal address of an individual
Status: stable
External Source: v:adr
Domain: v:VCard
Range: -

email
Links a VCard to the email address of an individual
Status: stable
External Source: v:email
Domain: v:VCard
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geo
Links a VCard to the geolocation of an individual
Status: stable
External Source: v:geo
Domain: v:VCard
Range: v:Location

telephone
Links a VCard to the contact phone number of an individual
Status: stable
External Source: v:tel
Domain: v:VCard
Range: -

3.2.5.16. WeightedExpertise Concept and Relations
WeightedExpertise
Skill or knowledge a Person has in a particular area or domain, which serves to discriminate
that Person from newbies or not experienced people.
Status: testing
Subclass of: wi:WeightedInterest
In Domain of: wi:agent, wi:topic, wo:weight
Definition: Reflects the degree of knowledge that an expert has on a specific subject matter. The
degree of expertise may be provided by the expert or by an external entity (e.g., professional
qualifications assessment body).

agent
References the expert having the expertise.
Status: stable
External Source: wi:agent
Domain: wi:WeightedInterest
Range: foaf:Agent

topic
References the area of knowledge or expertise.
Status: stable
External Source: wi:topic
Domain: wi:WeightedInterest
Range: -
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weight
Indicates the degree of expertise, represented as a numeric value and a scale.
Status: stable
External Source: wo:weight
Subproperty of: event:factor
Domain: Range: wo:Weight

3.2.5.17. WeightedTrust Concept and Relations
WeightedTrust
Degree of trust that an agent has in other agent.
Status: testing
Subclass of: wo:Weight
Definition: This concept captures the degree of trust that an agent has in other agent. Agents may
be persons (e.g., teacher, national coordinator), groups, institutions The weight assigned increases
as the degree of trust (property rdf:value) increases (a value between 0 and 4). A negative value (1) reflects that the trusting agent has explicitly indicated that he/she/it doesn’t trust the other agent.
Notes: A specific property may be created for each degree of trust:
trustNever (-1)
trustNone (0)
trustMinimally (1)
trustAveragely (2)
trustHighly (3)
trustImplicitly (4)
This model is based on the pattern proposed in (Vitiello, 2002), where the maximum and minimum
value have been replaced by 4 and -1 respectively.

scale
Links the degree of trust to the scale used to assess it. See the description of
WeightedTrust above for additional details on the proposed scale.
Status: testing
External Source: wo:scale
Domain: Range: wo:Scale

trustedAgent
References the agent that is the object of the trust relation.
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Status: stable
Domain: itec:WeightedTrust
Range: foaf:Agent

weight_value
Specifies the degree of trust an agent has in other agent. See the description of
WeightedTrust above for additional details on the proposed scale.
Status: testing
External Source: wo:weight_value
Domain: Range: xsd:decimal

3.2.5.18. Logic Rules
1. Members in an organization trust each other (trustImplicitly).
2. An organization always trusts their child organizations (trustImplicitly).
3. If an expert has already participated in a LARG created by a teacher, both know each
other.
4. If two individuals have participated in the same LARG, they know each other.
5. Teachers in the same school know each other.
6. If individual A trusts individual B, and individual B trusts individual C, a level of trust can be
established between A and C that depends on the relative level of trust between A-B and BC. For example, if A trustImplicitly B and B trustImplicitly C, then A trustImplicitly C. If A
trustNone B and B trust C then A trustNone C.
7. If an individual has assessed an expert, then he/she knows that expert.
8. If an individual has very positively assessed an expert, then he/she trusts that expert.
9. If an individual has very negatively assessed an expert, then he/she doesn’t trust that
expert.

3.2.6. Organizations and Groups Characterization
The description of the context of a Person is not complete if it does not include information on the
groups and organizations to which he or she is affiliated. Schools, classes and project partners are
examples of organizations at different levels to whom individuals are affiliated in a specific way.
Elements identified in this information group are intended to model as completely as possible these
relationships and the contact information of organizations. This will facilitate the characterization of
the context within which every individual interacts and performs his/her tasks. As a consequence,
this information is instrumental to discriminate individuals by the SDE.
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3.2.6.1. Agent Concept and Relations
Agent
An agent (e.g., person, group, software or physical artifact).
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:Agent
SUMO Mapping: Agent
Definition: See the detailed description of this element in section ‘People Characterization’

basedAt
Indicates the Site where an agent is located.
Status: stable
External Source: org:basedAt
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Domain: foaf:Person
Range: org:Site

3.2.6.2. FormalOrganization Concept and Relations

FormalOrganization
An Organization that is recognized in the world at large, in particular in legal jurisdictions,
with associated rights and responsibilities.
Status: stable
External Source: org:FormalOrganization
Subclass of: org:Organization, foaf:Organization
SUMO Mapping: OrganizationalBoard (s)
Definition: Unlike an Organization, in this case all elements included within this concept have its
own legal entity. For example, within the ITEC project, Ministries of Education and Schools are
FormalOrganizations, whereas student groups or communities of experts are not.

hasUnit
Indicates a unit which is part of this Organization.
Status: stable
External Source: org:hasUnit
Domain: org:FormalOrganization
Range: org:OrganizationalUnit

3.2.6.3. Group Concept and Relations
Group
A group of people informally organized around a community or other social, political or
business structure.
Status: stable
Subclass of: org:Organization, foaf:Group
SUMO Mapping: Group
Definition: This concept represents an organized group of people within the project that behaves
as a single Agent. This group has some kind of common purpose or motivation that goes beyond
the set of individuals who are part of it. Students belonging to a class are a good example of
Group.
Semantics: Disjoint with foaf:Person and org:FormalOrganization.
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3.2.6.4. Membership Concept and Relations
Membership
Indicates the nature of an Agent's membership of an organization.
Status: unstable
External Source: org:Membership
In Domain of: org:member, org:organization, org:role
Definition: The Membership class represents an n-ary relation between an Agent, an Organization
and a Role.
Notes: It is possible to directly indicate membership, independent of the specific Role, through use
of the org:memberOf property. The existence of the direct property can be automatically inferred by
the inference engine thanks to the application of logic rules.

member
Links a Membership relation to the agent to whom the relation is applied.
Status: stable
External Source: org:member
Domain: org:Membership
Range: foaf:Agent

organization
Indicates the organization of which the individual is a member.
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Status: stable
External Source: org:organization
Domain: org:Membership
Range: org:Organization

role
Indicates the specific role played by the individual within the organization.
Status: stable
External Source: org:role
Domain: org:Membership
Range: org:Role

3.2.6.5. Organization Concept and Relations
Organization
Represents a collection of people organized together into a community or other social,
commercial or political structure.
Status: unstable
External Source: org:Organization
Subclass of: foaf:Agent
SUMO Mapping: Organization
Definition: This concept encompasses generically organized groups of individuals, both formally
and informally. An organization has some common purpose or reason for existence which goes
beyond the set of people belonging to it, and can act as an Agent. Thus, within the framework of
the iTEC project, this concept includes entities such as schools, ministries of education,
classrooms, or project partners.
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altLabel
Indicates an alternate name by which the organization is known (e.g., trading names,
colloquial names).
Status: stable
External Source: skos:altLabel
Domain: Range: -

identifier
Gives an identifier, such as a company registration number, that can be used to uniquely
identify the organization. Many different national and international identifier schemes are
available. The particular identifier scheme should be indicated by the datatype of the
identifier value.
Status: testing
External Source: org:identifier
Subproperty of: skos:notation
Domain: org:Organization
Range: -

hasSite
Indicates a site at which the Organization has some presence, even if only indirect (e.g.,
virtual office or a professional service which is acting as the registered address for a
company)
Status: stable
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External Source: org:hasSite
Domain: org:Organization
Range: org:Site

homepage
Organization’s main web page.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:homepage
Domain: Range: Semantics: Inverse functional

linkedTo
Indicates an arbitrary relationship between two organizations (e.g., funding, supply chain).
Status: testing
External Source: org:linkedTo
Domain: org:Organization
Range: org:Organization

logo
Graphic image representative of the organization.
Status: testing
External Source: foaf:logo
Domain: Range: -

mbox
Organization’s main email address.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:mbox
Domain: foaf:Agent
Range: Semantics: Inverse functional

prefLabel
Specifies the name by which the organization is known (e.g., legal name).
Status: stable
External Source: skos:prefLabel
Domain: Range: -
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purpose
Indicates the purpose of this Organization. There can be many purposes at different levels
of abstraction, but the nature of an Organization is to have a reason for existence. This
property is a means to document that reason.
Status: testing
External Source: org:purpose
Subproperty of: Domain: org:Organization
Range: Notes: An Organization may have multiple purposes. It is recommended that the purpose be
denoted by a controlled term or code list, ideally a skos:Concept. A specialization of this property
may be created to represent the age range of a school, or use it to create groups of interest in a
particular field of knowledge. This type of functionality should be evaluated in later phases of the
project. Presently, we only consider a simple text description of the purpose of the organization.

subOrganizationOf
Indicates an Organization which is a sub-part or child of this Organization. This enables
hierarchical relations within an Organization.
Status: unstable
External Source: org:subOrganizationOf
Subproperty of: Domain: org:Organization
Range: org:Organization

3.2.6.6. OrganizationalCollaboration Concept and Relations

OrganizationalCollaboration
A collaboration between two or more Organizations, such as a project.
Status: stable
Subclass of: org:Organization
SUMO Mapping: Cooperation (s)
Definition: It meets the criteria for being an Organization in that it has an identity and defining
purpose independent of its particular members, but is neither a formally recognized legal entity nor
a sub-unit within some larger Organization. It might typically have a shorter lifetime than the
Organizations within it, but not necessarily. All members are org:Organizations rather than
individuals, and those Organizations can play particular roles within the venture. The iTEC project
itself is an example of OrganizationalCollaboration where each partner is an Organization having
specific roles within the project.
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3.2.6.7. OrganizationalUnit Concept and Relations
OrganizationalUnit
An Organization which is part of some larger FormalOrganization, and only has full
recognition within the context of that FormalOrganization.
Status: stable
ExternalSource: org:OrganizationalUnit
Subclass of: org:Organization
Definition: An OrganizationalUnit it is not a legal entity in its own right. Within the iTEC project,
StudentGroups (i.e., classes) are examples of OrganizationalUnits. A group of students is part of a
FormalOrganization (i.e., the School), having full recognition only within this context.

3.2.6.8. Role Concept and Relations
Role
Denotes a role that a Person can play in an Organisation.
Status: stable
External Source: org:Role
Subclass of: skos:Concept
SUMO Mapping: Position
Definition: Instances of this class describe the abstract role. To denote a specific instance of a
person playing that role in a specific Organization, we should use an instance of org:Membership.
Roles in the ITEC project will be arranged in a taxonomic structure using the SKOS schema.
Notes: A Roles’ Vocabulary should be elaborated.
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altLabel
Alternate name for the role.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:altLabel
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

broader
Indicates that the role at the range of this property includes (i.e., it is broader) the role at
the domain.The broader relationship indicates a direct hierarchical link between two roles.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:broader
Subproperty of: skos:broaderTransitive
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:narrower

broaderTransitive
Indicates that the role at the range of this property includes (i.e., it is broader) the role at the
domain. The broaderTransitive relationship indicates an indirect hierarchical link between
two roles.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:broaderTransitive
Subproperty of: skos:semanticRelation
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:narrowerTransitive

definition
Detailed description for the role.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:definition
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Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

narrower
Indicates that the role at the range of this property is included (i.e., it is narrower) by the role
at the domain. The narrower relationship indicates an direct hierarchical link between two
roles.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:narrower
Subproperty of: skos:narrowerTransitive
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:broader

narrowerTransitive
Indicates that the role at the range of this property is included (i.e., it is narrower) by the role
at the domain. The narrowerTransitive relationship indicates an indirect hierarchical link
between two roles.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:narrowerTransitive
Subproperty of: skos:semanticRelation
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:broaderTransitive

prefLabel
Name of the role.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:prefLabel
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.6.9. Site Concept and Relations
Site
An office or other premise at which the Organization is located.
Status: unstable
External Source: org:Site
Definition: Many organizations are spread across multiple sites and many sites will host multiple
locations.
Semantics: A Site has only one siteAddress.
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description
Text description of the main characteristics of the Site.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

img
Image of the premises of the organization.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:img
Domain: Range: foaf:Image

siteAddress
Links a Site to its contact information, represented as a BusinessCard.
Status: stable
External Source: org:siteAddress
Domain: org:Site
Range: v:VCard

3.2.6.10. School Concept and Relations
School
An organization at which learning takes place. A School may be composed by a set of
classrooms with several Technical Settings.
Status: stable
Subclass of: org:FormalOrganization
SUMO Mapping: School
Definition: Typically a School is organized as a group of classrooms where a teacher lectures a
group of pupils.
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3.2.6.11. StudentGroup Concept and Relations
StudentGroup
A group of pupils/students that is taught by a teacher and belongs to a School.
Status: stable
Subclass of: org:OrganizationalUnit, itec:Group
SUMO Mapping: GroupOfPeople (s)
Definition: This concept comprises all individuals involved in teaching a given subject,
independently of the physical location where such teaching is performed. In general, this grouping
of individuals is performed in schools according to their age, interests, subject or any other
distinguishing property relevant to the School.
Notes: The term Class is not used in this ontology due to the implications it has with the word
“class” in OWL (rdfs:Class). That is the reason of using StudentGroup instead.

3.2.6.12. VCard/BusinessCard Concept and Relations
VCard / BusinessCard
Reflects the contact information of a Site as a BusinessCard.
Status: stable
External Source: v:VCard
SUMO Mapping: Text (s) #
Definition: A Site’s VCard collects basic contact information (postal address, geolocation, phone
number and email).
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address
Links a VCard to the postal address of a Site
Status: stable
External Source: v:adr
Domain: v:VCard
Range: -

email
Links a VCard to the email address of a Site
Status: stable
External Source: v:email
Domain: v:VCard
Range: -

geo
Links a VCard to the geolocation of a Site
Status: stable
External Source: v:geo
Domain: v:VCard
Range: v:Location

telephone
Links a VCard to the contact phone number of a Site
Status: stable
External Source: v:tel
Domain: v:VCard
Range: -
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3.2.6.13. Logic Rules
1. If an individual has the Membership relation w.r.t. an organization, then he/she is a
memberOf that organization.

3.2.7. Events Characterization
Besides people and digital content, events are also considered by the iTEC project as relevant
resources for the schools of the future. An event is a planned activity where participants from
several organizations discuss ideas. Workshops, seminars, conferences and virtual meetings are
examples of events that may support novel learning activities to improve the educational practice in
European schools. As events are also resources, the SDE should offer recommendations on the
events that best adapt to the context of a given school. Thus, event conceptualisation should be
targeted to model the most relevant features of events, like the type of participants, venue, relevant
dates, audience, or specific tools needed to participate. Elements identified in this information
group enable a complete characterization of events, and therefore eventual recommendations on
events made by the SDE.
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3.2.7.1. CommunityEvent Concept and Relations

CommunityEvent
Description provided: Event organised with or by the community to which the school
belongs.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: In the context of iTEC, a CommunityEvent is an event organised with or by the
community to which the school belongs.
Notes: -

3.2.7.2. Conference Concept and Relations

Conference
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
SUMO Mapping: InPersonCommunication (s)
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.3. Event Concept and Relations

Event
Something that happens or takes place at a determinable place and time, particularly one of
importance. In this context, Events can play an important role in a Learning Activity and
therefore, the SDE will provide recommendations on Events appropriate for a Learning
Activity.
Status: stable
Subclass of: event:Event
SUMO Mapping: Process
Definition: -
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agent
Links an Event to a participating agent.
Status: unstable
External Source: event:agent
Domain: event:Event
Range: foaf:Agent

audience
Type of spectators or listeners targeted by the event.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:audience
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass
Notes: The object of this property will be a group or user type.

creator
Agent in charge of registering the Event at the iTEC Back-end Registry.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:creator
Domain: Range: dct:Agent
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description
Text explaining in detail the basic features of the event.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

homepage
Website providing information about the event.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:homepage
Domain: Range: foaf:Document

language
Language in which the activities of the Event take place.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:language
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

obligatory
Specifies a mandatory tool to be used by participants during the event itself.
Status: unstable
Subproperty of: itec:requirement
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

organizer
Directly indicates that an agent is an 'Organizer' for the Event.
Status: testing
Subproperty of: event:agent
Domain: itec:Event
Range: foaf:Agent

participant
Directly indicates that an agent is a 'Participant' in the Event.
Status: testing
Subproperty of: event:agent
Domain: itec:Event
Range: foaf:Agent
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place
Relates an event to a venue where the event is located.
Status: stable
External Source: event:place
Domain: event:Event
Range: geo:SpatialThing

subEvent
This property provides a way to split a complex event into simpler ones.
Status: unstable
External Source: event:sub_event
Domain: event:Event
Range: event:Event
Notes: -

subject
Field of knowledge of the activities that take place during the event.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:subject
Domain: Range: Notes: The actual range of this property is a KnowledgeArea element.

time
Links an Event to its duration.
Status: stable
External Source: event:time
Domain: event:Event
Range: time:TemporalEntity

title
Name of the Event
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.7.4. EventParticipation Concept and Relations
EventParticipation
Indicates a relation between an agent, an event, and the role played by the agent in the
event.
Status: unstable
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In Domain Of: itec:agent, itec:event, itec:role
Definition: Semantics: An EventParticipation contains at least an agent, a role, and an event.

agent
Specifies the agent that is playing a given role in the event.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: foaf:Agent

event
Specifies the event in which the agent plays a given role.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:Event

role
Specifies the role played by an agent in a given event.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:EventRole

3.2.7.5. EventRole Concept and Relations
EventRole
Role played by the agent in a given Event (e.g., Organizer, Participant, Sponsor, Chair,
Program Comittee).
Status: unstable
Subclass of: skos:Concept
In Domain of: skos:altLabel, skos:definition, skos:prefLabel
Definition: This concept captures the various roles that a person or agent may play within a
particular event. Although there are some generic roles (e.g., Organizer, Participant) others will be
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specific to the type of event considered. These latter roles should be defined according to the type
of events considered in the project.
Notes: A vocabulary of roles for events should be provided by WP9. Although it is possible to use
all the information provided by SKOS to model the role taxonomy, initially we will consider only the
use of the three properties listed above.

altLabel
Alternate name for a role
Status: stable
External Source: skos:altLabel
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

definition
Text description of the role
Status: stable
External Source: skos:definition
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

prefLabel
Name of the role.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:prefLabel
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.7.6. HotSeat Concept and Relations
HotSeat
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:
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3.2.7.7. InServiceTraining Concept and Relations
InServiceTraining
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.8. SchoolEvent Concept and Relations
SchoolEvent
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.9. Seminar Concept and Relations
Seminar
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.10. SpatialThing Concept and Relations
SpatialThing
Physical place where the event takes place. Venue. Events taking place online do not have
an associated element of this class.
Status: stable
External Source: geo:SpatialThing
SUMO Mapping: LocalizablePlace
In Domain of: dct:description, geo:lat, geo:long, dct:title
Definition: The description of this element may be as vague or precise as necessary to ensure
that participants have sufficient information to participate in it. Thus, for some events this element
may simply describe a location, while in others it will be an actual building or a more specific
location.
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description
Description of the event’s venue.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

lat
Latitude of the event’s venue.
Status: stable
External Source: geo:lat
Domain: Range: xsd:float

long
Longitude of the event’s venue.
Status: stable
External Source: geo:long
Domain: Range: xsd:float

title
Name of the event’s venue.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.7.11. TemporalEntity Concept and Relations
TemporalEntity
Time range during which the event takes place.
Status: stable
External Source: time:TemporalEntity
SUMO Mapping: TimeInterval
Definition: This class enables the capture of the start and end date of the event, and its duration.
This time interval is expressed according to the guidelines set by the ontology proposed by the
W3C (Time Ontology in OWL). See (Hobbs & Pan, 2006) for further details.
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3.2.7.12. ToolRequirement Concept and Relations
ToolRequirement
Indicates an Event’s specific Tool (Application or Device) requirement. The Tool should be
available for participants to take part in the Event.
Status: testing
External Source: Definition: A more detailed definition of this concept can be found in section LARGs
Characterization.

3.2.7.13. VirtualMeeting Concept and Relations
VirtualMeeting
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.14. Workshop Concept and Relations
Workshop
[To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Event
SUMO Mapping: Workshop
Definition: [To be further elaborated in next iterations]
Notes:

3.2.7.15. Logic Rules
1. If an individual appears in an EventParticipation relation for a given event, then he/she is an
event:agent for that event.
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2. If an individual appears in an EventParticipation relation and has the Organizer role for a
given event, then he/she is an itec:organizer for that event.
3. If an individual appears in an EventParticipation relation and has the Participant role for a
given event, then he/she is an itec:participant for that event.

3.2.8. LARGs Characterization
The main task of the SDE is providing recommendations on resources and tools to teachers to
facilitate the creation of the LARG that best adapts to the context and situation of his/her school
and students. For this, the SDE has to take into account:

1. The set of initial requirements of a Learning Story (from the requirements descriptions of its
activities).
2. The actual activities the teacher selects to perform in that LARG.
3. The context where the Learning Activities will take place including, among others, a
Technical Setting, teaching language, age range of students, etc.
4. The portfolio of tools and resources already selected by the teacher.
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5. Other LARGs already created by other teachers in a similar context with similar objectives.
The aim of this group of information is to characterize the concepts and relations needed to model
each of the elements identified above: learning stories and educational scenarios, activities,
requirements, LARGs and their application context, and the selection of tools and resources
performed by an individual.

3.2.8.1. ContentRequirement Concept and Relations
ContentRequirement
Specifies a particular requirement on a Learning Content to carry out an activity
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:DirectRequirement
Definition: Semantics: A ContentRequirement is a DirectRequirement specifying only LearningContents.

largResource
Establishes a link between the requirement and specific content referenced by it.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: -

3.2.8.2. ContentSpecification Concept and Relations
ContentSpecification
Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the learning content needed to
carry out that Learning Activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:RequirementSpecification
In Domain of: dct:educationLevel, dct:format, dct:language, dct:license, rev:rating, dct:subject,
dct:type
Definition: This class let us to specify a set of initial requirements on a LearningContent to be
used by the SDE when locating potential individuals of interest. This element allows us to capture
both the requirements extracted from the educational scenario (and its context) and those imposed
explicitly when searching on the base of knowledge.
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educationLevel
Specifies an age range for which the content should be targeted.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:educationLevel
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass

format
Indicates the required format for the content.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:format
Domain: Range: dct:MediaTypeOrExtent

language
Specifies the required language of the content.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:language
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

license
Indicates whether the content should be subject to a particular type of license (e.g., GPL)
Status: testing
External Source: dct:license
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

rating
Specifies the minimum value of a weighted assessment that the resource must have to be
considered of interest.
Status: testing
External Source: rev:rating
Domain: Range: xsd:decimal
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subject
Specifies a required KnowledgeArea for the content.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:subject
Domain: Range: -

type
Indicates the desired type of content.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:type
Domain: Range: rdfs:Class

3.2.8.3. DirectRequirement Concept and Relations
DirectRequirement
Indicates a specific requirement for a tool, content, expert or event.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Requirement
Definition: -

largResource
Establishes a link between the requirement and the particular resource or tool referenced
by this requirement.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: -
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3.2.8.4. EducationalScenario Concept and Relations
EducationalScenario
A narrative description of a preferable learning context in an abstract level that does not
take into account technical details or other concrete problems.
Status: stable
In domain of: itec:aspiration, dct:cycle, dct:description, itec:requirementsStatement,
itec:obligatory, itec:sourceOf, dct:title
Definition: EducationalScenarios are created both to inspire teachers and to provide them with the
tools and training needed to carry out new initiatives to facilitate more engaging classrooms. The
scenarios take into account the different elements within the learning environment, such as the
resources, tools and services they use, the interactions they have, the tasks they encounter, and
the aims of their activities.
Notes: This concept includes the definition of learning scenarios as they are produced by WP2.

aspiration
Textual description of the educational aspirations of the scenario.
Status: stable
Domain: itec:EducationalScenario
Range: rdfs:Literal

cycle
(Number of the) iTEC project cycle where the scenario was produced.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: xsd:integer

description
Text describing a possible practical application of the scenario.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

obligatory
Identifies a requirement to be met in order to implement the scenario.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: itec:requirement
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Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

requirementsStatement
Textual description of the technologies and resources (people, events and / or content) that
are considered relevant to the scenario.
Status: unstable
Domain: itec:EducationalScenario
Range: rdfs:Literal

sourceOf
Identifies the LearningStories that have been generated from the scenario.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
Semantics: Inverse of dct:source

title
The name by which the educational scenario is known (e.g., ‘A breath of fresh air’ or ‘Beam
in the expert’)
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.8.5. EventRequirement Concept and Relations
EventRequirement
Specifies a particular requirement on an Event to carry out an activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:DirectRequirement
Definition: Semantics: An EventRequirement is a DirectRequirement specifying only Events.

largResource
Establishes a relation between the requirement and the specific event referenced by it.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: -
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3.2.8.6. EventSpecification Concept and Relations
EventSpecification
Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the Events needed to carry out
that Learning Activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:RequirementSpecification
In Domain of: foaf:based_near, dct:educationLevel, dct:language, rev:rating, dct:subject, dct:type
Definition: This class lets us to specify a set of initial requirements on an event that the SDE will
use to locate the potential set of individuals of interest. This element allow us to capture both the
requirements extracted from the educational scenario (and its context), and those imposed
explicitly when searching on the base of knowledge.

based_near
Indicates a location near to the venue of the event.
Status: testing
External Source: foaf:based_near
Domain: Range: geo:SpatialThing
Notes: The actual meaning of closeness depends on the actual implementation of the search
algorithms of the SDE.

educationLevel
Indicates a required age range for the event.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:educationLevel
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass

language
Indicates a required language for the event.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:language
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem
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rating
Specifies the minimum value of a weighted assessment that the event must have to be
considered of interest.
Status: testing
External Source: rev:rating
Domain: Range: xsd:decimal

subject
Specifies a required field of knowledge for the event as a KnowledgeArea.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:subject
Domain: Range: -

type
Specifies the required type of event (e.g., Virtual Meeting, School Event..). See the
vocabulary of events in the iTEC Data Model.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:type
Domain: Range: rdfs:Class

3.2.8.7. Guidelines Concept and Relations
Guidelines
Instructions on how the teacher should prepare an activity, or how to adapt it for use in a
particular course or lesson.
Status: stable
SUMO Mapping: NormativeAttribute (s)
In Domain of: itec:assessment, itec:preparation, itec:requiredTime
Definition: Notes: The information contained in this field serves as guidance to the teacher in preparing and
designing activities to be carried out in the classroom. Presently this information is not used by the
SDE.

assessment
Notes on the evaluation of the activity.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:description
Domain: itec:Guidelines
Range: rdfs:Literal
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preparation
Notes on documenting and preparing the activity.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:description
Domain: itec:Guidelines
Range: rdfs:Literal

requiredTime
Notes on the time needed to prepare and conduct the activity.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:description
Domain: itec:Guidelines
Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.8.8. LARG Concept and Relations
LARG
Learning Activities selected from a Learning Story with the set of Tools and Resources that
support their implementation in a specific context (Technical Setting, domain, language,
etc.).
Status: stable
In Domain of: dct:contributor, dct:description, itec:hasActivity, itec:context, dct:creator, dct:source,
dct:title
Definition: A LARG contains a list of Resources and Tools useful to implement the Learning
Activities involved in a LearningStory. The teacher in charge of creating the LARG selects the
actual LearningActivities to implement and the set of Resources and Tools needed to satisfy the
requirements of each LearningActivity.
Semantics: Contains at least one itec:hasActivity. Contains at least one itec:context.

context
Specific conditions under which the LARG is carried out, including teaching language,
related technical setting, etc.
Status: stable
Domain: itec:LARG
Range: itec:LARGContext
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contributor
A person (other than the creator) participating and/or collaborating in the development of a
LARG.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:contributor
Domain: Range: dct:Agent

creator
Author and responsible for the LARG. The creator of a LARG is a Teacher.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:creator
Domain: Range: -

description
Teacher's personal comments about the LARG.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

hasActivity
Indicates the LearningActivities selected by the teacher as part of his/her LARG.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:hasPart
Domain: itec:LearningStory, itec:LARG
Range: itec:LearningActivity

title
Name assigned by the teacher to the LARG.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

valid
Period of validity of the LARG
Status: stable
External Source: dct:valid
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
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3.2.8.9. LARGContext Concept and Relations
LARGContext
Learning context where a LARG will be deployed. This context includes elements like the
language of instruction, the school’s technical setting, students being taught, educational
level and the learning subject.
Status: testing
In
Domain
of:
itec:technicalSetting
Definition: -

dct:educationLevel,

dct:language,

dct:subject,

itec:studentGroup,

educationLevel
Age range of the LARG.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:educationLevel
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass

language
Language in which the learning experience occurs.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:language
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

studentGroup
Group of students who make up the class involved in the learning experience.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:StudentGroup

subject
Knowledge subject to be developed within the learning experience.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:subject
Domain: Range: -
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technicalSetting
Links the LARG to the technical setting available to the group of students to put it into
practice.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:TechnicalSetting

3.2.8.10. LearningActivity Concept and Relations
LearningActivity
Activity identified in a Learning Story that must be carried out by one or more persons. A
learning activity is larger than a task. A typical learning story will include 3-8 learning
activities. A learning activity refers to the resources that are needed to successfully
complete it. It also includes information such as motivation, preparation instructions, and
guidelines.
Status: stable
SUMO Mapping: EducationalProcess
In Domain of: dct:abstract, dct:description, itec:, itec:learnerMotivation, itec:learningOutcomes,
itec:requirement, itec:tags, itec:teacherMotivation, itec:technicalMotivation, dct:title
Definition: A particular LearningActivity may be used as a building block of several
LearningStories. Activities contain information on specific tools and other resources needed to
implement LearningStories. Besides, they also include motivation statements and teacher
guidelines that detail how the teacher should prepare for an activity, and how the activity can be
adapted to a course or lesson. Activities are independent of each other, and LearningStories serve
to establish a timeline to create consistent educational experiences.
Notes: LearningActivities are part of the detailed scenarios created by WP3 from the
EducationalScenarios generated by WP2.

abstract
Summary of tasks to be addressed in the activity.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:abstract
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
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description
Text description of the contents of the activity.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

guidelines
Set of guidelines for the practical implementation of the activity
Status: stable
Domain: itec:LearningActivity
Range: itec:Guidelines

learnerMotivation
Text description of why the activity is motivating from the standpoint of the student.
Status: unstable
Domain: itec:LearningActivity
Range: rdfs:Literal

learningOutcomes
Identifies specific learning objectives pursued by the activity.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:description
Domain: itec:LearningActivity
Range: rdfs:Literal

niceToHave
Optional requirement that would benefit the activity if met.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: itec:requirement
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

obligatory
Compulsory requirement, to be fulfiled to complete the activity.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: itec:requirement
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

preferred
Optional requirement that should be met if it is possible.
Status: stable
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Subproperty of: itec:requirement
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

requirement
Identifies a requirement to be met by the activity. Requirements may be obligatory,
preferred or niceToHave.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

tags
Description of a LearningActivity using a collection of keywords.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:subject
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

teacherMotivation
Text description of why the activity is motivating from the standpoint of the teacher.
Status: unstable
Domain: itec:LearningActivity
Range: rdfs:Literal

technicalMotivation
Text description of the contributions of new technologies to the success of the activity.
Status: unstable
Domain: itec:LearningActivity
Range: rdfs:Literal

title
Name of the learning activity (e.g., ‘Collecting data outside of school’ or ‘Working with
outside experts’)
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.8.11. LearningStory Concept and Relations
LearningStory
A narrative description of a learning context that is more concrete than an educational
scenario and is more helpful to teachers when designing their lesson plans. A learning story
refers to several learning activities and is an exemplification of them working together.
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Status: stable
In Domain of: dct:abstract, dct:description, itec:hasActivity, itec:source, itec:tag, dct:title
Definition: A Learning Story is an educational scenario that has been studied and developed
further to be most useful to the teacher. A LearningStory includes one or more LearningActivities,
being an inspirational example of how these activities will play together in the real world.
Notes: This concept encompasses the detailed scenarios developed by WP3 from the
EducationalScenarios created by WP2.

abstract
Text summary of the tasks to be carried out in a LearningStory.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:abstract
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

description
Text description containing an example of how to carry out LearningStory.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

hasActivity
Establishes a relation between a LearningStory and one of its LearningActivities.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:hasPart
Domain: itec:LearningStory, itec:LARG
Range: itec:LearningActivity

source
Links a LearningStory to the EducationalScenario that inspired it.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:source
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tags
Description of a LearningStory using a collection of keywords.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:subject
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

title
Name of the LearningStory (e.g., ‘Outdoor study project’ or ‘Alternative outdoor study
project)
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.8.12. PersonRequirement Concept and Relations
PersonRequirement
Specifies a particular requirement on a Person (e.g., an expert) to carry out an activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:DirectRequirement
Definition: Semantics: A PersonRequirement is DirectRequirement qapplicable only to Persons

largResource
Establishes a relation between a requirement and the particular resource or tool referenced
by it.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: -

3.2.8.13. PersonSpecification Concept and Relations
PersonSpecification
Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the People needed to carry out
that Learning Activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:RequirementSpecification
In Domain of: dct:type, foaf:based_near, itec:channel, itec:fluency, rev:rating, dct:subject
Definition: This class let us to specify a set of initial requirements on a Person to be used by the
SDE when locating potential individuals of interest. This element allow us to capture both the
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requirements extracted from the educational scenario (and its context) and those imposed explicitly
when searching on the base of knowledge.

based_near
Indicates a location near to the common address of a Person.
Status: testing
External Source: foaf:based_near
Domain: Range: geo:SpatialThing
Notes: The actual meaning of closeness depends on the actual implementation of the search
algorithms of the SDE.

channel
Identifies a communication channel that may be used to contact a Person.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: itec:CommunicationChannel

fluency
Identifies a language that a Person can speack fluently.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

rating
Specifies the minimum value of a weighted assessment that the Person must have to be
considered of interest.
Status: testing
External Source: rev:rating
Domain: Range: xsd:decimal

subject
Specifies a required field of knowledge for the Person as a KnowledgeArea.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:subject
Domain: Range: Page 126/296
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type
Indicates the type of Person (e.g., expert, teacher).
Status: stable
External Source: dct:type
Domain: Range: rdfs:Class

3.2.8.14. Requirement Concept and Relations
Requirement
Need of a Learning Activity that has to be properly satisfied. Within iTEC there are
Requirements for Tools and Resources (People, Events and Learning Content).
Requirements are classified as ‘required’, ‘preferred’ and ‘nice-to-have’.
Status: stable
SUMO Mapping: Neccesity (s)
In Domain of: itec:alternative
Definition: This class is an abstraction that allows to capture the fundamental characteristics of
the two types of requirements identified: DirectRequirement and RequirementSpecification. The
first ones let us to specify directly a particular tool, expert, content or event. The latter allow us to
define a typology of resources or tools relevant to the activity, with the SDE being responsible for
locating items meeting these conditions. In case the needs expressed by a requirement cannot be
met, an alternate option may be defined through the property itec:alternative. The requirement thus
indicated may be of different type w.r.t. the original.

alternative
Links a requirement to an alternate requirement.
Status: stable
Subproperty of: itec:requirement
Domain: Range: itec:Requirement

3.2.8.15. RequirementSpecification Concept and Relations
RequirementSpecification
Properties that a tool or resource relevant to a LearningActivity should have.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:Requirement
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In Domain of: dct:description, dct:title
Definition: This class is an abstraction encompassing all types of RequirementSpecification:
persons, events, content and tools.

description
Text description of the properties of the resource of tool involved.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:description
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

title
Name identifying the requirement.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:title
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.8.16. ToolRequirement Concept and Relations
ToolRequirement
Indicates an activity’s specific Tool requirement.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:DirectRequirement
Definition: Semantics: A ToolRequirement is a DirectRequirement that only specifies Tools.
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largResource
Establishes a link between a requirement and the referenced tool.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: -

3.2.8.17. ToolSpecification Concept and Relations
ToolSpecification
Set of requirements identified within a Learning Activity for the Tools needed to carry out
that Learning Activity.
Status: testing
Subclass of: itec:RequirementSpecification
In Domain of: dct:conformsTo, dct:educationLevel, dct:format, itec:functionality, dct:language,
dct:license, rev:rating, dct:subject, dct:technicalSetting, dct:type
Definition: This class supports the specification of a set of initial requirements on a Tool to be
used by the SDE to make an initial selection of individuals of interest. This element enables the
capture of both requirements extracted from the educational scenario and its context, and those
explicitly expressed when performing queries on the knowledge base.

conformsTo
Specifies a standard to which tools should comply.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:conformsTo
Domain: Range: dct:Standard

educationLevel
Specifies an age range for the tool (e.g., a serious game designed for children between 3
and 5 years old).
Status: testing
External Source: dct:educationLevel
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass

functionality
Specifies a functionality that should be supported by the tool.
Status: stable
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Domain: Range: itec:Functionality

language
Specifies a language that should be supported by the tool’s user interface.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:language
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

license
Indicates if the tool has to comply to some sort of license model (e.g., GPL)
Status: testing
External Source: dct:license
Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

rating
Specifies a minimum value in a weighted scale for a tool to be considered relevant.
Status: testing
External Source: rev:rating
Domain: Range: xsd:decimal

type
Indicates the type of the tool involved (e.g., application, device, widget, plugin).
Status: stable
External Source: dct:type
Domain: Range: rdfs:Class

3.2.8.18. UserSelection Concept and Relations
UserSelection
The set of tools, persons, events and content selected by the LARG creator to satisfy the
requirements of a given activity.
Status: testing
SUMO Mapping: Selecting (s)
In Domain of: itec:activity, itec:content, dct:contributor, itec:event, dct:modified, itec:person,
itec:larg, itec:tool
Definition: These elements supports a list of the selection of tools and resources made by the
creator of a LARG (or other person playing the role of “contributor” to it) for a given activity. The
final set of tools and resources needed for the LARG will be constructed as the union of all specific
selections.
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Semantics: UserSelection contains at least an itec:activity. UserSelection contains at least an
itec:larg.

activity
Links the selection to the referenced activity.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:LearningActivity

content
References a learning content selected to satisfy the requierements of the activity.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: itec:LearningContent

contributor
Person that has made the tool and resource selection, when this person is not the LARG
creator.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:contributor
Domain: Range: dct:AgentClass

event
References an event selected to satisfy the requierements of the activity.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: itec:Event

modified
Date when the last changes to the present selection have been performed.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:modified
Domain: Range: xsd:dateTime
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person
References an expert selected to satisfy the requierements of the activity.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: itec:Expert

larg
Establishes a link between the selection and the LARG to which the selection belongs.
Status: stable
Domain: Range: itec:LARG

tool
References a tool that has been selected to satisfy the requirements of the activity.
Status: testing
Domain: Range: itec:Tool

3.2.8.19. Logic Rules
1. If Learning Story X has activity A, which in turn has the set of requirements R, then R
belongs to the set of requirements of X.

3.2.9. Tools and Technical Settings Characterization
The SDE should also facilitate the technical localisation of a learning story for a given school.
Taking into account the functional requirements of learning stories, the system should assess the
degree of feasibility of the learning activities in a school according to the tools available there.
Thus, the semantic model should characterize the set of technological tools available in a school,
that is, its technical setting, together with the distinct features of these tools (e.g., technical
specifications, functionalities, supported languages, etc.). This will enable both technical
localisation, and the generation of recommendations on tools along tool planning. This information
group collects all concepts and relations needed to model tools and technical settings, enabling
eventual recommendations on tools (applications and devices) by the SDE.
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3.2.9.1. Application Concept and Relations
Application
Software artifact that can be used for educational purposes by end users. An Application is
a Tool.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Tool
SUMO Mapping: ComputerProgram
In Domain of:
Definition: An application must be run on a hardware artifact, but the same application can be run
in different hardware. As a Tool, an Application may have some requirements in terms of Technical
Specifications (e.g., conformance to a Standard) or a specific OperatingSystem to be run.
Applications that can be included in an iTEC Shell are named ShellComponents. If a
ShellComponent is specific to a Shell, then it is a Plugin, otherwise it is a Widget.
Semantics: Disjoint with itec:Device
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OSPlatform
Operating System on top of which the application runs.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: dct:requires
Domain: itec:Application
Range: itec:OperatingSystem

3.2.9.2. CommunicationChannel Concept and Relations
CommunicationChannel
Tool that allows two or more individuals to communicate.
Status: stable
External Source: Subclass of: itec:Tool
SUMO Mapping: CommunicationDevice (s)
In Domain of: itec:communicationProtocol
Definition: Insofar iTEC is concerned, CommunicationChannels are particularly relevant tools, as
they enable communication among students with other users outside the classroom environment
that may be used as resources in a LearningActivity (e.g., experts). A mobile phone, an instant
messaging application or social media like Facebook are examples of this type of tools.
Semantics: Any Tool offering communication as a functionality (text, audio, and/or video) among
two or more users is a CommunicationChannel.
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communicationProtocol
Indicates the type of communication protocol supported by the CommunicationChannel
(e.g., Skype, MSN, xmpp).
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: dct:conformsTo
Domain: itec:CommunicationChannel
Range: dct:Standard

worksWith
Indicates that a CommunicationChannel in the domain is compatible with the
CommunicationChannel in the range of the property.
Status: unstable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: Range: Notes: This property will be automatically inferred according to the supported
communicationProtocol by each involved CommunicationChannel.

3.2.9.3. Device Concept and Relations
Device
Hardware artifact that can be used for educational purposes by end users. A Device is a
Tool.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Tool
SUMO Mapping: Device
In Domain of:
Definition: Devices might be used for hosting one or more iTEC Shells (e.g., a computer can be
used to support the following shells: dotLRN, Liferay, Moodle, etc.).
Semantics: Disjoint with itec:Application
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OSSupport
OperatingSystem that can be run on a Device.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: itec:Device
Range: itec:OperatingSystem

3.2.9.4. Functionality Concept and Relations
Functionality
A stated purpose of a tool. In the context of the present Semantic Model this term is used
as a equivalent to the term affordance, which can be defined as: A quality of an object, or
an environment, that allows an individual to perform an action
Status: stable
Subclass of: skos:Concept
In domain of: itec:functionality
Definition: A functionality is always offered to a user (a human being). A tool provides one or more
different functionalities to a user.

altLabel
Alternate name of a functionality. Alias.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:altLabel
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Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

broader
Indicates that the functionality at the range of this property includes (i.e., it is broader) the
functionality at the domain.The broader relationship indicates a direct hierarchical link
between two functionalities.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:broader
Subproperty of: skos:broaderTransitive
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Inverse of skos:narrower

broaderTransitive
Indicates that the functionality at the range of this property includes (i.e., it is broader) the
functionality at the domain. The broaderTransitive relationship indicates an indirect
hierarchical link between two functionalities.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:broaderTransitive
Subproperty of: skos:semanticRelation
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:narrowerTransitive

definition
Detailed definition for a functionality.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:definition
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

example
Text description identifying some example tools that offer this functionality.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:example
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
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narrower
Indicates that the functionality at the range of this property is included (i.e., it is narrower) by
the functionality at the domain. The narrower relationship indicates an direct hierarchical
link between two functionalities.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:narrower
Subproperty of: skos:narrowerTransitive
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Inverse of skos:broader

narrowerTransitive
Indicates that the functionality at the range of this property is included (i.e., it is narrower) by
the functionality at the domain. The narrowerTransitive relationship indicates an indirect
hierarchical link between two functionalities.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:narrowerTransitive
Subproperty of: skos:semanticRelation
Domain: skos:Concept
Range: skos:Concept
Semantics: Transitive, Inverse of skos:broaderTransitive

prefLabel
Preferred human-readable name of the functionality.
Status: stable
External Source: skos:prefLabel
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

3.2.9.5. Hardware Concept and Relations
Hardware
Set of components integrating the material (i.e., physical) part of a machine.
Status: stable
Subclass of: SUMO Mapping: ConputerHardware
In domain of: Definition: -
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3.2.9.6. iTECShell Concept and Relations
iTECShell
An iTEC Shell is an educational software that supports learning activities by providing
access to Tools and Resources – mainly via widget technology. It acts as a container for
Shell Components, including Widgets.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Application
In Domain of: Definition: An iTECShell is a configurable piece of software that acts literally as an empty shell
allowing users to identify and add their own learning tools (e.g., Widgets or Plugins) and integrate
them to meet the educational objectives (learning outcomes) of a Learning Activity. Plugins are
ShellComponents that have been developed explicitly for a specific Shell (e.g., Moodle). Widgets
are ShellComponents that may be run on different Shells.
Semantics: Any aplication supporting at least a standard or specification for Widgets is an
iTECShell. An iTECShell must support at least one standard/specification for Widgets.

supports
References a standard or specification for Widgets supported by the iTECShell.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: Range: dct:Standard

3.2.9.7. iTECTechnology Concept and Relations
iTECTechnology
The portfolio of applications that a school can access through the iTEC Application Store
and is willing to use.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:TechnicalSetting
In Domain of:
Definition: iTEC Technology includes only applications available through the iTEC Application
Store, it does not include applications or devices already available at schools. Typically, within a
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School’s TechnicalSetting tools are classified into two sets: (1) the ones provided by the iTEC
project (iTECTechnology) and (2) tools already available at the School (LocalTechnology).
Semantics: This set is disjoint to itec:LocalTechnology. A Tool belongs to iTECTechnology if it is
made available to Schools through the iTEC project (i.e., iTEC is the publisher).

3.2.9.8. LocalTechnology Concept and Relations
LocalTechnology
The set of tools that a school has already available by itself and is willing to use.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:TechnicalSetting
In Domain of:
Definition: The LocalTechnology includes both applications and devices available for the school.
However, the Local Technology does not include any application offered by the iTEC Application
Store. Typically, within a School’s TechnicalSetting tools are classified into two sets: (1) the ones
provided by the iTEC project (iTECTechnology) and (2) tools already available at the School
(LocalTechnology).
Semantics: Disjoint with itec:ITECTechnology.

3.2.9.9. OperatingSystem Concept and Relations
OperatingSystem
An operating system (OS) is a piece of software, consisting of programs and data, that runs
on computers, manages computer hardware resources, and provides common services for
the execution of application software.
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Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:Software
SUMO Mapping: OperatingSystem
In Domain of: Definition: -

3.2.9.10. Plugin Concept and Relations
Plugin
A proprietary building block written for a specific Shell (e.g., a Moodle component). This
term is equivalent to Shell-specific application
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:ShellComponent
In Domain of: Definition: -

3.2.9.11. School Concept and Relations
School
An institution for the instruction of children.
Status: stable
Subclass of: org:FormalOrganization
SUMO Mapping: School
In Domain of:
Definition: -
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technicalSetting
Establishes a relation between a School and a Technical Setting defined for that School.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: itec:School
Range: itec:TechnicalSetting

3.2.9.12. ShellComponent Concept and Relations
ShellComponent
An iTEC Shell Component is a hyperonym for both “real” Widgets and “shell-specific
applications” (e.g., a Moodle plugin).
Status: stable
External Source: Subclass of: itec:Application
In Domain of: Definition: A ShellComponent is downloaded from a Web site to be installed in a specific Shell
supporting it.

downloadURL
Web address from which a ShellComponent is downloaded to be installed.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: itec:ShellComponent
Range: foaf:Document

3.2.9.13. ShellEnvironment Concept and Relations
ShellEnvironment
A Shell with a set of ShellComponents properly configured to be used as support of a
LearningActivity.
Status: stable
External Source: Subclass of: dct:Collection
In Domain of: Definition: A ShellEnvironment is the output of the ShellCustomization process.
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Semantics: A ShellEnvironment has only one iTECShell. A ShellEnvironment has at least one
ShellComponent.

hasShell
Indicates a Shell that belongs to the ShellEnvironment.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: itec:hasApp
Domain: itec:TechnicalSetting OR itec:ShellEnvironment
Range: itec:Shell

hasShellComponent
Indicates a ShellComponent that belongs to the ShellEnvironment.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: itec:hasApp
Domain: itec:ShellEnvironment
Range: itec:ShellComponent

3.2.9.14. Software Concept and Relations
Software
Collection of computer programs and related data that provide the instructions for telling a
computer what to do and how to do it
Status: stable
Subclass of: In Domain of: Definition: -
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3.2.9.15. Tool Concept and Relations
Tool
IT artifact used for educational purposes in the framework of the iTEC project
Status: stable
Subclass of: In Domain of: Definition: According to the iTEC project, one of the most relevant properties of a Tool is the
functionalities provided to the end user. A Tool may offer one or several functionalities, which in
turn may be offered with a specific level of functionality. A tool may have one or more Techical
Specifications. From them, the information related to its conformance to specific standards or
communication protocols is especially relevant. There are two basic types of Tools: Applications
and Devices. Applications are software artefacts, and Devices are hardware artefacts.

abstract
A summary of the main features of the tool.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:abstract
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

audience
The kind of agents for whom the tool is intended or useful.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:audience
Subproperty of: Domain: Page 144/296
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Range: dct:AgentClass
creator
An agent primarily responsible for making/developing the tool.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:creator
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: foaf:Agent

conformsTo
A commonly accepted standard to which the described tool conforms.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:conformsTo
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: dct:Standard

description
Text description of the tool.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:description
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
hasVersion
A related tool that is a version, edition, or adaptation of the described tool.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:hasVersion
Subproperty of: Domain: itec:Tool
Range: itec:Tool

functionality
A functionality provided by a tool. This property indicates only if the functionality is
available, it does not provide quantitative information about the functionality.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: Range: itec:Functionality
Notes: This relation is intended to be inferred automatically by the reasoner according to existing
weightedFunctionality relations for the involved Tool. This relation is included to simplify queries to
the knowledge base, specifically queries related to technical localisation.
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language
Language of the tool’s user interface.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:language
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: dct:LinguisticSystem

license
Information about license rights held in and over the tool.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:license
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: dct:LicenseDocument

publisher
An agent primarily responsible for making the tool available for the final users (e.g., the
iTEC project).
Status: stable
External Source: dct:publisher
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: foaf:Agent

requires
A related tool that is required by the described tool to support its function, delivery, or
coherence.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:requires
Subproperty of: dct:relation
Domain: Range: -

relation
Defines a relation between a tool and other similar tools, according to the functionalities
offered by the tools.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:relation
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: Page 146/296
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tags
Set of keywords describing a tool.
Status: testing
External Source: Subproperty of: dct:subject
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

title
A name given to the tool.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

weightedFunctionality
Establishes an association among the tool an the degree of usefulness of a functionality
provided by the tool.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: wo:weight
Domain: itec:Tool
Range: itec:WeightedFunctionality
Semantics: Inverse of itec:wieghtedFunctionalityOf

3.2.9.16. TechnicalSetting Concept and Relations
TechnicalSetting
The set of tools that a school already has (Local Technology) or that may be accessed
through the iTEC Application Store (iTEC Technology).
Status: stable
Subclass of: dctype:Collection
In Domain of: dct:coverage, dct:creator, itec:hasApp, itec:hasDevice, dct:hasPart, itec:hasShell,
itec:hasTool, dct:title
Definition: Two disjoint sets can be identified within a TechnicalSetting: Local Technology (i.e.,
tools already available at the involved School) and iTEC Technology (tools made available by the
iTEC Project.
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creator
Person in charge of specifying the tools available at a TechnicalSetting.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:creator
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: foaf:Agent

coverage
Identifies the School for which a TechnicalSetting has been defined. A school may have
more than one TechnicalSetting defined using this property.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:coverage
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: dct:LocationPeriodOrJurisdiction
Semantics: -

hasApp
Indicates an Application that belongs to the Technical Setting.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: itec:hasTool
Domain: itec:TechnicalSetting
Range: itec:Application
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hasDevice
Indicates a Device that belongs to the Technical Setting.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: itec:hasTool
Domain: itec:TechnicalSetting
Range: itec:Device

hasPart
Indicates a subset of Tools that belongs to the Technical Setting.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:hasPart
Subproperty of: dct:relation
Domain: Range: -

hasShell
Indicates a Shell that belongs to the Technical Setting.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: itec:hasApp
Domain: itec:TechnicalSetting OR itec:ShellEnvironment
Range: itec:Shell

hasTool
Indicates a Tool that belongs to the Technical Setting
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: dct:hasPart
Domain: itec:TechnicalSetting
Range: itec:Tool

title
Unique name of the TechnicalSetting.
Status: stable
External Source: dct:title
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal
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3.2.9.17. WeightedFunctionality Concept and Relations
WeightedFunctionality
Estimated degree of support of a functionality offered by a Tool.
Status: stable
Subclass of: wo:Weight
In Domain of:
Definition: -

functionality
References the functionality for which the degree of functionality is defined.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: Range: itec:Functionality

scale
Range of values for the WeightedFunctionality. It is defined as a maximum value, a
minimum value, and a step_size.
Status: stable
External Source: wo:scale
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: wo:Scale

weight_value
Estimated value indicating the degree of support of a functionality that a Tool offers.
Status: stable
External Source: wo:weight_value
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: xsd:decimal
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weightedFunctionalityOf
References the tool for which the degree of functionality is defined.
Status: stable
External Source: Subproperty of: Domain: itec:Functionality
Range: itec:Tool
Semantics: Inverse of itec:weightedFunctionality

3.2.9.18. Widget Concept and Relations
Widget
An interoperable and reusable package typically containing a small application which can
be instantiated across a variety of platforms.
Status: stable
Subclass of: itec:ShellComponent
In domain of: Definition: A Widget may be integrated in one or more iTEC Shells. A Widget may run as a
standalone application (meaning it can run outside of a Web browser), or may be embedded into a
Web document.

3.2.9.19. Logic Rules
1. If Widget A complies to standard X and iTECShell B supports X, then iTECShell B
worksWith Widget A.
2. If a tool has a WeightedFunctionality relation to a given functionality, then that tool offers
that functionality.
3. If tool A offers functionality F1 to a degree X and F1 encompasses functionalities F2 and
F3, then A offers F2 and F3 to the same degree as F1
4. If two different CommunicationChannel A and B support the same (type of) communication
protocol, then A worksWith B.

3.2.10.

Miscellaneous Artefacts Characterization

This information group includes other artefacts relevant to conceptualization that cannot be
classified into the previously defined groups due to their specificity.
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3.2.10.1. LearningActivityRecord Concept and Relations
LearningActivityRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a learning activity extracted from the iTEC Registry
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:LearningActivityRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an
itec:LearningActivity element.

3.2.10.2. LearningContentRecord Concept and Relations
LearningContentRecord
RDF document containing metadata on content extracted from the LRE
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:LearningContentRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an
itec:LearningContent element.

3.2.10.3. EventRecord Concept and Relations
EventRecord
RDF document containing metadata on an event extracted from the iTEC Registry
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
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Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:EventRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an itec:Event element.

3.2.10.4. LearningStoryRecord Concept and Relations
LearningStoryRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a learning story extracted from the iTEC Registry.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:LearningStoryRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an
itec:LearningStory element.

3.2.10.5. LARGRecord Concept and Relations
LARGRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a LARG extracted from the iTEC Registry .
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:LARGRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an itec:LARG element.

3.2.10.6. OrganizationRecord Concept and Relations
OrganizationRecord
RDF document containing metadata on an organization extracted from the iTEC Registry
Registry.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an
org:Organization element.

itec:OrganizationRecord if

its foaf:primaryTopic has an

3.2.10.7. PersonRecord Concept and Relations
PersonRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a person extracted from the iTEC Registry.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A Record is an itec:PersonRecord if its foaf:primaryTopic has an foaf:Person element.
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3.2.10.8. Record Concept and Relations
Record
RDF document containing metadata on an element extracted from the iTEC Back-End
Registry or LRE.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: foaf:Document
SUMO Mapping: FactualText (s)
In domain of: foaf:primaryTopic, dct:created, dct:modified, dct:provider, dct:identifier
Definition: This RDF document is composed of several metadata elements to facilitate the
synchronization between the information stored at the iTEC Back-End Registry and the semantic
entities used by the SDE. Among other elements, the registry maintains information on the source
from which it was initially extracted, date of creation, date of last update, type of referenced
resource, internal identifier used by the source of information (e.g., iTEC Back-End Registry o
LRE). itec:Record elements are not used by the SDE, and therefore they will not affect
recommendations made by it. However, they are relevant to the harvesting and synchronization
processes on the information stored at the iTEC Registry.
Semantics: An itec:Record has one and only one foaf:primaryTopic.

comment
Notes on the metadata maintained at the Record.
Status: unstable
External Source: rdfs:comment
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

creator
Reference to the agent that has generated the Record’s information.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:creator
Domain: Range: dct:Agent

created
Date of first creation of the Record at the SDE’s KB.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:created
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Subproperty of: dct:date
Domain: Range: xsd:dateTime

enriched
Date of the last query on external sources peformed to enrich the information maintained by
the SDE on the Record’s foaf:primaryTopic.
Status: testing
External Source: Subproperty of: dct:modified
Domain: Range: xsd:dateTime

identifier
Unique identifier of a Record’s foaf:primaryTopic at the provider.
Status: testing
External Source: dct:identifier
Subproperty of: Domain: Range: xsd:string

label
Human-readable name of the resource.
Status: stable
External Source: rdfs:label
Domain: Range: rdfs:Literal

modified
Date of last access to the provider (e.g., LRE, iTEC Back-end Registry) to update the
information on the Record’s primaryTopic maintained by the SDE.
Status: unstable
External Source: dct:modified
Domain: Range: xsd:dateTime

primaryTopic
Subject matter of the Record’s metadata.
Status: stable
External Source: foaf:primaryTopic
Domain: foaf:Document
Range: -

provider
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Entity from which the SDE extracts the data from the Record’s foaf:primaryTopic (e.g., LRE,
iTEC Back-end Registry).
Status: stable
Subproperty of: dct:publisher
Domain: Range: dct:Agent

3.2.10.9. EducationalScenarioRecord Concept and Relations
EducationalScenarioRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a scenario extracted from the iTEC Registry
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A record is an itec:EducationalScenarioRecord if it has as foaf:primaryTopic an
itec:EducationalScenario element.

3.2.10.10. TechnicalSettingRecord Concept and Relations
TechnicalSettingRecord
DRDF document containing metadata on a person extracted from the iTEC Registry.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A record is an itec:TechnicalSettingRecord if it has as foaf:primaryTopic an
itec:TechnicalSetting element.

3.2.10.11. ToolRecord Concept and Relations
ToolRecord
RDF document containing metadata on a tool extracted from the iTEC RegistryRegistry.
Status: unstable
Subclass of: itec:Record
Definition: Semantics: A record is an itec:ToolRecord if it has as foaf:primaryTopic an itec:Tool element.

3.2.10.12. KnowledgeArea Concept and Relations
KnowledgeArea
A domain or subject that a pupil/student learns (e.g., Maths, History).
Status: stable
Subclass of: skos:Concept
SUMO Mapping: FieldOfStudy
Definition: This concept captures the taxonomy of subject or knowledge areas related to the
scenarios proposed by educational working packages in iTEC. When implementing a learning
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story, a teacher may focus in a specific scientific discipline. Consequently, the system should
recommend content and experts in that area. The scientific discipline taxonomy in iTEC is modeled
according to the SKOS scheme. Therefore, it is composed of a set of individuals linked together
through properties skos:broader, skos:narrower, skos:related, etc. Please refer to the section on
Individuals below for further details.

3.2.11.

Vocabularies

Besides characterizing the main concepts and relations among them, the conceptualization should
also deal with the definition of the individuals that play a relevant role insofar the ontology is
concerned. Terms in the vocabulary are a good example of these individuals. This section is
devoted to review the vocabularies used in the iTEC project, defining new relations among its
members and/or elements in Linked Data repositories whenever possible. More specifically, the
vocabulary below has been distinctly reviewed in this phase:
Knowledge Areas
We have identified the equivalences below between terms defined by the iTEC Project and the
scientific disciplines collected by Freebase (tagged with the fb prefix). The original vocabulary
proposed by iTEC has no hierarchy whatsoever, and relations among its elements have not been
defined. Thanks to the enrichment of the vocabulary with Freebase terms, new elements at
different levels appear, together with new taxonomic relations, which may be used to refine
searches and recommendations provided by the SDE.
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The relations established among these terms is summarized below. For each concept, the first
number shows the number of direct children a term has, while the second number indicates the
total number of children obtained through properties skos:narrow and skos:narrowerTransitive:

3.3. Formalization Model
Once the Specification and Conceptualisation phases are completed, a correct formalisation allows
us to ensure both the first and the fourth Gruber principles, namely clarity and minimal coding bias
(Gruber T. , 1995). Although not as a compulsory phase, Methontology (Fernández, Gómez, &
Juristo, 1997) includes formalisation as an additional step in the methodological process guiding
the knowledge engineer when transforming and implementing in a given knowledge representation
language the Conceptualisation Model produced along the previous phase. While the knowledge
about the domain is structured as a meaningful model at the Conceptualisation phase, the
conceptual model is transformed along the Formalisation phase into a formal or semi-formal
computable model expressed using the representation instruments provided by formal logic. With
this, we intend to eliminate existing ambiguities in the Conceptualisation Model due to the use of
natural language. Additionally, an intermediate model is produced that is independent of the
language used for coding. Some authors do not independently address the formalisation phase,
but partially use the instruments of Formal Logic along Conceptualisation by enriching textual
descriptions of concepts and relations with formal descriptions from Description Logics. For the
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iTEC Project, we have decided to follow the Methontology guidelines by introducing a specific
phase devoted to formal description. This way, the Conceptualisation Model, which is expressed in
natural language and therefore accessible to domain experts, is clearly separated from the
Formalisation Model, which is produced for knowledge engineers.
This phase is further divided into two tasks:
1. Definition of an ontological model: concepts and binary relations identified along the
conceptualization phase will be taken as input to develop an ontological model using
Description Logics. Description Logics (DL) is a successful family of logic-based knowledge
representation formalisms, which can be used to represent the conceptual knowledge of an
application domain in a structured and formally well-understood way.
2. Definition of a heuristic model: Logic rules that cannot be expressed using DL will be
represented using Horn-like rules.
Note that Horn Logics and Description Logics are orthogonal in the sense that none of them is a
subset of the other. For example, using DL alone it is not possible to formally express that
individuals living and working in the same city are “domestic workers”, while this fact can be easily
expressed using a Horn clause:
works(x,y)  רlives(x,z)  רloc(y,u)  רloc(z,u) → DomesticWorker(x)

Conversely, there is knowledge that cannot be expressed using Horn clauses, but can be easily
described using a DL construction. For example, using the disjoint operator, we can express in DL
that the concepts mather and father are disjoint, a fact that cannot be expressed using a rule.
Thus, the combination of both the ontological and heuristic model allows us to create a complete
Formalisation Model able to capture all inherent knowledge in the domain.

3.3.1. Documentation Guidelines
This section discusses general considerations that must be taken into account when developing
and documenting the Formalisation Model. To facilitate the understanding of the two proposed
sub-models, that is, the ontological and the heuristic models, we provide a brief description of the
main building elements that can be used to construct them, together with the most relevant design
decisions taken when developing the Formalisation Model.

3.3.1.1. Prefixes (Namespace abbreviations)
The Semantic Model is intended to reuse as much as possible concepts and relations coming from
other ontologies that have been utilized as Content Design Patters along the Conceptualisation
Model. As a consequence, we need to identify the origin of each of the terms appearing in the
Formalisation Model. Every concept or relation is uniquely identified by its URI, so we can use it to
discriminate among terms. However URIs are typically long expressions. To improve readership,
prefixes will be used, that is, each element will be identified by an expression of the form
prefix:term. For example, the element http://purl.org/dc/terms/source from Dublin Core Terms, will
be expressed here as dct:source. The table below includes the list of all the prefixes used in this
document, together with the associated namespace:
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PREFIX

URL

bio

http://purl.org/vocab/bio/0.1/

dct

http://purl.org/dc/terms/

dctype

http://purl.org/dc/dcmitype/

event

http://purl.org/NET/c4dm/event.owl#

foaf

http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/

geo

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#

org

http://www.w3.org/ns/org#

owl

http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#

rdfs

http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

rev

http://purl.org/stuff/rev#

scovo

http://purl.org/NET/scovo#

skos

http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#

time

http://www.w3.org/2006/time#

v

http://www.w3.org/2006/vcard/ns#

wi

http://purl.org/ontology/wi/core#

wo

http://purl.org/ontology/wo/core#

xsd

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

3.3.1.2. Ontology Reuse
One of the main advantages of semantic technologies is their support to knowledge reuse. Indeed,
reuse of widely accepted terms and conceptualizations is included among the good practice
guidelines for ontology design, extending or refining them when needed. Thus, in iTEC we will
follow this design principle by reusing those terms, properties and rules from conceptualizations
that are strictly needed to capture the knowledge about our universe of discourse. The objective of
this approach is to have a manageable TBox, where only the knowledge strictly needed for the
correct operation of the semantic applications to be developed is defined, in our case the iTEC
SDE. With this approach we can guarantee the usability and efficiency of these applications.
Besides, the clarity of the generated models is improved because only the terms, relations and
rules from the base ontologies relevant to the terms and/or rules defined in our Semantic Model
are taken into account. For example, we have reused and included in this model most of the FOAF
(People characterization), VCard RDF (characterization of the contact information of an individual
or institution) and Organization Vocabulary (characterization of groups and institutions, and the
relations between an individual and a group) ontologies due to their overall relevance to our
application domain, but we have omitted some concepts lacking the mentioned relevance. Along
further iterations, and due to new functional requirements being identified, we may need to include
additional terms, or exclude existing terms, from these ontologies, or to refine some terms
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according to our application domain. In such cases, these new elements will be adequately
expressed in the Formalisation Model using formal logics.
We will follow the convention of including in the formalisation tables all concepts and roles defined
in the Conceptualisation Model. When these elements are not sub-concepts or sub-roles from
other elements, either from an external ontology or from the Semantic Model, they will be
expressed as a sub-class or sub-property from universal concept (T) or universal role (U). Besides,
in the case of sub-roles, an index will be added to distinguish among roles being eventually coded
as objectProperties (UO), dataProperties (UD) or annotationProperties (UA).

3.3.1.3. Constructors
When formally describing the properties and restrictions applicable to concepts (classes) and roles
(relations) in the model, a collection of specific constructors will be used. The meaning of these
constructors is defined below (Bao, Kendall, McGuinness, & Patel-Schneider, 2009):

Concept constructors
Operation

Syntax

Example

Intersection

C1 ِ … ِ Cn

Human ِ Male

 P.C

 hasChild.Lawyer

Union
Universal restriction
Existential restriction
Maximum cardinality

C1 ّ … ّ Cn
 P.C

≤ nP[.C]

Doctor ّ Lawyer

 hasChild.Doctor

≤ 1 hasChild[.Doctor]

Minimum cardinality

≥ nP[.C]

≥ 1 hasChild[.Male]

Exact cardinality

= nP[.C]

= 1 hasMother[.Female]

Equivalence

C1 ≡ C2

Subclass

C1 َ C2

Man ≡ Human ِ Male

Disjointness
Specific Value

C1 ِ C2 َ ٣
 P.{x}

Human َ Animal ِ Biped
Male ِ Female َ ٣
 hasChild.{Tom}

Role constructors
Operation

Syntax

Example

Subproperty

P1 َ Pn

hasDaughter َ hasChild

Equivalence
DisjointProperties
Inverse
Transitive
Functional
InverseFunctional

P1 ≡ Pn

cost ≡ price

P1 َ Pn ٣
P1 ≡ Pn

P+ َ P

‾

T َ ≤ 1P

T َ ≤ 1P ‾

hasDaughter َ hasSon ٣
hasChild ≡ hasParent

ancestor+ َ ancestor
T َ ≤ 1 hasMother

‾

T َ ≤ 1 hasPassportID
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RoleChains

P ≡ P1 o ... o Pn

hasUncle ≡ hasFather o hasBrother

In spite of not considering a specific constructor to formalize the domain and range of a relation, it
is possible to express this using a combination of the expressions above. The table below shows
an example of the formalization of the domain and range of the property foaf:account:

Example

Description

Domain

 foaf:account.T َ foaf:Agent

Range

foaf:account.foaf:OnlineAccount

Indicates that the domain of the property
foaf:account is foaf:Agent
Indicates that the range of the property
foaf:account is foaf:OnlineAccount

A Horn clause is a disjunction of literals with at most one positive literal:

A ¬ שB1 ¬ ש …שBm

According to this definition, three types of Horn clauses are possible:
(a)X1 … Xj (A ¬ שB1 ¬ ש …שBm)
(b)X1 … Xj (A)
(c)X1 … Xj (¬B1 ¬ ש …שBm)

(rule or conditional fact)
(fact)
(objective)

where A, B1, B2, …, Bm are asserted predicates and ¬B1 , …, ¬Bm negated predicates. As the only
quantifiers appearing in the clausal form are universal ones (), they may be omitted, and the
complete clause be interpreted as its universal closure. On the other side, a Horn clause may be
written as an implication:

A ¬ שB1 ¬ ש …שBm ≡ B1  ר … רBm → A

Thus, we will use the (a)-forms above for rule formalization, which represent rules of the form “if B1
and B2 and … and Bm are asserted predicates, then A is also true”. The table below includes an
example from our application domain.

Example

Description

foaf:Person(p1)  רfoaf:Person(p2)  רitec:LARG(l) ר
dct:contributor(l,p1)  רdct:contributor(l,p2) →
foaf:knows(p1,p2)

If two individuals have participated in the
same LARG, they know each other

The symbol “ ”רrepresents the logical conjunction and the symbol “→” the implication. Besides,
expression Class(x) indicates that an individual x is of type Class, and property p applied to x and y
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is written as p(x,y). For example, foaf:Person(x) means that x is of type foaf:Person and
foaf:knows(p1,p2) means that p1 knows p2.

3.3.1.4. Templates
As a common criterion for the formalization of concepts and roles, we explicitly indicate the prefix
of each entity according to its source; prefix itec corresponding to terms defined explicitly for the
project. Besides, cells containing the definition of these latter terms are shadowed. Tables are
provided in alphabetic ascending order according to the name of the concept or property, prefix
omitted.
On the other side, we will follow the notation in (Baader, Calvanese, McGuinness, Nardi, & PatelSchneider, 2010) whenever possible.

3.3.1.5. Concepts
For the formalization of concepts, rows will comply to the format <application_concept><operator>-<consequent>. When an operator is common to several consequents, and these define
an equivalent condition, consequents will be included in contiguous lines, operator omitted. If the
complete consequent does not fit to the line where it is included, it will be indicated by an
underscore. For example, row:
v:Address

ِ v:Email َ ٣
v:Tel َ ٣

itec:SystemUser ≡ itec:Pupil ّ itec:Teacher ّ _
itec:ICTCoordinator
Is equivalent to the sentences:

v:Address ِ v:Email َ ٣
v:Address ِ v:Tel َ ٣

itec:SystemUser ≡ itec:Pupil ّ itec:Teacher ّ itec:ICTCoordinator

For each concept, sentences will be sorted according to the criteria below (not relevant relations
are omitted):
#

Relation

Example

1

Equivalent Classes

itec:SystemUser

≡

2

Disjoint Classes

v:Address

ِ v:Email َ ٣

itec:Pupil ّ itec:Teacher ّ_
itec:ICTCoordinator
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3

Subclass Of

v:Address

4

Equivalent Classes
(neccesary and
sufficient conditions)

َ T

itec:LARGRecord

≡

5

Subclasses (neccesary
v:Address
conditions)

َ  v:country-name.rdfs:Literal

6

SUMO Mapping

َ sumo:Address

v:Address

itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:LARG

Besides, mappings to the SUMO concepts are highlighted in a different colour (light blue). For
these, the abbreviation (s) will be included near the term to indicate that the equivalence is not
perfect (i.e., subsuming mapping).

3.3.1.6. Roles
In a similar way, roles are presented in rows according to the format <application_role><operator>-<consequent>. However, for cumbersome expressions the <operator> placeholder will
include an abbreviation of the corresponding relation, and the <consequent> placeholder will
include the complete relation according to the <application_role>. More specifically, this criterion
will be applied to express roles (F) and functional inverses (IF), and to express the domain (D) and
range (R) when one or both of them are known.
Rows are sorted as follows:

#

Relation

Example

1

Equivalence

event:agent

≡

event:hasAgent

2

Inverse

skos:narrowerTransitive

≡

skos:broaderTransitive

3

Transitive

skos:narrowerTransitive

4

Disjoint

itec:hasApp

5

Subproperty Of

skos:narrowerTransitive

6

Functional

foaf:gender

7

Inverse functional foaf:mbox

8

Domain & Range

+

َ skos:narrowerTransitive

ِ itec:hasDevice َ ٣

َ skos:semanticRelation
F

skos:narrowerTransitive

‾

T َ≤1 foaf:gender

IF T َ≤1 foaf:mbox ‾

D  skos:narrowerTransitive.T َ skos:Concept
R  skos:narrowerTransitive.skos:Concept
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3.3.1.7. Rules
The formalisation of rules as Horn-like rules is organised into tables according to the logic rules
identified for each of the blocks proposed in the Conceptualisation Model, that is, People (P),
Organizations and Groups (O), Events (E), LARGs (L) and Tools (T). Each row includes the
identifier of the rule, constructed from the initial of the block plus a number corresponding to the
numbering assigned during conceptualisation. For example:

ID Sentence
P1 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רorg:Organization(o)  רorg:memberOf(a1,o) ר
org:memberOf(a2,o) → itec:trustImplicity(a1,a2)
defines rule number 1 in block People (P).

3.3.2. Ontological model
This section summarizes the main concepts from the domain, together with their formal
description. The binary relations established among concepts are also included. For this, we will
use the notation of Description Logics. Implicit knowledge that cannot be expressed using DL will
be defined below using Horn-like rules. Concepts and relations are alphabetically sorted to
facilitate their identification.

3.3.2.1. Concepts
A
v:Address

ِ v:Email َ ٣
v:Tel َ ٣

َ T

َ  v:country-name.rdfs:Literal
 v:locality.rdfs:Literal
 v:postal-code.rdfs:Literal
 v:region.rdfs:Literal
 v:street-address.rdfs:Literal
foaf:Agent
itec:Application

َ sumo:Address
َ T

َ sumo:Agent

ِ itec:Device َ ٣
itec:OperatingSystem َ ٣

َ itec:Tool
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َ sumo:ComputerProgram
B
bio:Birth

َ bio:IndividualEvent
َ sumo:Birth

C
itec:CommunityEvent
itec:CommunicationChannel

َ itec:Event
َ T

َ (itec:Tool ِ  itec:functionality.{affasynchdisc}5) ̴ّ
(itec:Tool ِ  itec:functionality.{affaudconf}) ̴ّ
(itec:Tool ِ  itec:functionality.{affvidconf})
itec:Conference
itec:ContentRequirement

َ sumo:CommunicationDevice (s)
َ itec:Event

َ sumo:InPersonCommunication (s)
ِ itec:EventRequirement َ ٣
itec:PersonRequirement َ ٣
itec:ToolRequirement َ ٣

َ itec:DirectRequirement

َ itec:DirectRequirement ِ =1
itec:largResource.itec:LearningContent
itec:ContentSpecification

ِ itec:EventSpecification َ ٣
itec:PersonSpecification َ ٣
itec:ToolSpecification َ ٣

َ itec:RequirementSpecification
D
itec:Device

ِ itec:Application َ ٣

َ itec:Tool
itec:DirectRequirement

5

َ sumo:Device

≡ itec:ContentRequirement ّ itec:EventRequirement ّ _
itec:PersonRequirement ّ itec:ToolRequirement

See D9.1: Analysis and Design of the Registry
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D
ِ itec:RequirementSpecification َ ٣

َ itec:Requirement

≡ ≥1 itec:largResource

E
itec:EducationalScenario
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord

َ T

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:EducationalScenario

v:Email

itec:Event

َ sumo:Communication (s)
ِ v:Address َ ٣
v:Tel َ ٣

َ T

≡ itec:CommunityEvent ّ itec:Conference ّ itec:HotSeat ّ _
itec:InServiceTraining ّ itec:SchoolEvent ّ itec:Seminar ّ _
itec:VirtualMeeting ّ itec:Workshop

َ event:Event
itec:EventParticipation
itec:EventRecord

َ sumo:Process
َ T

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:EventRequirement

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:Event

ِ itec:ContentRequirement َ ٣
itec:PersonRequirement َ ٣
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E
itec:ToolRequirement َ ٣

َ itec:DirectRequirement
itec:EventRole
itec:EventSpecification

itec:Expert

≡ itec:DirectRequirement ِ =1 itec:largResource.itec:Event

َ skos:Concept

ِ itec:ContentSpecification َ ٣
itec:PersonSpecification َ ٣
itec:ToolSpecification َ ٣

َ itec:RequirementSpecification
َ foaf:Person
itec:Resource

F
org:FormalOrganization
itec:Funcionality

َ org:Organization

َ sumo:OrganizationalBoard (s)
َ skos:Concept

G
itec:Group

ِ foaf:Person َ ٣
org:FormalOrganization َ ٣

َ foaf:Group
org:Organization
itec:Guidelines

َ sumo:Group
َ T

َ sumo:NormativeAttribute (s)
H
itec:Hardware

ِ itec:Software َ ٣

َ T
itec:HotSeat

َ sumo:ComputerHardware
َ itec:Event

I
itec:ICTCoordinator

ِ itec:Pupil َ ٣
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I
َ foaf:Person
itec:SystemUser
bio:IndividualEvent
itec:InServiceTraining
itec:iTECShell
itec:iTECTechnology

َ sumo:OccupationalRole (s)
َ bio:Event

َ =1 bio:principal.Thing
َ itec:Event
َ T

َ itec:TechnicalSetting

K
itec:KnowledgeArea

َ skos:Concept

َ sumo:FieldOfStudy
L
itec:LARG

itec:LARGContext

itec:LARGRecord

َ T

َ  itec:hasActivity.itec:LearningActivity
 itec:context.itec:LARGContext
َ T

َ  dct:language.dct:LinguisticSystem
 dct:subject.itec:KnowledgeArea
 dct:educationLevel.dct:AgentClass
 itec:technicalSetting.itec:TechnicalSetting
ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:LearningActivity

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:LARG

َ T

َ  itec:requirement.itec:Requirement
itec:LearningActivityRecord

َ sumo:EducationalProcess

ِ itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
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L
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:LearningContentRecord

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:LearningActivity

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:LearningStory

itec:LearningStoryRecord

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:LearningContent

َ T

َ  itec:hasActivity.itec:LearningActivity
 dct:source.itec:EducationalScenario
ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:LocalTechnology
v:Location

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:LearningStory

َ itec:TechnicalSetting
َ T

َ  v:longitude.rdfs:Literal
 v:latitude.rdfs:Literal
َ sumo:Region
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M
org:Membership

O
foaf:OnlineAccount
itec:OperatingSystem

ِ org:Organization َ ٣
org:Role َ ٣
org:Site َ ٣

َ T

َ T

ِ itec:Application َ ٣

َ itec:Software
org:Organization

َ sumo:OperatingSystem
≡ foaf:Organization

ِ org:Membership َ ٣
org:Role َ ٣
org:Site َ ٣

َ foaf:Agent
org:OrganizationalCollaboration

َ sumo:Organization
َ org:Organization

≡ org:Organization ِ  org:hasMember.org:Organization

itec:OrganizationRecord

َ sumo:Cooperation (s)

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
org:OrganizationalUnit

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.org:Organization

َ org:Organization

P
foaf:Person

ِ foaf:Organization َ ٣

َ foaf:Agent
itec:PersonRecord

َ sumo:Human

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
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P
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:PersonRequirement

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.foaf:Person

ِ itec:ContentRequirement َ ٣
itec:EventRequirement َ ٣
itec:ToolRequirement َ ٣

َ itec:DirectRequirement
itec:PersonSpecification

itec:Plugin
itec:Pupil

≡ itec:DirectRequirement ِ =1 itec:largResource.foaf:Person

ِ itec:ContentSpecification َ ٣
itec:EventSpecification َ ٣
itec:ToolSpecification َ ٣

َ itec:RequirementSpecification
َ itec:ShellComponent

ِ itec:ICTCoordinator َ ٣
itec:Teacher َ ٣

َ itec:SystemUser

≡ foaf:Person ِ  org:memberOf.itec:StudentGroup

َ sumo:Student
R
itec:Record

≡ itec:LearningActivityRecord ّ _
itec:LearningContentRecord ّ itec:EventRecord ّ_
itec:LearningStoryRecord ّ itec:LARGRecord ّ_
itec:OrganizationRecord ّ itec:PersonRecord ّ_
itec:EducationScenarioRecord ّ _
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord ّ itec:ToolRecord

َ foaf:Document

َ =1 foaf:primaryTopic
itec:Requirement

َ sumo:FactualText (s)

≡ itec:DirectRequirement ّ
itec:RequirementSpecification

َ T

َ sumo:Neccesity (s)
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R
itec:RequirementSpecification

≡ itec:ContentSpecification ّ itec:EventSpecification ّ _
itec:PersonSpecification ّ itec:ToolSpecification

ِ itec:DirectRequirement َ ٣

rev:Review
org:Role

َ itec:Requirement
َ T

َ sumo:Report (s)

ِ org:Membership َ ٣
org:Organization َ ٣
org:Site َ ٣

َ skos:Concept

َ sumo:Position
S
org:Site

itec:School
itec:SchoolEvent
itec:Seminar
itec:ShellComponent
itec:ShellEnvironment

itec:Software
geo:SpatialThing

itec:StudentGroup
itec:SystemUser

ِ org:Membership َ ٣
org:Organization َ ٣
org:Role َ ٣

َ T

َ org:FormalOrganization
َ sumo:School
َ itec:Event

َ itec:Event ِ  itec:organizer.itec:School
َ itec:Event

َ itec:Application

≡ =1 itec:hasShell.itec:iTECShell ِ _
 itec:hasShellComponent.itec:ShellComponent

َ dctype:Collection

ِ itec:Hardware َ ٣

َ T
َ T

َ sumo:LocalizablePlace
َ org:OrganizationalUnit
itec:Group

َ sumo:GroupOfPeople (s)

≡ itec:Pupil ّ itec:Teacher ّ itec:ICTCoordinator

َ foaf:Person
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T
itec:Teacher

ِ itec:Pupil َ ٣

َ itec:SystemUser
itec:TechnicalSetting
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord

َ sumo:Teacher

َ dctype:Collection

≡ dctype:Collection ِ  itec:hasTool.itec:Tool

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:ToolRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
time:TemporalEntity
v:Tel

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:TechnicalSetting

َ T

َ sumo:TimeInterval
ِ v:Address َ ٣
v:Email َ ٣

َ T
itec:Tool
itec:ToolRecord

َ sumo:Telephone
َ T

ِ itec:LearningActivityRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningContentRecord َ ٣
itec:EventRecord َ ٣
itec:LearningStoryRecord َ ٣
itec:LARGRecord َ ٣
itec:OrganizationRecord َ ٣
itec:PersonRecord َ ٣
itec:EducationalScenarioRecord َ ٣
itec:TechnicalSettingRecord َ ٣

َ itec:Record
itec:ToolRequirement

≡ itec:Record ِ =1 foaf:primaryTopic.itec:Tool

ِ itec:ContentRequirement َ ٣
itec:EventRequirement َ ٣
itec:PersonRequirement َ ٣

َ itec:DirectRequirement
itec:ToolSpecification

≡ itec:DirectRequirement ِ =1 itec:largResource.itec:Tool

ِ itec:ContentSpecification َ ٣
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T
itec:EventSpecification َ ٣
itec:PersonSpecification َ ٣

U
itec:UserSelection

َ itec:RequirementSpecification
َ T

َ  itec:activity.itec:LearningActivity
 itec:larg.itec:LARG
َ sumo:Selecting (s)
V
v:VCard
itec:VirtualMeeting

َ T

َ sumo:Text (s)
َ itec:Event

َ  itec:obligatory.itec:ToolRequirement
W
itec:WeightedExpertise
itec:WeightedFunctionality
itec:WeightedTrust
itec:Widget
itec:Workshop

3.3.2.2. Properties

َ wi:WeightedInterest
َ wo:Weight
َ wo:Weight

َ itec:ShellComponent
َ itec:Event

َ sumo:Workshop

A
dct:abstract
foaf:account

foaf:accountName

َ dct:description

R  dct:abstract.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

D  foaf:account.T َ foaf:Agent
R  foaf:account.foaf:OnlineAccount

َ UD

D  foaf:accountName.T َ foaf:OnlineAccount
R  foaf:accountName.rdfs:Literal
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foaf:accountServiceHomepage

َ UO

D  foaf:accountServiceHomepage.T َ foaf:OnlineAccount
R  foaf:accountServiceHomepage.foaf:Document

َ UO

itec:activity

R  itec:activity.itec:Activity

َ UO

itec:agent

R  itec:agent.foaf:Agent

event:agent

≡ event:has Agent
≡ event:agent_in ‾

َ UO

D  event:agent.T َ event:Event
R  event:agent.foaf:Agent
≡ itec:preference ‾

wi:agent

َ UO

D  wi:agent.T َ wi:WeightedInterest
R  wi:agent.foaf:Agent

َ UO

v:adr

D  v:adr.T َ v:VCard
R  v:adr.v:Address

َ itec:requirement

itec:alternative

R  itec:alternative.itec:Requirement

َ rdfs:label

skos:altLabel

َ dct:description

itec:assessment

D  itec:assessment.T َ itec:Guidelines
R  itec:assessment.rdfs:Literal

َ UD

itec:aspiration

D  itec:aspiration.T َ itec:EducationalScenario
R  itec:aspiration.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

dct:audience

R  dct:audience.dct:AgentClass

B
foaf:based_near

org:basedAt

َ UO

D  foaf:based_near.T َ geo:SpatialThing
R  foaf:based_near.geo:SpatialThing

َ UO

D  org:basedAt.T َ foaf:Person
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B
bio:biography
skos:broader

R  org:basedAt.org:Site

َ UA

D  bio:biography.T َ foaf:Person
≡ skos:narrower ‾

َ skos:broaderTransitive
skos:broaderTransitive

D  skos:broader.T َ skos:Concept
R  skos:broader.skos:Concept
≡ skos:narrowerTransitive ‾

+

َ skos:broaderTransitive

َ skos:semanticRelation
itec:businessCard

D  skos:broaderTransitive.T َ skos:Concept
R  skos:broaderTransitive.skos:Concept

َ foaf:businessCard

D  itec:businessCard.T َ foaf:Person
R  itec:businessCard.v:VCard

C
itec:channel
rdfs:comment

itec:communicationProtocol

itec:content
itec:context

dct:conformsTo
dct:contributor
v:country-name

َ UO

R  itec:channel.itec:CommunicationChannel

َ UA

D  rdfs:comment.T َ rdfs:Resource
R  rdfs:comment.rdfs:Literal

َ dct:conformsTo

D  itec:communicationProtocol.T َ itec:CommunicacionChannel
R  itec:communicationProtocol.dct:Standard

َ UO

R  itec:content.itec:LearningContent

َ UO

D  itec:context.T َ itec:LARG
R  itec:context.itec:LARGContext

َ UO

R  dct:conformsTo.dct:Standard

َ UO

R  dct:contributor.dct:Agent

َ UD

D  v:country-name.T َ v:Address
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C
dct:coverage
dct:created
dct:creator
itec:cycle

َ UO

R  dct:coverage.dct:LocationPeriodOrJurisdiction

َ dct:date

R  dct:created.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

R  dct:creator.dct:Agent

َ UD

R  itec:cycle.xsd:integer

D
bio:date
skos:definition
dct:description
itec:downloadUrl

َ dct:date

D  bio:date.T َ bio:Event

َ skos:note
َ UA

R  dct:description.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

D  itec:downloadUrl.T َ itec:ShellComponent
R  itec:downloadUrl.foaf:Document

E
dct:educationLevel
v:email
itec:enriched
itec:event
bio:event

َ UO

R  dct:educationLevel.dct:AgentClass

َ UO

D  v:email.T َ v:VCard

َ dct:modified

R  itec:enriched.xsd:dateTime

َ UO

R  itec:event.itec:Event
≡ bio:agent ‾

َ owl:differentFrom
skos:example

D  bio:event.T َ foaf:Agent
R  bio:event.bio:Event

َ skos:note
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E
itec:expertise

≡ wi:agent ‾
َ wi:preference

D  itec:expertise.T َ foaf:Person
R  itec:expertise.itec:WeightedExpertise

F
itec:fluency

dct:format
itec:functionality

َ UO

D  itec:fluency.T َ foaf:Person
R  itec:fluency.dct:LinguisticSystem

َ UO

R  dct:format.dct:MediaTypeOrExtent

َ UO

R  itec:functionality:itec:Functionality

G
foaf:gender

َ UD

F T َ≤1 foaf:gender

v:geo

itec:guidelines

D  foaf:gender.T َ foaf:Agent
R  foaf:gender.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

D  v:geo.T َ v:VCard
R  v:geo.v:Location

َ UO

D  itec:guidelines.T َ itec:LearningActivity
R  itec:guidelines.itec:Guidelines

H
itec:hasActivity

itec:hasApp
itec:hasDevice

َ dct:hasPart

D  itec:hasActivity.T َ itec:LearningStory
 itec:hasActivity.T َ itec:LARG
R  itec:hasActivity.itec:LearningActivity
ِ itec:hasDevice َ ٣

َ itec:hasTool

ِ itec:hasApp َ ٣

َ itec:hasTool
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H
dct:hasPart
rev:hasReview

itec:hasShell

َ dct:relation
َ UO

D  rev:hasReview.T َ rdfs:Resource
R  rev:hasReview.rev:Review
ِ itec:hasShellComponent َ ٣

َ itec:hasApp
itec:hasShellComponent

D  itec:hasShell.T َ itec:TechnicalSetting
 itec:hasShell.T َ itec:ShellEnvironment
R  itec:hasShell.itec:Shell
ِ itec:hasShell َ ٣

َ itec:hasApp
org:hasSite

D  itec:hasShellComponent.T َ itec:ShellEnvironment
R  itec:hasShellComponent.itec:ShellComponent
≡ org:siteOf ‾

َ UO
itec:hasTool

org:hasUnit

D  org:hasSite.T َ org:Organization
R  org:hasSite.org:Site

َ dct:hasPart

D  org:hasTool.T َ itec:TechnicalSetting
R  org:hasTool.itec:Tool
≡ org:unitOf ‾

َ org:hasSubOrganization
dct:hasVersion
org:headOf

foaf:homepage

D  org:hasUnit.T َ org:FormalOrganization
R  org:hasUnit.org:OrganizationalUnit

َ dct:relation

َ org:memberOf

D  org:headOf.T َ foaf:Person
R  org:headOf.org:Organization

َ foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf
foaf:page

IF T َ≤1 foaf:homepage ‾

D  foaf:homepage.T َ owl:Thing
R  foaf:homepage.foaf:Document

I
dct:identifier

َ dc:identifier

R  dct:identifier.rdfs:Literal
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I
org:identifier
foaf:img

َ skos:notation

D  org:identifier.T َ org:Organization

َ foaf:depiction

D  foaf:img.T َ foaf:Person
R  foaf:img.foaf:Image

K
foaf:knows

َ UO

D  foaf:knows.T َ foaf:Person
R  foaf:knows.foaf:Person

L
rdfs:label

dct:language
itec:larg
itec:largResource
geo:lat
v:latitude

itec:learnerMotivation

itec:learningOutcomes

dct:license
org:linkedTo

َ UA

D  rdfs:label.T َ rdfs:Resource
R  rdfs:label.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

R  dct:language.dct:LinguisticSystem

َ UO

R  itec:larg.itec:LARG

َ UO

D  itec:largResource.T َ itec:DirectRequirement

َ UA

D  geo:lat.T َ geo:SpatialThing

َ UD

D  v:latitude.T َ v:Location
R  v:latitude.xsd:float

َ UO

D  itec:learnerMotivation.T َ itec:LearningActivity
R  itec:learnerMotivation.rdfs:Literal

َ dct:description

D  itec:learnerOutcomes.T َ itec:LearningActivity
R  itec:learnerOutcomes.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

R  dct:license.dct:LicenseDocument

َ UO
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L

foaf:logo

D  org:linkedTo.T َ org:Organization
R  org:linkedTo.org:Organization

َ UO

IF T َ≤1 foaf:logo ‾
geo:long
v:longitude

v:locality

D  foaf:logo.T َ owl:Thing
R  foaf:logo.owl:Thing

َ UA

D  geo:long.T َ geo:SpatialThing

َ UD

D  v:longitude.T َ v:Location
R  v:longitude.xsd:float

َ UD

D  v:locality.T َ v:Address

M
foaf:mbox

َ UO

IF T َ≤1 foaf:mbox ‾
org:member

D  foaf:mbox.T َ foaf:Agent
R  foaf:mbox.owl:Thing
≡ org:hasMembership ‾

َ UO
org:memberOf

D  org:member.T َ org:Membership
R  org:member.foaf:Agent
≡ org:hasMember ‾

َ UO
dct:modified
itec:motherTongue

D  org:memberOf.T َ foaf:Agent
R  org:memberOf.org:Organization

َ UD

R  dct:modified.rdfs:Literal

َ itec:fluency

D  itec:motherTongue.T َ foaf:Person
R  itec:motherTongue.dct:LinguisticSystem

N
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N
foaf:name
skos:narrower

َ rdfs:label

R  foaf:name.rdfs:Literal
≡ skos:broader ‾

َ skos:narrowerTransitive
skos:narrowerTransitive

D  skos:narrower.T َ skos:Concept
R  skos:narrower.skos:Concept
≡ skos:broaderTransitive ‾

+

َ skos:narrowerTransitive

َ skos:semanticRelation
itec:niceToHave

D  skos:narrowerTransitive.T َ skos:Concept
R  skos:narrowerTransitive.skos:Concept
ِ itec:obligatory َ ٣
itec:preferred َ ٣

َ itec:requirement

R  itec:niceToHave.itec:Requirement

O
itec:obligatory

ِ itec:niceToHave َ ٣
itec:preferred َ ٣

َ itec:requirement
itec:onlineContact

foaf:openID

R  itec:obligatory.itec:Requirement

َ UO

D  itec:onlineContact.T َ foaf:Person
R  itec:onlineContact.foaf:OnlineAccount

َ foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf

IF T َ≤1 foaf:openID ‾
org:organization

itec:organizer

itec:OSPlatform
itec:OSSupport

D  foaf:openID.T َ foaf:Agent
R  foaf:openID.foaf:Document

َ UO

D  org:organization.T َ org:Membership
R  org:organization.org:Organization

َ event:agent

D  itec:organizer.T َ itec:Event
R  itec:organizer.foaf:Agent

َ dct:requires
َ UO
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O
D  itec:OSSupport.T َ itec:Device
R  itec:OSSupport .itec:OperatingSystem
P
itec:participant

itec:person
bio:place
event:place

v:postal-code
itec:preferred

َ event:agent

D  itec:participant.T َ itec:Event
R  itec:participant.foaf:Agent

َ UO

R  itec:person.itec:Expert

َ UA

D  bio:place.T َ bio:Event

َ UO

D  event:place.T َ event:Event
R  event:place.geo:SpatialThing

َ UD

D  v:postal-code.T َ v:Address
ِ itec:niceToHave َ ٣
itec:obligatory َ ٣

َ itec:requirement
skos:prefLabel
itec:preparation

foaf:primaryTopic

R  itec:preferred.itec:Requirement

َ rdfs:label

َ dct:description

D  itec:preparation.T َ itec:Guidelines
R  itec:preparation.rdfs:Literal
≡ isPrimaryTopicOf ‾

َ UO
bio:principal

itec:provider
dct.publisher
org:purpose

D  foaf:primaryTopic.T َ foaf:Document
R  foaf:primaryTopic.owl:Thing

َ bio:agent

D  bio:principal.T َ bio:Event
R  bio:principal.foaf:Person

َ dct:publisher

R  itec:provider.foaf:Agent

َ UO

R  dct:publisher.foaf:Agent

َ UA
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P
D  org:purpose.T َ org:Organization
R
rev:rating
v:region
dct:relation
org:reportsTo

itec:requiredTime

itec:requirement
itec:requirementsStatement

dct:requires
itec:role

org:role

َ UD
َ UD

D  v:region.T َ v:Address

َ UA

َ UO

D  org:reportsTo.T َ foaf:Agent
R  org:reportsTo.foaf:Agent

َ dct:description

D  itec:requiredTime.T َ itec:Guidelines
R  itec:requiredTime.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

R  itec:requirement.itec:Requirement

َ UD

D  itec:requirementsStatement.T َ
R itec:EducationalScenario
 itec:requirementsStatement .rdfs:Literal

َ dct:relation
َ UO

D  itec:role.T َ org:Membership
R  itec:role.org:Role

َ UO

D  org:role.T َ org:Membership
R  org:role.org:Role

S
wo:scale

َ scovo:dimension
F T َ≤1 wo:scale

org:siteAddress

dct:source

D  wo:scale.T َ wo:Weight
R  wo:scale.wo:Scale

َ UO

D  org:siteAddress.T َ org:Site
R  org:siteAddress.v:VCard

َ dct:relation
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S
itec:sourceOf

≡ dct:source ‾
َ dct:relation

bio:state
itec:studentGroup
v:street-address
event:sub_event

dct:subject
org:subOrganizationOf

itec:supports

R  itec:sourceOf.rdfs:Literal

َ bio:agent

D  bio:state.T َ bio:Event

َ UO

R  itec:studentGroup.itec:StudentGroup

َ UD

D  v:street-address.T َ v:Address

َ UO

D  event:sub_event.T َ event:Event
R  event:sub_event.event:Event

َ UA

َ org:transitiveSubOrganizationOf

D  org:subOrganizationOf.T َ org:Organization
R  org:subOrganizationOf .org:Organization

َ UO

R  itec:supports.dct:Standard

T
itec:tags
itec:teacherMotivation

itec:technicalMotivation

itec:technicalSetting

v:tel
rev:text
event:time

َ dct:subject

R  itec:tags.rdfs:Literal

َ UD

D  itec:teacherMotivation.T َ itec:LearningActivity
R  itec:teacherMotivation.rdfs:Literal

َ UD

D  itec:technicalMotivation.T َ itec:LearningActivity
R  itec:technicalMotivation.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

D  itec:technicalSetting.T َ itec:School
R  itec:technicalSetting.itec:TechnicalSetting

َ UO

D  v:tel.T َ v:VCard

َ UD

َ UO
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T

dct:title
foaf:title
rev:title

itec:tool
wi:topic
itec:trust

itec:trustedAgent

dct:type
rev:type

D  event:time.T َ event:Event
R  event:time.time:TemporalEntity

َ UD
َ UD

َ dc:title

D  rev:title.T َ rev:Review
R  rev:title.rdfs:Literal

َ UO

R  itec:tool.itec:Tool

َ UO

D  wi:topic.T َ wi:WeightedInterest

َ wo:weight

D  itec:trust.T َ foaf:Agent
R  itec:trust.itec:WeightedTrust

َ UO

D  itec:trust.T َ itec:WeightedTrust
R  itec:trust.foaf:Agent

َ UO
َ UD

V
dct:valid
rdf:value

َ dct:date
َ UO

D  rdf:value.T َ rdfs:Resource
R  rdf:value.rdfs:Resource

W
wo:weight

wo:weight_value

َ event:factor

D  wo:weight.T َ owl:Thing
R  wo:weight.wo:Weight

َ UD

F T َ≤1 wo:weight_value

itec:weightedFunctionality

D  wo:weight_value.T َ wo:Weight
R  wo:weight_value.xsd:decimal
≡ itec:weightedFunctionalityOf ‾
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W
َ wo:weight
itec:weightedFunctionalityOf

D  itec:weightedFunctionality.T َ itec:Tool
R  itec:weightedFunctionality.itec:WeightedFunctionality
≡ itec:weightedFunctionality ‾

َ UO
itec:worksWith

D  itec:weightedFunctionalityOf.T َ itec:WeightedFunctionality
R  itec:weightedFunctionalityOf.itec:Tool

َ dct:conformsTo

3.3.3. Heuristic Model
Section 3.3.2 above discussed the formalization of pre-existing knowledge from the Universe of
Discourse using Description Logics. However, not all knowledge available can be defined using
this formalism. As previously pointed out, we will use Horn-like rules6, that is, a collection of logic
formulae composed of an antecedent and a consequent, to express the heuristic rules in the
domain of interest identified along the conceptualization phase.

3.3.3.1. People
ID

Sentence

P1 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רorg:Organization(o)  רorg:memberOf(a1,o) ר
org:memberOf(a2,o) → itec:trustImplicity(a1,a2)
P2 org:Organization(op)  רorg:Organization(oc)  רorg:subOrganizationOf(oc,op) →
itec:trustImplicity(op,oc)
P3 itec:Expert (e)  רitec:Teacher(t)  רitec:LARG(l)  רdct:creator(l,t)  רitec:UserSelection(u) ר
itec:larg(u,l)  רitec:person(u,e) → foaf:knows(t,e)  רfoaf:knows(e,t)
P4 foaf:Person(p1)  רfoaf:Person(p2)  רitec:LARG(l)  רdct:contributor(l,p1) ר
dct:contributor(l,p2) → foaf:knows(p1,p2)

P5 itec:Teacher(t1)  רitec:Teacher(t2)  רitec:School(s)  רorg:memberOf(t1,s) ר
org:memberOf(t2,s) → foaf:knows(t1,t2)

6

Although we
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P6 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רfoaf:Agent(a3)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1) ר
itec:WeightedTrust(wt2)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1)  רitec:trust(a2,wt2)  רitec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt2,a3)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,v1)  רitec:weight_value(wt2,v2) ר
wo:Scale(s1)  רwo:Scale(s2)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s1)  רitec:wo_scale(wt2,s2) ר
wo:max_weight(s1,maxw1)  רwo:min_weight(s1,minw1)  רwo:max_weight(s2,maxw2) ר
wo:min_weight(s2,minw2) → itec:WeightedTrust(wtn)  רitec:trust(a1,wtn) ר
itec:trustAgent(wtn,a3)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wtn,s) ר
wo:max_weight(s,max(maxw1,maxw2))  רwo:min_weight(s,min(minw1,minw2)) ר
itec:wo:weight:value(wtn,max(v1,v2)-min(v1,v2))
P6b foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt2)  רitec:trust(a1,wt2) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt2,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt2,s) ר
itec:weight_value(wt1,v1)  רitec:weight_value(wt2,v2)  רv1>=v2 → itec:trust(null,wt2) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt2,null)
P7 foaf:Person(p)  רitec:Expert(e)  רrev:Review(r)  רrev:reviewer(r,p)  רrev:hasReview(e,r) →
foaf:knows(p,e)
P8* foaf:Person(p)  רitec:Expert(e)  רrev:Review(r)  רrev:reviewer(r,p)  רrev:hasReview(e,r) ר
rev:rating(r,v)  רv > upperThreshold → itec:trustAveragely(p,e)
P9* foaf:Person(p)  רitec:Expert(e)  רrev:Review(r)  רrev:reviewer(r,p)  רrev:hasReview(e,r) ר
rev:rating(r,v)  רv < lowerThreshold → itec:trustNever(p,e)

P10 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,4) →
itec:trustImplicity(a1,a2)
P11 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,3) →
itec:trustHighly(a1,a2)
P12 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,2) →
itec:trustAveragely(a1,a2)
P13 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,1) →
itec:trustMinimally(a1,a2)

P14 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
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wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,0) → itec:trustNone(a1,a2)

P15 foaf:Agent(a1)  רfoaf:Agent(a2)  רitec:WeightedTrust(wt1)  רitec:trust(a1,wt1) ר
itec:trustedAgent(wt1,a2)  רwo:Scale(s)  רitec:wo_scale(wt1,s)  רwo:max_weight(s,4) ר
wo:min_weight(s,-1)  רwo:step_size(s,1)  רitec:weight_value(wt1,-1) →
itec:trustNever(a1,a2)
* In P8 resp. P9, upperThreshold resp. lowerThreshold are used to indicate configurable variables.

3.3.3.2. Organizations

ID Sentence
O1 foaf:Person (p)  רorg:Membership(m)  רorg:Organization(o)  רorg:member(m,p) ר
org:organization(m,o) → org:memberOf(p,o)

3.3.3.3. Events
ID Sentence
E1 foaf:Person (p)  רitec:EventParticipation(ep)  רevent:Event(e)  רitec:event(ep,e) ר
itec:agent(ep,p) → event:agent(e,p)
E2 foaf:Person (p)  רitec:EventParticipation(ep)  רevent:Event(e)  רitec:event(ep,e) ר
itec:role(ep,er)  רitec:EventRole(er)  רhasValue(er,'Organizer') → itec:organizer(e,p)

E3 foaf:Person (p)  רitec:EventParticipation(ep)  רevent:Event(e)  רitec:event(ep,e) ר
itec:role(ep,er)  רitec:EventRole(er)  רhasValue(er,'Participant') → itec:participant(e,p)

3.3.3.4. LARGs
ID Sentence
L1 itec:LearningStory(ls)  רitec:LearningActivity(la)  רitec:Requirement(r) ר
itec:requirement(la,r) → itec:requirement(ls,r)
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3.3.3.5. Tools
ID Sentence
T1 itec:Widget(w)  רdct:conformsTo(s)  רitec:iTECShell(is)  רitec:supports(is,s) →
itec:worksWith(is,w)
T2 itec:Tool(t)  רitec:WeightedFunctionality(a)  רitec:Funcionality(f) ר
itec:weightedFunctionality(t,a)  רitec:functionality(a,f) → itec:functionality(t,f)

T3 itec:Tool(t1)  רitec:WeightedFunctionality(a1)  רitec:weightedFunctionality(t1,a1) ר
Functionality(f1)  רFunctionality(f2)  רFunctionality(f3)  רskos:narrowerTransitive(f1,f2) ר
skos:narrowerTransitive(f1,f3) → itec:WeightedFunctionality(a2)  רitec:functionality(a2,f2) ר
itec:WeightedFunctionality(a3)  רitec:functionality(a3,f3)  רitec:weightedFunctionality(t1,a2)
 רitec:weightedFunctionality(t1,a3)
T4 itec:CommunicationChannel(cc1)  רitec:CommunicationChannel(cc2) ר
communicationProtocol(cc1,cp)  רcommunicationProtocol(cc2,cp) →
itec:worksWith(cc1,cc2)

3.4. Coding Model
Once relations and concepts have been formally described at the Formalisation stage, the
knowledge engineer should proceed to their transformation into expressions in a semantic
representation language for a software agent to interpret and process the content to be stored in
the knowledge base. While the Formalisation Model is an implementation-independent artefact, the
Coding Model should be produced according to a specific language. Several ontology
representation languages have been proposed along the years, such as KIF (Genesereth, 1998),
XOL (Karp, Chaudhri, & Thomere, 1999), SHOE (Luke & Heflin, 2000) or DAML+OIL (Connolly,
Harmelen, Horrocks, McGuinness, Patel-Schneider, & Stein, 2001). Recently, the W3C recognized
OWL as the standard language for this task. The last specification available from W3C is OWL 2
(Hitzler, Krötzsch, Parsia, Patel-Schneider, & Rudolph, 2009), which solves some of the expressive
shortcomings of previous versions, maintaining at the same time full compatibility with OWL 1. In
our case, we have selected OWL 2 as the implementation language for the first version of the
ontology, and the open-source platform Protégé (Stanford Biomedical Informatics Research, 2011)
as the supporting tool for the development of that ontology.
As a result of their coding activity, knowledge engineers will eventually produce an OWL 2 file in
XML/RDF format7 containing the definitions of all concepts and relations identified along the
previous development phases. This file may be downloaded from:

7

Also Available in other formats:
N3/Turtle - http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.n3
JSON - http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.json
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http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.rdf
Direct navigation across the collection of classes and properties contained in that file is a
cumbersome task. To facilitate application developers the reading and/or understanding of the
developed ontology, we have provided, in addition to the OWL 2 file, a web tool that enables
indexed navigation across concepts and relationships. This tool may be accessed at:

http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/index.html
The interface of this "iTEC Ontology Explorer" is divided into two main blocks (see Figure 12). On
the left, there are two sub-blocks that serve as an index to navigate the interface. On the right side
appears the tool’s main component, where the information on the entity selected using the
navigation index is presented.

Figure 12. iTEC Ontology Explorer

N-Triples - http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.ntriples
ATOM+XML - http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.atom
XHTML+RDFa - http://itec.det.uvigo.es/itec/ontology/itec.xhtml
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More specifically, the upper sub-block on the left (1a) is devoted to Content (Figure 12.1a, Figure
13), and supports navigation across entities, that is, classes, object properties, data properties,
annotation properties, individuals and data types. This block is composed of a list of links, where
each link reflects the number of entities of each type and provides access to these entities. Once a
Content element is selected, the corresponding list of entities will be presented at the lower subblock (Figure 12.1b, Figure 14).

Figure 13. iTEC Ontology Explorer. Contents

In turn, the lower sub-block on the left, Entity List (Figure 12.1b, Figure 14) provides a list of
entities that may be consulted by clicking the corresponding entity. The header of this list includes
the number of individuals and the type of entity. Entities in the list are sorted in ascending order
according to their prefix and entity name.

Figure 14. iTEC Ontology Explorer. Entity list
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The main block on the right, Main frame (Figure 12.2, Figure 15), has been designed to
conveniently display all the information available on an entity. The reader may directly access the
annotations, relations, and use of the entity. If the entity displayed is a class, information will be
offered on annotations (description, comments, status), equivalent classes, super-classes, and its
relation to properties having that class within their domain or range. In case a property is displayed,
the information provided include annotations, properties of which this property is a sub-class, and
range and domain of the property if defined.

Figure 15. iTEC Ontology Explorer. Main frame
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4. REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE
4.1. Introduction
This document presents the Reference Architecture of the iTEC Scenario Development
Environment (SDE). This Reference Architecture (Bass, Clements, & Kazman, 1998) identifies the
higher-level software design elements that will drive the eventual implementation of the system. It
is a break down in software components at a higher level of abstraction, including the data flows
among them. The software artefacts identified should be able to provide the functionality defined
as SDE Use Cases (see Section 2.4) once transformed into implementation artefacts.
The aim of this document is the identification and description of an extensible, adaptable, servicebased architecture to be used as an initial reference framework by design teams developing
systems to support the Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning of Learning Stories in
Technical Settings for iTEC.
The Reference Architecture design comprises the elements identified below. These elements
correspond to the parts around which this document has been organized:
Structural Analysis (Section 4.2): identification of design guidelines, and development of a
static, higher level model grouping basic generic services having a high degree of cohesion
among them.
Functional Analysis (Section 4.3): priorities on requirements, services needed and basic
collaboration mechanisms will be established from user requirements represented as use
cases. Here the term “user” must be understood in a generic sense, as it may be a human
being, but also a software agent. In the case of the SDE, both interpretations are correct, as
its main user will be a software component named “Composer”.
Service Genre Definition (Section 4.4): formal definition of each of the services genres,
which will be introduced below, identified at the previous task.
Dynamic analysis (Section 4.5): definition of an information exchange policy among the
different layers that configure the system, and definition of service access points and data
encapsulation.

4.2. Higher Level Structural Design
4.2.1. Design Guidelines
Before starting the process of defining an architectural model, involved stakeholders should identify
and agree upon a set of basic principles, which will serve as a reference guide when making
design decisions, both structural and functional. In our case, we will take as a starting point the
architectural principles set out in (Smythe, 2003), which will be adapted and expanded according to
our own experience in architectural design. The most relevant principles and standards taken into
consideration along the development of the proposed architecture are:
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Service orientation: Instead of addressing the construction of monolithic systems, we will
encourage the design of a service-oriented architecture. In this type of structures, the
development of an action is achieved through the collaboration of a set of subsystems.
Each of these subsystems has a specific mission to develop.
Interoperability: The proposed architecture must enable interoperability among the different
systems interacting to achieve the desired results. For this, functional areas covered by
each subsystem, and the actual behaviour of each of them, should be clearly and precisely
defined.
Behaviour and data modelling: Services are defined in terms of the functions they
implement, that is, in terms of their behaviour and the data elements required for correct
operation. The realisation of one of these functions or behaviours may modify the state of
data elements. In turn, data may only be modified as a result of a particular, previously
defined behaviour.
Component-based: Components are the parts of the system that implement a particular
service. Components perform the task assigned to a service in its entirety, or perform only
a part of this task, requiring the collaboration of other components to give full support to the
corresponding service. However, a component will never support tasks belonging to more
than one service. Therefore, a component-based system is composed of a wide range of
components interacting to perform a set of tasks implementing a given service.
Hierarchic layering: The set of services required to construct a system will be modeled as a
set of layers where each layer provides a clearly defined set of services. A particular layer
will make use of the services in the layer below, and it will provide services to the entities in
the layers above it.
Model-view-controller design pattern: This design pattern is fairly common in the world of
web applications. It is based on the separation of the three key aspects of software
applications: business logic, user interface and data model. The division thus defined
enables independent development, testing and maintenance of each aspect (i.e.,
separation of concerns). This eliminates dependencies among different elements of the
system, leading to a more robust and reliable design.
Technological Independence: Design decisions should not be influenced by the
technologies used to implement the system. Applying this principle to the design of a
software architecture eliminates any dependence between design and implementation.

4.2.2. Structural Model
Two of the key design criteria to structure software systems are service orientation and the
hierarchical distribution of services in layers (see Section 4.2.1). As a result of the application of
these principles, a layered structure has been defined. In this structure, services are grouped in
layers according to the nature of the work performed. A schematic representation of the proposed
structural model is outlined in Figure 16. Items belonging to a given level or layer use the services
offered by the lower layers, and in turn provide services to the elements belonging to the upper
layers. This separates independent functionalities and reduces dependencies among services, as
interactions will be defined only among elements in adjacent layers.
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Based on the set of services defined, the implementation of the final system will be addressed
according to the Model-View-Controller design pattern. This pattern clearly separates tasks and
functionalities corresponding to the business logic from activities related to the presentation and
user interface. Besides, a data access layer provides data management and storage. The layers
identified in the architecture are discussed below.

Figure 16. Structure in layers of the system

4.2.2.1. Data Access Layer
Services in this layer will mediate between the information stored at the Knowledge Base and the
services in the Business Layer. Semantic reasoning, inference processes on the data stored at the
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Knowledge Base, or the conversion of entity objects into the corresponding semantic
representation are some of the tasks to be performed by the Data Access layer.
The most relevant transversal functionalities delegated to this layer are:
Inference Engine: It applies a set of axiomatic rules (TBox) to a set of collected data (ABox)
(Baader, Calvanese, McGuinness, Nardi, & Patel-Schneider, 2010) to generate new
knowledge. There are two types of axiomatic rules. First, rules included in the ontology of
the Knowledge Base. Second, logical rules specific to the application domain. This latter set
of rules is defined according to some rule definition language. Rules are configured by the
system administrator. As a result of this process, new knowledge is generated and added
to the collection of facts of the Knowledge Base.
Semantic Data Management: This set of services manages the storage of information in the
knowledge base. It also supports the conversion of the entity objects used by the services
in the Business Layer into data compliant with the Knowledge Base.

4.2.2.2. Business Layer
This layer includes all services that process information and perform the activities of the business
logic. Insofar information processing is concerned, this layer will operate on a set of components,
named entity objects, which encapsulate the essential elements of the ontological model described
in Section 3.2 (mainly Learning Stories, Tools, People, Events and Learning Content). Therefore,
all the services in this layer (i.e., business services) use the entity objects when developing both
the tasks assigned, and the procedures to exchange information with the services at the upper and
lower layers.
Besides the services that are an integral part of the SDE (localization services, recommendation
services, etc.), the Business Layer includes a set of functions to facilitate communication with other
external systems (i.e., outside the core of the SDE) that perform tasks needed for the proper
operation of this layer. Some of the features that deal with external services are:
Harvesting of the iTEC Back-end Registry: A fundamental aspect is the (synchronous or
pre-programmed) retrieval of information from the iTEC Back-end Registry. The system
requires a mechanism capable of maintaining updated versions of the data stored in the
Knowledge Base. This service is responsible for accessing and collecting data directly from
the iTEC Back-end Registry, and to respond to specific update requests.
Enrichment from External Data Sources: The SDE may extend its Knowledge Base with
information available in databases external to the iTEC Back-end Registry (e.g., Linked
data, other sources from the Semantic Web). The purpose of this Business Layer
subsystem is to support the retrieval of such information from external systems.

4.2.2.3. Presentation Layer
The Presentation Layer is the one perceived by the user. Functions at this layer include the ones
needed to collect and process the information introduced by the user, and to display the results of
the operations performed by them. The services at this layer perform only operations not requiring
much processing power, essentially filtering operations to check for formatting errors before data is
submitted (performed by Checkers), and data conversion operations (through Converters) to
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facilitate the communication with the services at the Business Layer. The results of the operations
performed by users are obtained by invoking the corresponding services at the Business Layer.

4.3. Functional Analysis
This section discusses the services needed by the SDE, and the basic collaboration mechanisms
among the artefacts identified in this phase, to implement the user requirements represented as
use cases.
It is necessary to undertake a detailed analysis of each and every one of the use cases identified in
the Business Model to identify the actual services of each layer, trying to figure out what software
elements are necessary for their implementation, according to the layering defined for the
architecture.
This service identification process begins with the grouping of use cases according to their
functionality. This grouping has already been performed in the Business Model. The three groups
below have been identified:
System Administration, about the harvesting of information from the iTEC Back-end
Registry and from external data sources, and about the configuration of the iTEC SDE.
Technical Localisation, about the assessment of the technical feasibility of Learning Stories
in Technical Settings.
Tool & Resource Planning, about the recommendation of tools and resources to support
the creation of LARGs in accordance with Learning Stories.
Once the grouping discussed above has been defined, an iterative and incremental analysis of
each use case is performed to obtain its realisation scheme. A realisation of a use case is a
collaboration scheme among software elements that describes how to implement the use case in
terms of service components, entity objects and interactions that occur among these components.
For the realisation of use cases, stereotypes defined by the Unified Software Development
Process (Jacobson, Booch, & Rumbaugh, 1999; Booch, Rumbaugh, & Jacobson, 2005) in its
Analysis Model are used, namely entity classes, control classes and boundary classes. The
sequence of actions for the realisation of a use case starts when an actor invokes the use case.
From that moment, the exchange of a set of messages among service components is initiated to
perform the functionality specified by the use case.
As suggested by the Dow, to facilitate the understanding of the Functional Analysis results some of
the notation artefacts from the e-Framework project will be used (e-Framework, 2009). This
enables a structured description of the services obtained after use case analysis and realisation.
More specifically, we will use the notation artefacts from e-Framework listed below to describe
some of the results of the Unified Software Development Process:
Service Usage Models (SUM). These models define the relationships among technical
components (e.g., service genres) used by software applications that implement business
processes. In our case, we define a SUM for each use case scenario defined at the
Business Model (see Section 2.4). Note that the services identified along the analysis
process are tightly related.
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Service genres. A service genre represents a collection of related behaviours that describe
an abstract capability, without prescribing how to make the behaviours operational. Service
genres are identified at the SUM diagram, and are discussed in Section 4.4.
We provide below an analysis of each of the identified SUM. For each SUM, we will firstly
introduce the realisation of each of the use cases defined at the Business Model (cf. Section 4.4).
This set of collaboration diagrams defines the Functional Model of the Reference Architecture.
Next, we will provide a SUM diagram collecting the main results of the analysis process. This
diagram identifies Business Processes (i.e., use cases) providing a more detailed description of
the Business Capabilities included in the SUM. Service Genres jointly supporting the
implementation of each group of Business Process/Capabilities are also included here. Each of the
Service Genres will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4 to facilitate an eventual implementation.
Finally, we include the Business Objects representing the involved Data Layer entities.

4.3.1. System Administration SUM
This section includes the realisation of the use cases related to the administration of the iTEC
SDE. These use cases (cf. Figure 9), which are introduced in the Business Model (see Section
2.4.1) and fully described in Apendix III (Section 8.1), are related to the harvesting of information
from the iTEC Back-end Registry, the enrichment of this information with data from external data
sources, and the configuration of the iTEC SDE.

4.3.1.1. Realisation of the use case Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry
This use case involves the retrieval of all the data available at the iTEC Back-end Registry
(maintained by WP9). This information is harvested by the SDE to maintain its semantic database
updated in accordance with the data available at the iTEC Back-end Registry. This use case
includes three use cases: Harvest Tools, Harvest People and Harvest Events.
The realisation of the use case involves ten classes (see Figure 17) including the three ones
managing the harvesting of Tools, People and Events. The Administrator accesses the boundary
class Harvesting UI to request the operation. This boundary class directly accesses the control
class Harvest Manager that invokes the control classes Tools Harvester, People Harvester and
Events Harvester to harvest the corresponding data into the SDE. The realisation of this use case
may also be initiated by the iTEC Back-end Registry Harvester without the participation of the
actor, in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic harvesting saved in the Harvest
Configuration.
In addition to the data discussed above, the iTEC Back-end Registry maintains additional
information concerning Learning Stories and their Learning Activities, Technical Settings,
Vocabularies and Organizations. Therefore, the realisation of this part of the use case starts with
the invocation of the iTEC Back-end Registry Harvester, which in turn accesses the ITEC Backend Registry PI/RI in order to fetch the data. This interface returns the relevant data from the iTEC
Back-end Registry. This harvesting is performed in accordance with the configuration captured in
step 10 from the Harvest Configuration entity class (i.e., incremental or full). When the iTEC Backend Registry Harvester receives the data, it invokes the Semantic Manager to save the new
knowledge in the SDE KB. In some cases, the Semantic Manager has to transform the input data
into the format and structure required by the SDE KB. Finally, the Inference Engine may initiate an
inference process using all the data available in the SDE KB. The new knowledge produced along
this process is also stored in the SDE KB.
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Figure 17. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Harvest iTEC Back-end
Registry

4.3.1.2. Realisation of the use case Harvest Tools
This use case involves the retrieval of information about the Tools available at the iTEC Back-end
Registry. The realisation of the use case involves six classes (see Figure 18). The Administrator
accesses the boundary class Harvesting UI to request the operation. This boundary class directly
accesses the control class Tools Harvester, which gets the harvesting configuration from the entity
class Harvest Configuration. The realisation of this use case may also be initiated by the Tools
Harvester without the participation of the actor, in accordance to a specific configuration of
automatic harvesting saved in the Harvest Configuration.
Then, the Tools Harvester invokes the ITEC Tools Registry PI/RI in order to get the Tools data
available at the iTEC Back-end Registry. This harvesting is performed in accordance with the
configuration captured in step 4 (i.e., incremental or full). When the Tools Harvester receives the
data, it invokes the Semantic Manager to save the new knowledge about tools in the Tools KB (the
Tools KB is a part of the SDE KB). In some cases, the Semantic Manager has to convert the input
data into the format and structure required by the Tools KB. Finally, the Inference Engine initiates
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an inference process using all the data available at the SDE KB, that is, new data about tools and
the existing data. The new knowledge produced in this process is also stored in the SDE KB.

Figure 18. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Harvest Tools

4.3.1.3. Realisation of the use case Harvest People
This use case involves the retrieval of the people data available at the iTEC Back-end Registry.
The realisation of the use case involves six classes (see Figure 19). The Administrator accesses
the boundary class Harvesting UI to request the operation. This boundary class directly accesses
the control class People Harvester, which gets the harvesting configuration from the entity class
Harvest Configuration. The realisation of this use case may also be initiated by the People
Harvester without the participation of the actor, in accordance with a specific configuration of
automatic harvesting saved in the Harvest Configuration.
Then, the People Harvester invokes the ITEC People Registry PI/RI in order to get the data
available about People at the iTEC Back-end Registry. This harvesting is performed in accordance
with the configuration captured in step 4 (e.g., incremental or full). When the People Harvester
receives the data it invokes the Semantic Manager in order to save the new knowledge in the
People KB (the People KB is a part of the SDE KB). In some cases the Semantic Manager has to
transform the input data into the format and structure required by the People KB (this step may not
be required in some cases). Finally, the Inference Engine initiates an inference process using all
the data (new data about people and existing data) available in the SDE KB. The new knowledge
produced in this process is also saved in the SDE KB.
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Figure 19. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Harvest People

4.3.1.4. Realisation of the use case Harvest Events
This use case involves the retrieval of the events data available in the iTEC Back-end Registry.
The realisation of the use case involves six classes (see Figure 20). The Administrator accesses
the boundary class Harvesting UI to request the operation. This boundary class directly accesses
the control class Events Harvester, which gets the harvesting configuration from the entity class
Harvest Configuration. The realisation of this use case may also be initiated by the Events
Harvester without the participation of the actor, in accordance with a specific configuration of
automatic harvesting saved in the Harvest Configuration.
Then, the Events Harvester invokes the ITEC Events Registry PI/RI in order to get the events data
available in the iTEC Back-end Registry. This harvesting is performed in accordance with the
configuration captured in step 4 (e.g., incremental or full). When the Events Harvester receives the
data, it invokes the Semantic Manager to save the new knowledge in the Events KB (the Events
KB is a part of the SDE KB). In some cases, the Semantic Manager has to convert the input data
into the format and structure required by the Events KB (this step may not be required in some
cases). Finally, the Inference Engine has to initiate an inference process using all the data (new
data about events and existing data) available in the SDE KB. The new knowledge produced in this
process is also stored in the SDE KB.
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Figure 20. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Harvest Events

4.3.1.5. Realisation of the use case Harvest Learning Content
This use case involves the retrieval of data about Content available at the EUN’s LRE, although
this design is open to manage other LORs if needed. The realisation of the use case involves six
classes (see Figure 21). The Administrator accesses the boundary class Harvesting UI to request
the operation. This boundary class directly accesses the control class Content Harvester, which
gets the harvesting configuration from the entity class Harvest Configuration. The realisation of this
use case may also be initiated by the Content Harvester without the participation of the actor, in
accordance with a specific configuration of automatic harvesting saved in the Harvest
Configuration.
Then, the Content Harvester invokes the Content Registry RI to get the data about Content
available at the EUN’s LRE. This harvesting is performed in accordance to the configuration
captured in step 4 (i.e., incremental or full). When the Content Harvester receives the data, it
invokes the Semantic Manager in order to save the new knowledge in the Learning Content KB
(the Learning Content KB is a part of the SDE KB). In some cases, the Semantic Manager has to
convert the input data into the format and structure required by the Learning Content KB. Finally,
the Inference Engine initiates an inference process using all the data (new data about Learning
Content and existing data) available in the SDE KB. The new knowledge produced in this process
is also saved in the SDE KB.
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Figure 21. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Harvest Learning
Content

4.3.1.6. Realisation of the use case Enrich from External Sources
This use case involves the enrichment of the knowledge in the SDE KB with information from
external data sources (e.g., nodes in Linked Data). The realisation of the use case involves eight
classes (see Figure 22). The Administrator accesses the boundary class Enrichment UI to request
the operation. This boundary class accesses directly to the control class Enrichment Manager to
get the enrichment configuration from the entity class Enrichment Configuration. The realisation of
this use case may also be initiated by the Enrichment Manager without the participation of the
actor, in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic enrichment saved in the Enrichment
Configuration.
After the launching process, the Enrichment Manager first accesses the SDE KB to get the data to
be enriched. At this point, the Enrichment Manager initiates an iterative process to get data from
the (possible) several external sources that may have some relevant information, and to capture
new knowledge to be saved in the SDE KB. As different external sources usually provide particular
interfaces, a specific control class External Source Harvester is included for each external source.
An External Source RI is also included to facilitate the interaction between each external source
and the corresponding External Source Harvester.
When the Enrichment Manager receives the data, it invokes the Sematic Matching Inspector to
identify the equivalences between the resources available and the new ones. Then, the Semantic
Manager is invoked to save the new knowledge in the SDE KB. In some cases, the Semantic
Manager will have to convert the input data into the format and structure required by the SDE KB.
Finally, the Inference Engine initiates an inference process using all the data available in the SDE
KB. The new knowledge produced in this process is also stored in the SDE KB.
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Figure 22. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case iTEC SDE - RA::Enrich from
External Sources

4.3.1.7. Realisation of the use case Configure Harvesting
This use case defines the configuration of the harvesting of data available in the iTEC Back-end
Registry. The realisation of the use case involves three classes (see Figure 23). The Administrator
accesses the boundary class Configuration UI to request the operation. This boundary class
directly accesses the entity class Harvest Configuration to get the existing configuration. Then, the
Administration will make some changes and will require saving the new configuration. After that,
the Configuration UI checks if the new configuration data is correct by invoking the control class
Configuration Checker. Finally, if the new configuration data is correct, the Configuration UI asks
the Harvest Configuration entity class to save it.

4.3.1.8. Realisation of the use case Configure Enrichment
This use case defines the configuration of the enrichment of the knowledge in the SDE KB with
information from external sources. The realisation of the use case involves three classes (see
Figure 24). The Administrator accesses the boundary class Configuration UI to request the
operation. This boundary class directly accesses the entity class Enrichment Configuration to get
the existing configuration. Then, the Administration will make some changes and will require saving
the new configuration. At this point the Configuration UI checks if the new configuration data is
correct by invoking the control class Configuration Checker. Finally, if the new configuration data is
correct, the Configuration UI asks the Enrichment Configuration entity class to save it.
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Figure 23. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Configure Harvesting

Figure 24. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Configure Enrichment
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4.3.1.9. Realisation of the use case Configure Recommendation Rules
This use case defines the configuration of the rules to be applied by the iTEC SDE for inferring
new knowledge and for performing recommendations and analysis. The realisation of this use case
involves three classes (see Figure 25). The Administrator accesses the boundary class
Configuration UI to request the operation. This boundary class directly accesses the entity class
Recommendation Rules to get the existing configuration. Then, the Administrator will make some
changes and will require saving the new configuration. At this point the Configuration UI checks if
the new configuration data is correct by invoking the control class Configuration Checker. Finally, if
the new configuration data is correct the Configuration UI asks the Recommendation Rules entity
class to save it.

Figure 25. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Configure
Recommendation Rules

4.3.1.10. SUM Diagram
Figure 26 summarizes the Service Genres and objects involved in the realisation of the use cases
of the System Administration SUM. Three broad Business Capabilities have been identified:
Harvesting: Business processes in this group are related to the gathering of data from
system Registries. These functionalities are provided through a Harvest Manager, which in
turn uses the services of several Data Harvesters, namely Tool Harvester, People
Harvester, Event Harvester, Content Harvester, and iTEC Back-end Registry Harvester, to
extract the information from Registries. Before updating the KB with this information, it has
to be processed and converted according to a semantic representation language. The
Semantic Manager performs this task. After the KB has been updated, information is further
processed by the Inference Engine, which applies the rules defined in the Semantic Model
to extract new knowledge to be also included in the KB.
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Figure 26. System Administration SUM diagram

Enrichment: Business processes in this group are related to the gathering of additional
information on data already in the KB from external sources (e.g., Linked Data). The
business logic control is performed again by a manager, the Enrichment Manager. An
External Source Harvester provides access to the external sources. Information obtained
from external sources has to be compared to the information already available using some
kind of heuristic algorithm to detect coincidences between external resources and
resources fetched from iTEC registries. The Semantic Matching Inspector performs this
task. As above, an initial processing and conversion of data (Semantic Manager) and
inference (Inference Engine) may have to be performed.
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Configuration. Business processes in this group are related to the definition of harvesting
and enrichment policies, and to the configuration of the algorithms and recommendation
rules used by the SDE. Realisation of this functionality is fairly simple. For our purposes, it
is encapsulated by the Configuration Checker, which accesses, modifies and validates the
new configuration information.

4.3.2. Technical Localisation SUM
This section includes the realisation of the use cases related to the localisation functionality. These
use cases (cf. Figure 10), which are included in the Business Model (see Section 2.4.2) and fully
described in Appendix III (Section 8.2), are related to the assessment of the technical feasibility of
Learning Stories in Technical Settings.

4.3.2.1. Realisation of the use case Assess Technical Feasibility
This use case describes how to check if a given Learning Story can be performed in a particular
Technical Setting. The Technology Requirements of the Learning Story are considered in relation
with the Functionalities provided by the Tools (e.g., Applications and Devices) available in that
Technical Setting.
The realisation of the use case involves ten classes (see Figure 27). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class Localisation I to request the operation, identifying a particular
Learning Story and a particular Technical Setting. This boundary class invokes the control classes
Constraints Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance with the SDE specifications, and
Data Converter to transform the input data according to the data model managed by the SDE.
Then, the Localisation I boundary class invokes the control class Localisation Manager, which
drives the localisation process. This localisation process is carried out as follows:
First, the Localisation Manager gets the Tools available in the Technical Setting and the
Technology Requirements of the Learning Story from the Knowledge Base.
Second, the Localisation Manager invokes the Feasibility Inspector to check the technical
feasibility of the Learning Story in the Technical Setting.
Third, the Feasibility Inspector invokes the Query Splitter control class to try to break down
the query returned in the previous step into several (more specific) queries. This step is
introduced to facilitate the SDE reasoning operations, as long as working with fewer
requirements is simpler. Besides, Technology Requirements of a Learning Story may be
arranged into several non-overlapping groups.
Fourth, the Feasibility Inspector accesses to the SDE KB to check if the Tools available in
the Technical Setting support the Technology Requirements of the Learning Story. The
Feasibility Inspector will get the list of Tools that can be used and/or the Technology
Requirements not supported.
Fifth, when all the queries of the Feasibility Inspector have been answered, it invokes the
control class Results Aggregator to process the results and check interoperability issues.
The Results Aggregator tries to provide a reduced and homogeneous result list to the user.
For example, Tools included in several result lists will be promoted.
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Figure 27. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Assess Technical
Feasibility

4.3.2.2. Realisation of the use case Get Feasible Learning Stories
The realisation of this use case is almost identical to the previous one. In this case, all the steps
between step 9 and step 18 are repeated for each available Learning Story.

4.3.2.3. Realisation of the use case Get Suitable Technical Settings
The realisation of this use case is almost identical to the Assess Technical Feasibility one. In this
case, all the steps 7-8 and between step 11 and step 18 are repeated for each Technical Setting
provided by the user.

4.3.2.4. SUM Diagram
Figure 28 summarizes the Service Genres and objects involved in the realisation of the use cases
of the Technical Localisation SUM. Three broad Business Capabilities have been identified:
Technical Assessment: This business capability is used to find out if a Learning Story can
be implemented in a given Technical Setting, and to obtain the list of Tools in the Technical
Setting that can be used to support the Learning Story. To carry out this functionality,
service genres are needed to validate input data (Constraint Checker) and to adapt them to
be used by the services at the business layer (Data Converter). The Localisation Manager
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orchestrates the process, using the services provided by the Feasibility Inspector to
evaluate the technical feasibility of the Learning Story. The Inspector is assisted by the
Query Splitter to generate the queries to be submitted to the KB, and by the Results
Aggregator to process and consolidate the results obtained.
LS Feasibility: This business capability is used to obtain the collection of Learning Stories
that can be implemented in a Technical Setting. As the business processes in this SUM are
fairly similar, the service genres needed to realize them are the same. Thus, and as above,
we will need to validate and adapt input data (Constraint Checker and Data Converter). The
Localisation Manager plays a relevant role in this case, as it has to manage all requests to
the Feasibility Inspector corresponding to each of the Learning Stories to be analysed, and
to process the results obtained. As above, the Inspector will analyse the feasibility of a
Learning Story in the provided Technical Setting assisted by the Query Splitter and Results
Aggregator.
TS Suitability: This business capability is used to obtain the Technical Settings in a
collection that can support a given Learning Story. Again, input data is validated and
adapted by the Constraint Checker and Data Converter. After that, the Localisation
Manager takes control of the process. As above, the Feasibility Inspector, assisted by the
Query Splitter and Results Aggregator will assess the feasibility of the Learning Stories, this
time from an alternate point of view: given a Learning Story, queries are made to the KB to
find out which Technical Settings will support it.

Figure 28. Technical Localisation SUM diagram
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4.3.3. Tool & Resource Planning SUM
This section discusses the realisation of the use cases related to the support of the Tool &
Resource Planning process. These use cases (cf. Figure 11), which are included in the Business
Model (see Section 2.4.3) and fully described in Appendix III (Section 8.3), offer to the Composer
the functionality related to the recommendations on the best Tools and Resources (Event, People,
Learning Content) to meet the Requirements set in those Learning Activities included in a Learning
Story, considering also the LARG Context in which these activities are to be developed.

4.3.3.1. Realisation of the use case Create LARG
This use case provides a selection of Tools from a particular Technical Setting, and Resources
(i.e., People, Events and Learning Content) that define a LARG satisfying the Requirements of all
the Learning Activities of a Learning Story under a specific LARG Context (e.g., language, subject,
age range). The LARG is composed of the selection of Tools and Resources for the collection of
selected Learning Activities from a Learning Story and a LARG Context, which in turn includes a
reference to a Technical Setting.
The realisation of the use case involves directly nine classes (see Figure 29). The user
(Composer) accesses the boundary class LARG Creation I to request the operation identifying a
particular Learning Story and LARG Context (i.e., referencing a particular Technical Setting). This
boundary class invokes the control classes Constraints Checker to check if such data is valid in
accordance with the SDE specifications, and Data Converter to transform the input data according
to the data model managed in the SDE.
After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, LARG Creation I invokes the control
class LARG Creation Manager. First, this class gets the list of Learning Activities in the Learning
Story. Then, it selects the Tools & Resources for each Learning Activity by invoking the
Recommendation Manager control class four times to request recommendations on Tools, People,
Events and Content. The operation of the Recommendation Manager is the same for the four types
of resources. It will provide recommendations on each of these items according to the realisation of
the corresponding use cases as described below.
When the LARG Creation Manager receives the recommendations, it will invoke the
Interoperability Inspector control class to check the interoperability among the results obtained in
the recommendations. It is quite feasible that the resources of different types are not fully
interoperable; therefore they cannot be used in conjunction. After this, the Environment Creator will
be invoked to create selections of interoperable resources from the different types satisfying the
requirements. Finally, the LARG Creation Manager will return a LARG with the best collection of
resources for each Learning Activity.

4.3.3.2. Realisation of the use case Recommend Tools & Resources
This use case provides recommendations on Tools and Resources that can be used to satisfy the
Requirements of a set of Learning Activities for a LARG under a specific LARG Context. Note that
this use case includes the use cases Recommend Tools, Recommend People, Recommend
Events and Recommend Content.
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Figure 29. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Create LARG

The realisation of this use case involves eight classes (see Figure 30). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class T&R Recommendation I to request the operation by identifying a set
of Learning Activities from a LARG. This boundary class invokes the control classes Constraints
Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance with the SDE specifications, and Data
Converter to transform the input data according to the data model managed in the SDE.
After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, T&R Recommendation I invokes the
control class T&R Recommendation Manager. This class composes the recommendations by
invoking the Recommendation Manager control class four times to request Tools, People, Events
and Learning Content. The operation of the Recommendation Manager is the same for the four
types of resources. It will provide recommendations on each of these items following the realisation
of the corresponding use cases as described below. Finally, the T&R Recommendation Manager
will provide the recommendations with the most recommended items of each class. In case some
of the recommendations provided by this use case trigger interoperability issues, these issues will
be identified by the Interoperability Inspector to provide the user with all required information to
avoid further interoperability issues. Similarly, in other cases, the Environment Creator may be
invoked to create selections of interoperable resources from the different types satisfying the
requirements. Finally, the LARG Creation Manager will return lists of recommended Tools &
Resources with interoperability issues or complete selections of Tools & Resources for each
Learning Activity, as described in the corresponding use case.
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Figure 30. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Recommend Tools &
Resources

4.3.3.3. Realisation of the use case Recommend Tools
This use case describes how the system provides recommendations about the Tools that can be
used to satisfy the Technology Requirements of a set of a Learning Activities in a LARG.
The realisation of the use case involves eleven classes (see Figure 31). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class Recommendation I to request the operation by identifying a set of
Learning Activities in a LARG. This boundary class invokes the control classes Constraints
Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance with the SDE specifications, and Data
Converter to transform the input data according to the data model managed in the SDE.
After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, the Recommendation I class
invokes the control class Recommendation Manager. The Recommendation Manager drives the
recommendation process as follows:
First, the list of tools available in the selected Technical Setting is obtained from the
Technical Settings entity class. These will be the tools considered along the
recommendation process.
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Figure 31. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Recommend Tools

Second, the Recommendation Manager constructs a query from all the Technology
requirements of the Learning Activities from the Learning Story KB. The Recommendation
Manager enriches this query with the LARG Context Requirements.
Third, the Recommendation Manager invokes the Requirements Inspector to get
recommendations according to the Requirements included in the query.
Fourth, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Query Splitter control class to try to break
down the query into several (more specific) queries. This step is introduced to facilitate the
SDE operation, as long as working with fewer requirements is simpler. Besides,
Technology Requirements of a Learning Activity may be arranged into several nonoverlapping groups.
Fifth, the Requirements Inspector accesses the Tools KB to locate tools satisfying the
queries. This step requires access to the full SDE KB to support semantic reasoning.
Sixth, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Ranking Engine control class to rank each
list of Tools.
Seventh, when all the previous queries have been processed, the Requirements Inspector
invokes the control class Results Aggregator to process the results. The Results
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Aggregator tries to provide a reduced and homogeneous result list to the user. For
example, tools included in several result lists will be promoted.

4.3.3.4. Realisation of the use case Recommend Learning Content
This use case describes how the system provides recommendations about the Learning Content
that can be used to satisfy the Content Requirements of a set of a Learning Activities in a LARG.
The realisation of the use case involves ten classes (see Figure 32). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class Recommendation I to request the operation identifying a set of
Learning Activities in a LARG. This boundary class invokes the control classes Constraints
Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance with the SDE specifications, and Data
Converter to transform the input data into the data model managed in the SDE.

Figure 32. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Recommend Learning
Content

After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, the Recommendation I class
invokes the control class Recommendation Manager. The Recommendation Manager drives the
recommendation process as follows:
First, the Recommendation Manager constructs a query from all the Content requirements
of the Learning Activities from the Learning Story KB. This query is enriched by the
Recommendation Manager with the LARG Context Requirements.
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Second, the Recommendation Manager invokes the Requirements Inspector to get
recommendations for the Requirements included in the query.
Third, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Query Splitter control class to try to break
down the query into several (more specific) queries. This step is introduced to facilitate the
SDE operation, as long as working with fewer requirements is simpler. Besides, Content
Requirements of a Learning Activity may be arranged into several non-overlapping groups.
Fourth, the Requirements Inspector accesses the Learning Content KB to locate Learning
Content satisfying the queries. This step requires access to the full SDE KB to support
semantic reasoning.
Fifth, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Ranking Engine control class to rank each
list of Learning Content.
Sixth, when all the previous queries have been processed, the Requirements Inspector
invokes the control class Results Aggregator to process the results. The Results
Aggregator tries to provide a reduced and homogeneous result list to the user. For
example, Learning Content included in several result lists will be promoted.

4.3.3.5. Realisation of the use case Recommend People
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Recommend Learning Content use case
described above. The difference is the type of resource involved (i.e., People instead of Learning
Content).

4.3.3.6. Realisation of the use case Recommend Events
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Recommend Learning Content use case
described above. The differences is the type of resource involved (i.e., Events instead of Learning
Content).

4.3.3.7. Realisation of the use case Search Learning Content
This use case describes how the system provides recommendations about the Learning Content
that satisfies some Requirements, not necessarily linked to a Learning Story. Requirements are
defined as key-value pairs related to features of elements that can be included in LARGs (e.g.,
language of a person, subject of a content). Note that this use case does not involve any reference
to a Learning Story.
The realisation of the use case involves nine classes (see Figure 33). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class Search I to request the operation by providing the Requirements.
This boundary class invokes the control classes Constraints Checker to check if such data is valid
in accordance to the SDE specifications, and Data Converter to transform the input data into the
data model supported by the SDE.
After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, the Search I class invokes the
control class Search Manager. The Search Manager drives the search process as follows:
First, the Search Manager gets a query from the Requirements of the user.
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Figure 33. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Search Learning
Content

Second, the Search Manager invokes the Requirements Inspector to get results for the
Content Requirements included in the query.
Third, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Query Splitter control class to try to break
down the query into several (more specific) queries.
Fourth, the Requirements Inspector accesses the Learning Content KB to locate Learning
Content satisfying the queries. This step also requires access to the full SDE KB to support
semantic reasoning.
Fifth, the Requirements Inspector invokes the Ranking Engine control class to rank each
list of Learning Content.
Sixth, when all the previous queries have been processed, the Requirements Inspector
invokes the control class Results Aggregator to process the results. The Results
Aggregator tries to provide a reduced and homogeneous result list to the user.

4.3.3.8. Realisation of the use case Search Tools
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Search Learning Content use case described
above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (i.e., Tools instead of Learning Content).
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4.3.3.9. Realisation of the use case Search People
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Search Learning Content use case described
above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (i.e., People instead of Learning Content).

4.3.3.10. Realisation of the use case Search Events
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Search Learning Content use case described
above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (i.e., Events instead of Learning Content).

4.3.3.11. Realisation of the use case Validate LARG
This use case analyses if a LARG satisfies the requirements of a certain Learning Story. Note that
this use case includes the use cases Analyse Technology Requirements, Analyse Person
Requirements, Analyse Event Requirements and Analyse Content Requirements.
The realisation of the use case involves seven classes directly (see Figure 34). The user
(Composer) accesses the boundary class Validation I to request the operation, providing a list of
Learning Activities to be validated and a LARG with a specific LARG Context. This boundary class
invokes the control classes Constraints Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance to the
SDE specifications, and Data Converter to transform the input data according to the data model
managed by the SDE.

Figure 34. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Validate LARG
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After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, the Validation I class invokes the
control class LARG Validation Manager. This class validates the LARG by invoking four times the
Analysis Manager control class for each Learning Activity that needs to be analysed in the
Learning Story to request the analysis of Tools, People, Events and Learning Content. The
operation of the Analysis Manager is the same for the four types of resources. It will provide
analysis results about each of these items following the realisation of the corresponding use cases
as described below. Finally, the LARG Validation Manager will invoke the Interoperability Inspector
control class to check the interoperability issues among the Resources and Tools selected for each
Learning Activity.

4.3.3.12. Realisation of the use case Analyse Content Requirements
This use case describes how the system analyses if a LARG satisfies the Content Requirements of
the Learning Activities included in a LARG.
The realisation of the use case involves seven classes (see Figure 35). The user (Composer)
accesses the boundary class Analysis I to request the operation identifying a particular Learning
Story, a selection of Learning Contents, and the LARG Context. This boundary class invokes the
control classes Constraints Checker to check if such data is valid in accordance to the SDE
specifications, and Data Converter to transform the input data into the data model managed in the
SDE.

Figure 35. Analysis diagram representing the realisation of the use case SDE::Analise Content
Requirements

After the input data is appropriately transformed and checked, the Analysis I invokes the control
class Analysis Manager. Then, the Analysis Manager creates a query with all the Content
Requirements for each Learning Activity. It accesses the Learning Story KB to get this information.
After this, the Analysis Manager invokes the Analysis Inspector for each Learning Activity, which
accesses the Learning Content KB to check if the selected Learning Content satisfies the Content
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Requirements. It also checks the compatibility of the selected Content with the other elements in
the LARG. In this step it will be required to get access to the full SDE KB to support the semantic
reasoning. The Analysis Inspector will return a positive or negative validation result. If the result is
negative, a list of issues is also returned.

4.3.3.13. Realisation of the use case Analyse Tools Requirements
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Analyse Content Requirements use case
described above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (e.g., Tools instead of Learning
Content).

4.3.3.14. Realisation of the use case Analyse Person Requirements
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Analyse Content Requirements use case
described above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (e.g., People instead of Learning
Content).

4.3.3.15. Realisation of the use case Analyse Events Requirements
The realisation of this use case is very similar to the Analyse Content Requirements use case
described above. The difference is the kind of resource involved (e.g., Events instead of Learning
Content).

4.3.3.16. SUM Diagram
Figure 36 summarizes the Service Genres and objects involved in the realisation of the use cases
of the Tool & Resource Planning SUM. Three broad Business Capabilities have been identified:
Recommendation: Business processes in this group provide recommendations on Tools &
Resources taking into account the needs of a Learning Story and the context where it takes
place. To carry out this functionality, service genres are needed to validate input data
(Constraint Checker) and to adapt data to be used by the services at the business layer
(Data Converter). Then, service genres of type Manager orchestrate the recommendation
process, the Recommendation Manager providing individual recommendations on Tools,
People, Events and Content; the T&R Recommendation Manager providing
recommendations on sets of Tools and Resources for each activity; and the LARG Creation
Manager orchestrating the automatic creation of a LARG. In turn, Managers use the
services provided by the Requirements Inspector to obtain recommendations on Tools and
Resources satisfying a given set of requirements. The Inspector uses additional supporting
service genres, like the Query Splitter to generate queries to the KB, the Ranking Engine to
sort the results according to the established configuration rules, and the Results Aggregator
to process and consolidate the results obtained from the different queries to the KB.
Besides the list of Tools & Resources, the system should identify potential incompatibilities
among them, this task being performed by the Interoperability Inspector. Finally, and to
assist the final user on the selection of Tools & Resources, the system may generate
predefined sets of Tools & Resources including all the elements needed to fulfil the
requirements of each Learning Activity. The Environment Creator performs this latter task.
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Figure 36: Tool & Resource Planning SUM diagram
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Search: Business processes in this group provide the identification of Tools and Resources
in the Knowledge Base satisfying a set of input requirements. In this case, requirements on
Tools and Resources are not extracted from the Learning Story, but are provided directly as
input parameters. The Constraint Checker and Data Converter validate and adapt input
data to be processed by the business services. The searching process is managed by the
Search Manager, which in turn uses the services provided by the Requirements Inspector
and the supporting services provided by the Query Splitter, Ranking Engine and Results
Aggregator. Eventually, a sorted list of Tools, Events, People and/or Content satisfying the
provided requirements is obtained.
Validation: Business processes in this group analyse to what extent the present selection of
Tools & Resources in a LARG satisfies the requirements of a Learning Story. Again,
Constraint Checker and Data Converter will process the input parameters to make them
available to the business service genres. Two Managers control this process. The Analysis
Manager handles the fulfilment of individual types of requirements for Tools, People,
Events and Content, and the LARG Validation Manager handles together the LARG
requirements. Managers in turn use the services of the Analysis Inspector to validate the
fulfilment of the requirements of the Learning Activities in the LARG, and the Interoperability
Inspector to check if the selections of Tools and Resources made by the final user do not
raise compatibility issues.

4.4. Services Genre Definition
A correct understanding of the global system requires an accurate view of all the services
proposed, their purpose and the relations established among them. Figure 37 depicts the
Reference Architecture for the SDE, identifying the analysis classes that support the realisation of
all defined use cases grouped according to the structural model.
Figure 38 depicts the relationships between the components of the SDE and other iTEC and
external systems. These relationships are established through specific APIs. The Composer uses
the iTEC SDE RI / IP to get access to the SDE functionality for the Technical Localisation and Tool
& Resource Planning of Learning Stories. On the other side, the SDE has a set of interfaces to
access information held in the iTEC Back-end Registry and in content registries. The SDE has
additional interfaces available to access external data sources (e.g., Linked Data or other semantic
web data).

4.4.1. Presentation Layer Service Genres
This layer includes all boundary classes in the SDE (User views) and two classes to process the
input data (Controls).

4.4.1.1. User Views
Boundary classes are classified into two groups. The first one includes classes used by the
“Administrator” actor, which are characterized as User Interface (UI). The second one collects
classes used by the “iTEC Composer” actor, characterized as Interface (I) because they provide
software interfaces that are not directly accessed by actual users (e.g., Web services).
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Figure 37: Services identified in the SDE architecture
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Figure 38: SDE components and relations with other iTEC and external systems

The tables below describe the boundary classes and their methods. For each boundary class, a
description is provided identifying the layer from the Structural Model where they are located, the
invoking actor, and the invoked classes. Descriptions of methods include the definition of the input
and output parameters, and possible exceptions. Elements needed to implement use case variants
classified as medium or low priority are marked as optional. These cases may be omitted when
implementing a first version of the main variant of the use case. The way they will be ultimately
implemented may depend on the actual technology selected (e.g., several overloaded methods
with the same name and different input parameters, a single method with optional parameters,
several methods with a different name for each variant, …)
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Harvesting UI
Description

This interface is used to harvest data into the SDE KB.

Layer

Presentation

Invoked by

Administrator

Invokes

Harvesting Manager, Tools Harvester, People Harvester, Events Harvester, Learning Content
Harvester

Harvesting UI – harvestITECBackEndRegistry
Description

The system gets all the information available in the iTEC Back-end Registry (e.g., Learning
Stories, Technical Settings, People, Events, Tools).

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed and detected problems.

Exceptions

Harvesting not configured appropriately.
iTEC Back-end Registry connection failure.
iTEC Back-end Registry not available for harvesting.

Harvesting UI – harvestTools
Description
The system gets the information about the Tools available in the iTEC Back-end Registry.
Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed on the information on tools, and detected problems.

Exceptions

Harvesting not configured appropriately.
iTEC Back-end Registry connection failure.
iTEC Back-end Registry not available for harvesting.

Harvesting UI – harvestPeople
Description

The system gets the information about the People available in the iTEC Back-end Registry.

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed on the information on people, and detected problems.

Exceptions

Harvesting not configured appropriately.
iTEC Back-end Registry connection failure.
iTEC Back-end Registry not available for harvesting.

Harvesting UI – harvestEvents
Description

The system gets the information about the Events available in the iTEC Back-end Registry.
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Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed on the information on events, and detected problems.

Exceptions

Harvesting not configured appropriately.
iTEC Back-end Registry connection failure.
iTEC Back-end Registry not available for harvesting.∫

Harvesting UI – harvestLearningContent
Description

The system gets the info about Learning Content available in those registries identified in the
harvesting configuration.

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed on the information on learning content, and detected
problems.

Exceptions

Harvesting not configured appropriately.
Registry connection failure.
Registry not available for harvesting.

Enrichment UI
Description

This interface enables the enrichment of the SDE KB with data from external sources.

Layer

Presentation

Invoked by

Administrator

Invokes

Enrichment Manager

Enrichment UI – enrichFromExternalSources
Description

The system enriches the information of the semantic database with info from external data
sources.

Input Parameters

None.

Output Parameters

List of updates performed on the Knowledge Base, including:
o

Enriched records.

o

Data sources from where they were extracted.

List of cases (if any) where the relationship between the existing info and the new
info cannot be automatically set due to the fact that the similarity threshold set by
the heuristic rule is not met.
Exceptions

Enrichment not configured appropriately.
External sources not configured.
External sources connection failure.
External sources not available for harvesting.
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Configuration UI
Description

This interface supports the configuration of the SDE.

Layer

Presentation

Invoked by

Administrator

Invokes

Configuration Checker, Harvest Configuration, Enrichment Configuration, Recommendation
Rules Configuration

Configuration UI – configureHarvesting
Description

The system saves the configuration of the mechanisms to perform the harvesting of the data
available in the iTEC Back-end Registry and other registries.

Input Parameters

A list of configuration data in the form of key-value pairs.

Output Parameters

A binary result about the configuration: “Success” or “Failure”.
List of configuration errors (if any).

Exceptions

Configuration parameters not valid.

Configuration UI – configureEnrichment
Description

The system saves the configuration of the mechanisms to perform the automatic enrichment
of the semantic database with info from external data sources.

Input Parameters

A list of configuration data in the form of key-value pairs.

Output Parameters

A binary result about the configuration: “Success” or “Failure”
List of configuration errors (if any).

Exceptions

Configuration parameters not valid.

Configuration UI – configureRecommendationRules
Description

The system saves the configuration for the rules to be applied by the iTEC SDE for inferring
new knowledge or for the recommendation.

Input Parameters

A list of configuration data in the form of key-value pairs.

Output Parameters

A binary result about the configuration: “Success” or “Failure”
List of configuration errors (if any).

Exceptions

Configuration parameters not valid.

Localisation I
Description

This interface supports the localisation functionalities of the SDE.

Layer

Presentation
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Invoked by

Composer

Invokes

Localisation Manager, Constrains Checker, Data Converter.

Localisation I – assessTechnicalFeasibility
Description

The system checks if a certain Learning Story could be performed in a particular Technical
Setting.

Input Parameters

Identifier of the Learning Story.
Identifier of the Technical Setting.
A binary result: “Yes” or “No”. “Yes” means the Learning Story is fully feasible.

Output Parameters

“No” may mean the Learning Story is partially feasible according the rest of the
output parameters.
List of Tools that can be used for those Learning Activities that are feasible (or
partially feasible).
List of Technology Requirements that cannot be fulfilled for the Learning
Activities that are not feasible.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.

Localisation I – getFeasibleLearningStories
Description

The system returns all the Learning Stories that can be performed in a certain Technical
Setting.

Input Parameters

Identifier of the Technical Setting.
(optional) List of identifiers of Learning Stories (in this case the system just checks
these Learning Stories).

Output Parameters

List of Learning Stories that are supported.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Technical Setting not available.
Learning Stories not available.

Localisation I – getSuitableTechnicalSettings
Description

The system returns all the Technical Settings from a certain set that support the Technology
Requirements of a particular Learning Story.

Input Parameters

Identifier of the Learning Story.
List of identifiers of Technical Setting.

Output Parameters

List of Technical Settings that support the Learning Story.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
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Learning Story not available.
Technical Settings not available.

LARG Creation I
Description

This interface enables the automatic creation of LARGs in the SDE.

Layer

Presentation.

Invoked by

Composer

Invokes

LARG Creation Manager, Constrains Checker, Data Converter

LARG Creation I – createLARG
Description

The system provides a LARG implementing a Learning Story in a specific LARG Context.

Input Parameters

Identifier of the Learning Story.
LARG Context (including the identifier of the Technical Setting).

Output Parameters

A LARG including the recommended Tools, People, Events and Learning Content
for each Learning Activity satisfying the requirements of the Learning Story.
A list of the unfulfilled requirements for each Learning Activity (if any). In this
case the LARG cannot be considered as fully created.
(optional) Alternative LARG proposals in case the system could propose more than
one. The first option should be considered as the one appearing in the first output
parameter. This list is ordered according to the knowledge stored in the SDE.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.

Recommendation I
Description

This interface offers recommendations on Tools and Resources for the Learning Activities of
a LARG.

Layer

Presentation

Invoked by

Composer

Invokes

T&R Recommendation Manager, Recommendation Manager, Constrains Checker, Data
Converter

Recommendation I – recommendToolsAndResources
Description

The system provides recommendations on Tools (from a particular Technical Setting) and
Resources that can be used to satisfy the Requirements of a set of Learning Activities for a
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LARG under a specific LARG Context.
Input Parameters

A LARG for a Learning Story including a LARG Context.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities within the LARG for which the
recommendations are requested.

Output Parameters

A list of recommendations on Tools, People, Events and Learning Content for each
Requirement within each Learning Activity defined in the input parameter.
o

(optional) If any interoperability issue among the recommended Tools
and Resources could be detected, these will be identified.

A list of the unfulfilled requirements (if any) for each Learning Activity.
(optional) For each Learning Activity, ordered list of sets of Tools & Resources.
Each set satisfies, as a whole, all the requirements of the Learning Activity. This is
an alternative representation of the result of this service, where recommendations
are not provided by requirement but as ‘selected tool and resource environments’
that complies with the requirements of the Learning Activity
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some proposals partially
compliant with these requirements could be provided. Recommendations only
partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Recommendation I – recommendTools
Description

The system provides recommendations on the Tools (from a particular Technical Setting) that
can be used to satisfy the Technology Requirements of a set of Learning Activities within a
LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG for a Learning Story including a LARG Context.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities within the LARG for which the
recommendations are requested.

Output Parameters

A list of recommendations on Tools for each technology requirement within each
Learning Activity defined in the input parameter.
o

(optional) If any interoperability issue among the recommended Tools
could be detected, these will be identified.

A list of the unfulfilled requirements (if any) for each Learning Activity.
(optional) For each Learning Activity, ordered list of sets of Tools. Each set
satisfies, as a whole, all the technology requirements of the Learning Activity. This
is an alternative representation of the result of this service, where recommendations
are not provided by requirement but as ‘selected tool environments’ that complies
with the technology requirements of the Learning Activity
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(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some proposals partially
compliant

with

these

technology

requirements

could

be

provided.

Recommendations only partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Recommendation I – recommendPeople
Description

The system provides recommendations on the People that can be used to satisfy the Person
Requirements of a set of Learning Activities within a LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG for a Learning Story including a LARG Context.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities within the LARG for which the
recommendations are requested.

Output Parameters

A list of recommendations on People for each person requirement within each
Learning Activity defined in the input parameter.
o

(optional) If any interoperability issue among the recommended People
could be detected, these will be identified.

A list of the unfulfilled requirements (if any) for each Learning Activity.
(optional) For each Learning Activity, ordered list of sets of People. Each set
satisfies, as a whole, all the person requirements of the Learning Activity. This is
an alternative representation of the result of this service, where recommendations
are not provided by requirement but as ‘selected group of people’ that complies
with the person requirements of the Learning Activity
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some proposals partially
compliant with these person requirements could be provided. Recommendations
only partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of recommendations on alternative resources (events, contents) for
each person requirement within each Learning activity defined in the input
parameter.
o

(optional)

If any interoperability issue among the recommended

alternative resources could be detected, these will be identified.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Recommendation I – recommendEvents
Description

The system provides recommendations on the Events that can be used to satisfy the Event
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Requirements of a set of Learning Activities within a LARG under a specific LARG Context.
Input Parameters

A LARG for a Learning Story including a LARG Context.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities within the LARG for which the
recommendations are requested.

Output Parameters

A list of recommendations on Events for each event requirement within each
Learning Activity defined in the input parameter.
o

(optional) If any interoperability issue among the recommended Events
could be detected, these will be identified.

A list of the unfulfilled requirements (if any) for each Learning Activity.
(optional) For each Learning Activity, ordered list of sets of Events. Each set
satisfies, as a whole, all the event requirements of the Learning Activity. This is an
alternative representation of the result of this service, where recommendations are
not provided by requirement but as ‘selected group of events’ that complies with
the event requirements of the Learning Activity
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some proposals partially
compliant with these event requirements could be provided. Recommendations
only partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of recommendations on alternative resources (people, contents) for
each event requirement within each Learning activity defined in the input
parameter.
o

(optional)

If any interoperability issue among the recommended

alternative resources could be detected, these will be identified.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Recommendation I – recommendLearningContent
Description

The system provides recommendations on the Learning Content that can be used to satisfy
the Content Requirements of a set of Learning Activities within a LARG under a specific
LARG Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG for a Learning Story including a LARG Context.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities within the LARG for which the
recommendations are requested.

Output Parameters

A list of recommendations on Learning Content for each content requirement
within each Learning Activity defined in the input parameter.
o

(optional)

If any interoperability issue among the recommended

Learning Contents could be detected, these will be identified.
A list of the unfulfilled requirements (if any) for each Learning Activity.
(optional) For each Learning Activity, ordered list of sets of Learning Content.
Each set satisfies, as a whole, all the content requirements of the Learning Activity.
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This is an alternative representation of the result of this service, where
recommendations are not provided by requirement but as ‘selected group of
content’ that complies with the content requirements of the Learning Activity
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some proposals partially
compliant with these content requirements could be provided. Recommendations
only partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of recommendations on alternative resources (people, events) for
each content requirement within each Learning activity defined in the input
parameter.
o

(opcional)

If any interoperability issue among the recommended

alternative resources could be detected, these will be identified.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Search I
Description

This interface enables the search of Tools and Resources based on Requirements introduced
by the Actor.

Layer

Presentation

Invoked by

Composer

Invokes

Search Manager

Search I – searchTool
Description

The system provides a sorted list of Tools (from all the Tools registered in the iTEC SDE
KB) that satisfies all the Technology Requirements defined by the actor.

Input Parameters

A list of Technology Requirements.
(optional) A list of Technical Settings (in this case the system just searchs Tools in
these Technical Settings).

Output Parameters

A sorted list of Tools for each requirement.
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some search results partially
compliant with these technology requirements could be provided. Results only
partially satisfying the requirements should be identified.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.

Search I – searchPerson
Description

The system provides a sorted list of People that satisfies all the person requirements defined
by the actor.
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Input Parameters

A list of person requirements.

Output Parameters

A sorted list of People for each requirement.
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some search results partially
compliant with these person requirements could be provided. Results only partially
satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of alternative resources (events, contents) for each person
requirement defined in the input parameter.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.

Search I – searchEvent
Description

The system provides a sorted list of Events that satisfies all the event requirements defined by
the actor.

Input Parameters

A list of event requirements.

Output Parameters

A sorted list of Events for each requirement.
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some search results partially
compliant with these event requirements could be provided. Results only partially
satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of alternative resources (people, contents) for each event
requirement defined in the input parameter.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.

Search I – searchLearningContent
Description

The system provides a sorted list of Learning Content that satisfies all the Content
Requirements defined by the actor.

Input Parameters

A list of content requirements.

Output Parameters

A sorted list of recommendations for each requirement.
(optional) If some of the requirements cannot be met, some search results partially
compliant with these content requirements could be provided. Results only partially
satisfying the requirements should be identified.
(optional) A list of alternative resources (events, people) for each content
requirement defined in the input parameter.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.

Validation I
Description

This interface enables the analysis of the fulfilment of the requirements of the Learning
Activities in a LARG.

Layer

Presentation
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Invoked by

Composer

Invokes

LARG Validation Manager, Validation Manager, Constrains Checker, Data Converter

Validation I – validateLARG
Description

The system analyses if a selection of Tools and Resources satisfies the requirements of a
identified set of Learning Activities within those included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities to be validated.

Output Parameters

A list of the Learning Activities fully supported in terms of Tools & Resources.
List of unfulfilled requirements for each Learning Activity that is not fully
supported.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.
Learning Activities not available.

ValidationI – analyseTechnologyRequirements
Description

The system analyses if a selection of Tools satisfies the technology requirements of a
identified set of Learning Activities within those included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities to be validated.

Output Parameters

A list of the Learning Activities fully supported in terms of Tools.
List of unfulfilled technology requirements for each Learning Activity that is not
fully supported.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Technical Setting not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Validation I – analysePersonRequirements
Description

The system analyses if a selection of People satisfies the person requirements of a identified
set of Learning Activities within those included in a LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities to be validated.

Output Parameters

A list of the Learning Activities fully supported in terms of People.
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List of unfulfilled person requirements for each Learning Activity that is not fully
supported.
Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Validation I – analyseEventRequirements
Description

The system analyses if a selection of Events satisfies the event requirements of a identified
set of Learning Activities within those included in a LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities to be validated.

Output Parameters

A list of the Learning Activities fully supported in terms of Events.
List of unfulfilled event requirements for each Learning Activity that is not fully
supported.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

Validation I – analyseContentRequirements
Description

The system analyses if a selection of Learning Content satisfies the content requirements of a
identified set of Learning Activities within those included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Input Parameters

A LARG.
Identifiers of those Learning Activities to be validated.

Output Parameters

A list of the Learning Activities fully supported in terms of Learning Content.
List of unfulfilled content requirements for each Learning Activity that is not fully
supported.

Exceptions

Syntax error in the input parameters.
Learning Story not available.
Learning Activities not available.

4.4.1.2. Controls
Checking
Description

Checks the logical validity of user’s input data. In case errors are detected, checking returns a
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descriptive message including enough information to solve the problems detected.
Layer

Presentation

Classes

Configuration Checker, Constraints Checker

Invoked by

Configuration UI, Localisation I, LARG Creation I, Recommendation I, Search I and
Validation I.

Invokes

-

Example

When people recommendations are requested, a set of restrictions has to be provided. The
system may include information on validity ranges for restrictions. For example, to check
age-related restrictions, the system may include a set of predefined valid age ranges.

Data Conversion
Description

Converts user’s input data into an appropriate format to be automatically processed, and vice
versa.

Layer

Presentation

Classes

Data Converter

Invoked by

Configuration UI, Localisation I, LARG Creation I, Recommendation I, Search I and
Validation I.

Invokes

-

Example

A user selects a date as a combination of year, month and day. On the other side, the system
manages dates as timestamps. Data conversion provides automatic conversion between dates
provided by users and system timestamps.

4.4.2. Business Layer Service Genres
Aggregation
Description

This service processes a set of recommendation results to provide a homogenous set taking
into account all the individual elements within the set.

Layer

Business

Classes

Results Aggregator, Environment Creation

Invoked by

LARG Creation Manager, T&R Recommendation Manager, Feasibility Inspector,
Requirements Inspector

Invokes

SDE KB

Example

The realization of a LARG for a Learning Story requires two types of functionalities: a
videoconferencing service and some facility for slide presentations. Flashmeeting offers both
functionalities, and will appear in the results provided by both queries. Results Aggregation
will detect that Flashmeeting provides both features and will promote this application
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towards the top of the list of recommendations.

Data Harvesting
Description

A data synchronization mechanism is needed to guarantee the coherence among the
information maintained by the iTEC Back-end Registry database, external databases, and by
the SDE KB. The Data Harvesting service provides this synchronization mechanism. This
service performs the modifications needed in the Knowledge Base to reflect changes detected
in the iTEC Back-end Registry information, both periodically and when requested by the
administrator.

Layer

Business

Classes

iTEC Back-end Registry Harvester, Technical Settings Harvester, People Harvester, Events
Harvester, Content Harvester, External Source Harvester

Invoked by

Harvesting Manager

Invokes

SDE KB

Example

The SDE periodically launches the Data Harvesting service on the iTEC Back-end Registry,
as defined by the system administrator. Data in Technical Settings is extracted and used to
update the information in the Knowledge Base.

Inspection
Description

This service provides answers to queries based on the semantic knowledge of the SDE KB. It
uses several other services in order to process the input queries and output results in
appropriate ways that simplify and facilitate the operations.

Layer

Business

Classes

Feasibility Inspector, Requirements Inspector, Interoperability Inspector, Analysis Inspector

Invoked by

Localisation Manager, Search Manager, Recommendation Manager, LARG Creation
Manager, T&R Recommendation Manager, LARG Validation Manager, Analysis Manager

Invokes

SDE KB, Results Aggregator, Query Splitter, Ranking Engine

Example

The realization of the use case Create LARG requires the fulfilment of a set of Requirements.
The Requirements Inspector is responsible for the search of Tools and Resources satisfying
the Requirements included in the Learning Activities of the Learning Story.

Managing
Description

The realization of most use cases typically involves several service genres and entity classes.
This managing service genre encompasses the functionality provided by all classes in charge
of such coordination. Ultimately, the aim is to invoke several services and classes
guaranteeing a seamless Exchange of information.
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Layer

Business

Classes

Harvesting Manager, Enrichment Manager, Localisation Manager, LARG Creation Manager,
T&R Recommendation Manager, Recommendation Manager, LARG Validation Manager

Invoked by

Classes in the presentation layer.

Invokes

Classes in the business and data layers.

Example

The realisation of the LARG creation use case involves a manager that obtains the
requirements of the Learning Story, the Tools in the Technical Setting, and invokes four
times the Recommendation Manager to obtain recommendations on Tools, People, Events
and Learning Content. Each invocation includes the applicable requirements. Finally,
additional classes are invoked to construct the final response with the recommendations
obtained.

Ranking
Description

Results from a query must be sorted according to some criteria to facilitate their presentation
to the user. Ordering criteria depends on the characteristics of the Learning Story and the
configuration parameters of Recommendation Rules, as specified by the administrator. The
corresponding relevance calculation algorithm should be highly configurable, both in the
number of factors to be considered, and in the way the final relevance value is calculated
from the combination of these factors.

Layer

Business

Classes

Ranking Engine

Invoked by

Requirements Inspector

Invokes

-

Example

The system provides a recommendation of a LARG for a Learning Story according to some
properties predefined by the administrator. Results (i.e., a set of entity objects) are returned
according to no particular ordering or precedence. The system invokes the Ranking service,
which provides a ranking according to the context of the LARG. The set of entity objects is
sorted as defined by the ranking and retuned to the invoking service.

Splitting
Description

Breaks down a complex query involving many requirements into several simpler queries each
one involving fewer requirements. This function is introduced to facilitate the SDE operation.

Layer

Business

Classes

Query Splitter

Invoked by

Feasibility Inspector, Requirements Inspector

Invokes

-

Example

The Recommend Tools use case can include several Technology Requirements that need
several different tools to be supported. It will be more feasible to locate tools supporting
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some Technology Requirements than a single tool supporting all of them.

4.4.3. Data Access Layer Service Genres
Inference
Description

The inference service performs a series of logical deductions to infer new knowledge from
knowledge already in the system’s Abox. Deductions are based on a set of domain-specific
rules described in some semantic language.

Layer

Data access

Classes

Inference Engine

Invoked by

-

Invokes

-

Example

The inference service is invoked each time the ontology data is updated and to support
queries on the underlying knowledge base.

Semantic Management
Description

This service facilitates the retrieval, modification and storage of the entity objects processed
by the business layer. It transforms the information encapsulated in entity objects into a set of
equivalent semantic sentences to be eventually stored in the system’s Knowledge Base.
Besides, Semantic Management offers additional information retrieval, management and
storage functionalities to access the Knowledge Base.

Layer

Data access

Classes

Semantic Manager

Invoked by

Services at the business layer

Invokes

-

Example

Functions from this service are invoked each time any element in the business layer needs to
retrieve, modify or add information to the Knowledge Base.

4.5. Dynamic Analysis
This section discusses an information exchange policy among the different layers of the
architecture. This policy includes the formal definition of Service Access Points and data
encapsulation.
When developing a layered architecture as the one described in the preceding sections, an
adequate policy should be established to drive the exchange of information between the different
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layers that make up the system. Communication between services belonging to different layers is
done through a series of clearly defined Service Access Points (SAP), and data is exchanged
encapsulated in elements of known structure for the services in both layers. A general overview of
the transformations performed to information elements as they circulate through the system layers
(Figure 39) is provided below:
1. The application collects the data introduced by the user and stores it in local memory.
2. The input checking service verifies if user data is complete and correct.
3. Once information is validated, the conversion service is invoked. Data is transformed
according to a format more suitable for automatic processing.
4. An element encapsulating the data provided whose structure and definition is shared by the
services in both layers is generated. Elements in the business layer operate on a special
type of structure, namely the entity objects. Entity objects are abstractions of the key
business objects that are used to exchange data when invoking services at the lower layer.
5. The data access layer converts the information in entity objects into a subset of semantic
sentences that represent the corresponding data.
6. The process implementing how results are returned to the invoking application follows the
steps above in reverse order. Semantic sentences are grouped and converted into entity
objects. Business logic services process this information and transfer the results to the
presentation layer, where it is converted back into a suitable format to be returned to the
final user for visualization.
The data transformation and conversion process, from the request made by the user to the
intermediary system, to the processing and retrieval of results, is common to all operations
supported by the application. Figure 40 shows an example of data exchange across layers to
respond to a request for Learning Content search.
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Figure 39. Information Interchange between layers

Figure 40. Example of how data interchange evolves when searching content
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To perform this operation, the SDE receives the set of search Requirements. Data is stored by the
system to be checked and converted as discussed above in Sections 2 and 3. Input data is
encapsulated and transferred to the Search Manager, which collects the information and creates
an entity object of type Query. This object is used to exchange information between the business
layer and data access layer through the Requirements Inspector. Services at the data access layer
process the Query object's structure, constructing a set of semantically equivalent sentences.
These sentences are transferred to the Knowledge Base. Then, the data access layer provides a
set of results that is processed by the Ranking and Aggregation services to sort them according to
their relevance. Finally, the system returns the sorted list or results, which are transferred up from
the lower layer until it is presented to the user performing the initial request.
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CONCLUSIONS
This deliverable reports on the results of the tasks completed by WP10 “Support for Implementing
Engaging Scenarios” along the first year of the iTEC project. The results obtained fulfil the
objectives stated in the DoW for the first year, namely to complete the design of the semantic
model and the software needed to support Technical Localisation, and Tool & Resource Planning.
As the semantic model is concerned, control boards composed of experts in the domain were
configured (T10.1.1 and T10.2.1), and the Specification and Conceptualisation Models (T10.1.2
and T10.2.2) and the Formalisation and OWL Coding Models (T10.1.3 and T10.2.3) were
completed. Besides, a complete definition of a Reference Architecture (T10.3.1 and T10.4.1)
providing the SDE’s implementation guidelines was produced.
The complexity of the established objectives, and the time available to fulfil them, required an
important effort from both WP10 and the rest of the consortium partners. iTEC is an extraordinary
ambitious project in terms of the goals pursued, and requires a complex structure to achieve them.
These difficulties are especially relevant to WP10. We needed to analyse and model multiple
aspects related to the generation of engaging scenarios, including the technologies and resources
available for that. As depicted in DoW’s Figure 1.3.5, WP10 has dependencies with many other
work packages, both technological and pedagogical. For example, this situation required an
important coordination effort to adequately manage the control boards that eventually will
guarantee the construction of a correct and complete semantic model. The four control boards
created include members from all project partners, with over fifty directly involved individuals.
Besides, a rigorous and systematic application of the methodologies defined for the project was
needed to guarantee the correctness of the constructed models and architectures. This required
the generation of many modelling artefacts and the investment of a large amount of resources.
As pointed out above, this deliverable includes the results of the tasks to be performed along the
first year in the framework of the project. Chapter 1 discussed the development of the
methodology, which was already outlined in the DoW. The proposed methodology combines
several proposals from software engineering and knowledge engineering, and supports the
rigorous and systematic development of both semantic models and software entities that will
eventually manage these models.
A key milestone along the methodological process was the definition of the Business Model
described in Chapter 2. This model identifies the problem to be solved and provides an initial,
higher-level approximation of the corresponding solution. For that, a structure is provided to the
functional elements that will jointly solve the problem, identifying at the same time existing relations
and data flows among these elements. In our case, the SDE is presented as the central element to
facilitate the Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning tasks. The relations of the SDE
with other elements in iTEC were also identified, basically the Composer and the iTEC Back-end
Registry. Besides, a description of the functional requirements was provided as use cases, which
is further developed in a semi-formal way in Appendix III.
Chapter 3 describes the semantic model generated along T10.1 and T10.2. Firstly, we introduced
the Specification Model, which established the purpose of the SDE, and therefore the scope and
domain of the model to be developed. This model, which required an active contribution of all
Control Board members, elaborates and analyses the use cases, identifies potential external data
sources relevant to the model being developed, and defines the competence questions to be used
along the evaluation process. The core of the semantic design and modelling activities is collected
in the Conceptualisation Model. This model identifies all information groups, and defines classes,
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concepts and relations trying at the same time to reuse as much as possible existing elements
from foundational ontologies like SUMO. The conceptualisation model does not use formal
artefacts, but is described in natural language. Due to this situation, we decided to include a
Formalisation Model. This model uses Descriptive Logics and Horn-like rules to avoid ambiguities
that would compromise the generation of the final SDE ontology in OWL. The last part of the
semantic model is devoted to present and document this ontology.
The Reference Architecture discussed in Chapter 4 collects the higher-level software elements that
will guide the implementation of the SDE. As it is a modelling artefact independent of specific
technical solutions or implementation languages, no decision has been taken to bind the
construction of the SDE to a specific technological environment. Firstly, we performed a deep
structural and functional analysis of use cases, the result being a layered architecture and a
collection of analysis classes in each layer that collaborate to realize all use cases, and therefore
to fulfil all the requirements defined by the Control Boards. Together with the services defined in
each layer of the architecture, these artefacts will guide the SDE’s construction process.
The SDE implementation is indeed the task where the activities of WP10 are presently focused
(T10.3.2 and T10.4.2). The validation of the proposals made is a critical activity due to two main
reasons: (1) to achieve enough feedback to adequately refine and improve them between months
15 and 48 (T10.1.4, T10.2.4, T10.3.3 and T10.4.3), and (2) to be able to evaluate the actual
potential of semantic web technologies to support the implementation of educational scenarios.
This latter aspect illustrates the main role of WP10, namely to investigate the potential of the
semantic web to support the Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning.
Validation will be performed by means of the product resulting from the mentioned implementation
activity, that is, the SDE. Final users will not directly access the SDE functionalities, but through the
user interfaces provided by the Composer. On the other side, the data needed to create instances
of the defined ontologies will be obtained from the iTEC Back-end Registry. This means that we
will also have to undertake the integration of these two elements from the iTEC architecture with
the SDE, which in turn are being developed by WP7 (Composer) and WP9 (Back-end Registry).
We have already agreed with these WPs the most appropriate strategies to achieve this
integration.
The SDE validation and refinement/improvement processes of its semantic models will be
performed along several phases: (a) an internal phase within WP10, (b) among the members of
Control Boards, where WP leaders will play a fundamental role, and (c) with teachers participating
in pre-pilots (WP3) and pilots (WP4) in cycles 4 and 5, as stated in the DoW.
Thus, the objectives established for the second year are as follows: (1) to complete the
implementation of the SDE and its integration with the Composer and iTEC Back-end Registry, (2)
to validate the SDE functionality and the present version of its semantic model, within the project
consortium, and (3) to develop a proposal for the second version of the semantic model, taking into
account the feedback from the validation processes and the new requirements identified along the
next project cycles.
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6. Appendix I: LIST OF abbreviations
ACRONYM
CB
CC
ccREL
DAML+OIL
DCMI
DILIGENT
DL
DOLCE
FOAF
ICT
JSON
KB
KBS
KE
KIF
LARG
LOR
LMS
LRE
N3
ODP
OKI
OSID
OWL
RDF
RIF
SCOVO
SDE
SHOE
SKOS
SA
SOA
SAP
SPARQL
SUM
SUMO
SWBPD
SWRL
TL
TRP
TS
UML
UPON

MEANING
Control Board
Creative Commons
Creative Commons Rights Expression Language
DARPA Agent Markup Language + Ontology Interchange Language
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative
DIstributed, Loosely-controlled and evolvInG Engineering of
oNTologies
Description Logics
Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering
Friend of a Friend
Information and Communications Technologies
JavaScript Object Notation
Knowledge Based
Knowledge Based System
Knowledge Engineer
Knowledge Interchange Format
Learning Activity & Resource Guide
Learning Object Repository
Learning Management System
Learning Resource Exchange
Notation 3
Ontology Design Pattern
Open Knowledge Initiative
Open Service Interface Definition
Web Ontology Language
Resource Description Framework
Rule Interchange Format
Statistical Core Vocabulary
Scenario Development Environment
Simple HTML Ontology Extensions
Simple Knowledge Organization System
System Administration
Service-Oriented Architecture
Service Access Point
Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language
Service Usage Model
Suggested Upper Merged Ontology
Semantic Web Best Practices and Deployment
Semantic Web Rule Language
Technical Localisation
Tool & Resource Planning
Technical Setting
Unified Modeling Language
Unified Process for ONtology building
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MEANING
World Wide Web Consortium
World Geodetic System
eXtensible Markup Language
XML-based ontology-exchange language
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7. Appendix II: CONTROL BOARDS
7.1. Purpose
The development of a Semantic Model is a complex task requiring the collaborative work of
Domain Experts (i.e., people with special knowledge or skills in the particular area of endeavour)
and Knowledge Engineers (i.e., computer systems experts who are trained in the field of
Knowledge Representation). Domain experts play a fundamental role during the first stage of the
construction of the Semantic Model, as they have actual know-how about the application scope of
the system being developed.
Insofar as the iTEC project is concerned, the knowledge about the domain is distributed among all
partners. Due to the relatively high number of iTEC partners, and the philosophy behind the
DILIGENT methodology for developing semantic models in collaborative environments,
committees of domain experts, that is, Control Boards (CB) were created. Thus, each CB is
composed of experts in their field selected from all consortium partners, which will ensure that the
final model built will consider all different points of view, both technical and pedagogical, of all
project members. The CBs can help tackle the tasks involved in the semantic model construction
and, according to the proposed methodology (cf. Chapter 1), they will stand as the ultimate
authority when making decisions about the scope, objectives and external sources of information
to be considered. A key task of Control Boards is to achieve a consensus among all project
members, ensuring that there is an agreed conceptualisation. It is also the ultimate authority in
approving modifications to the model along each iteration, defining which proposals should be
accepted to be included in the new version of the Semantic Model.
On the other hand, the validation of the semantic model, that is, finding out how it correlates to the
real world, is based on the contributions made by members of the Control Boards, who are the
actual domain experts. Thus, the Control Board not only plays an important role during the
Specification, but also during the Evaluation phase, when domain experts must verify that the
developed ontology meets the expectations defined in the specification.
As pointed out in the DoW, four areas of expertise were identified along the iTEC definition period
insofar the scope of the SDE is concerned. These are Educational Scenarios, where all
conceptualizations concerning the characterization of learning experiences are included; Technical
Settings, oriented towards the characterization of collections of tools available in a given school to
implement Learning Activities; Resources, focused on the characterization of People, Events and
Educational Content; and Services, centered on the characterization of the software applications
that iTEC will make available to schools to support the new engaging scenarios for the future
classroom. A CB was created at the beginning of the project for each of these areas of expertise.
Members in these CB were selected among the iTEC partners according to their role in the project
and their specific knowledge in this field. The actual composition of each CB is summarized in the
tables below:
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Control Board for Educational Scenarios

Name

Institution

Main Expertise

Luis Anido Rifon

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards

Manuel Caeiro

UVIGO

EML, LT Standards

Rubén Míguez Pérez

UVIGO

Semantic Web, Multimedia Learning Applications

Riina Vuorikari

EUN

Application of ICT in learning and teaching

Sylvia Hartinger

EUN

Teacher community, pilot coordination, vocabularies and metadata

José Moura Carvalho

DGIDC

Educational use of ICT, Digital Learning Resources

Ingrid Maadvere

TLF

Educational technologist (TEL)

Maureen Haldane

MMU

Researching impact of learning technologies on teaching and learning
(particularly Interactive Whiteboards)

Attila Főző

EDUC

ICT based pedagogy, curriculum design

Frantisek Jakab

ELFA

ICT in education, videoconference, rich media delivery

Sue Cranmer

FULAB

Educational Scenarios/pedagogy

Mônica Macedo-Rouet

CNDP

Evaluation of educational ICT resources (usability, acceptability); public
comm. of science.

Frank Bach

UNi-C

Learning scenarios, teacher training projects, Learning materials

Neuza Pedro

FPCE

Teacher professional development

Peter Claxton

SMART

Efficacy Research into IWB solutions

Khoi Trinh

SMART

Educational research. Large scale deployment of technology solutions
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Eugenijus Kurilovas

ITC

Data models for educational resources, learning design, and services

Teemu Leinonen

AALTO

Concept and interaction design, design methods, pedagogy, learning
science, learning tools, learning environment

Tarmo Toikkanen

AALTO

Educational psychology, software development, educational technology

Christian Gertsch

CTIE

Development of educational scenario and description

Giusy Cannella

ANSAS

Researching innovative learning environment models

Mark Robinson

PROM

Local and Web Applications & new interaction (multi-touch, etc.) web
communities

Control Board for Technical Settings

Name

Institution

Main Expertise

Luis Anido Rifon

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards

Juan M. Santos

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards, Brokerage Systems

Rubén Míguez

UVIGO

Semantic Web, Multimedia Learning Applications

Will Ellis

EUN

Application of ICT in learning and teaching

Sylvia Hartinger

EUN

Teacher community, pilot coordination, vocabularies and metadata

Mark Robinson

PROM

Local and Web Applications & new interaction (multi-touch, etc.) web
communities

Michael Aram

KM

OpenACS and dotLRN

Jean-Noël Colin

FUNDP

Identity, rights and access management

David (Dai) Griffiths

UB

Learning Design, patterns, pedagogic scenarios, competence, services,
widgets.
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Mark Johnson

UB

Personal Learning Environments (PLE), IMS Learning, Design, Learning
activity design, Realistic Evaluation, Institutional strategy, Educational
ontology, RDF, XForms / Rest / XQuery(XRX), HTML5, Processing,
Nodejs, NetLogo, Wookie

Nuno Ratão

DGIDC

ICT

Mehmet
Muharremoglu

MONE

Pedagogical Coordinator

Ayse Düz

MONE

Semantic Web

Martin Sillaots

TLF

LOM, LOR, IMS CP, IMS DIR

Ola Berge

NCIE

Technology support for collaborative learning

Warwick Bailey

ICOD

SCORM, Common Cartridge, LTI

Lars Ingesman

UNI-C

Relational data analysis

Maureen Haldane

MMU

Researching impact of learning technologies on teaching and learning
(particularly Interactive Whiteboards)

Ildikó Csordás

EDUC

Content development, LCMS design

Miroslav Michalko

ELFA

Electrical Drives, Modelling of Electromechanical Systems, and System
Identification

Alexandre Lucas

CNDP

Project management, Educational uses of ICT, Distance learning and
collaboration

Axel Zahlut

ENIS for
BMUKK

Project management, Educational uses of ICT

Paula Abrantes

FPCE

ICT, Educational Robotics

Kevin Viggers

SMART

Architecture and development of education software and web-based
technology

Luk Vanlanduyt

EDUB

Authoring tools and Learning technologies
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Eugenijus Kurilovas

ITC

Data models for educational resources, learning design, and services

Teemu Leinonen

AALTO

Concept and interaction design, design methods, pedagogy, learning
science, learning tools, learning environment

Tarmo Toikkanen

AALTO

Educational psychology, software development, educational technology

Dov Winer

MAKASH

Psychologist/SW

Giovanni Nulli

ANSAS

Researching IT settings in education

Control Board for Resources

Name

Institution

Main Expertise

Luis Anido Rifon

UVIGO

Semantic Web

Juan M. Santos

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards, Brokerage Systems

Rubén Míguez Pérez

UVIGO

Semantic Web, Multimedia Learning Applications

Frans Van Assche

KULeuven

Learning Technology

Nik Corthaut

KULeuven

Metadata Generation

David Massart

EUN

Information retrieval, metadata, interoperability, standards

Sylvia Hartinger

EUN

Teacher community, pilot coordination, vocabularies and metadata

Mark Robinson

PROM

Local and Web Applications & new interaction (multi-touch, etc.) web
communities

Cathy Lewin

MMU

Researching ICT in educational settings

Zoltan Szalay

ELFA

Implementation of ICT in education
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João Filipe Matos

FPCE

ICT educational integration

Eugenijus Kurilovas

ITC

Data models for educational resources, learning design, and services

Karl Wimmer

CTIE

LOM-based application profile

Dov Winer

MAKASH

Psychologist/SW

Control Board for Services

Name

Institution

Main Expertise

Luis Anido Rifon

UVIGO

Semantic Web

Juan M. Santos

UVIGO

Semantic Web, LT Standards, Brokerage Systems

David Massart

EUN

Information retrieval, metadata, interoperability, standards

Elena Shulman

EUN

Digital curation, semantic
Information Science

Sylvia Hartinger

EUN

Teacher community, pilot coordination, vocabularies and metadata

Jean-Noël Colin

FUNDP

Identity, rights and access management

Mark Robinson

PROM

Local and Web Applications & new interaction (multi-touch, etc.) web
communities

Michael Aram

KM

OpenACS and dotLRN

KULeuven

Learning Technology

Nik Corthaut

KULeuven

Metadata Generation

Warwick Bailey

ICOD

Integration of services into web applications for education

Frans
Assche

Van
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Cathy Lewin

MMU

Researching ICT in educational settings

UB

Learning Design, patterns, pedagogic scenarios, competence, services,
widgets.

Mark Johnson

UB

Personal Learning Environments (PLE), IMS Learning, Design, Learning
activity design, Realistic Evaluation, Institutional strategy, Educational
ontology, RDF, XForms / Rest / XQuery(XRX), HTML5, Processing,
Nodejs, NetLogo, Wookie

Peter Claxton

SMART

Efficacy Research into IWB solutions

Eugenijus
Kurilovas

ITC

Data models for educational resources, learning design, and services

David
Griffiths

(Dai)

Collaboration among WP10 knowledge engineers in charge of the construction of the SDE’s
Semantic Model and CB members was focused on the joint identification and generation of the
SDE requirements (see Chapter 2) and the Specification Model (see Section 3.1) of the Semantic
Model. Along the first year, CB members were asked to play their roles according to two specific
milestones corresponding to two design iterations centered on separate aspects requiring the
participation of domain experts. We describe below these two iterations. We also provide
information to access the results of this process.

7.2. First Iteration
7.2.1. Documentation preparation
Four documents were produced along the fist iteration, one document for each CB. These
documents included an initial version of the main components of the Specificacion Model (Section
3.1) serving as the foundation of the SDE’s Semantic Model. Each document corresponded to one
of the initially identified four areas of expertise. With this, members of CB were able to validate,
confirm, and comment preliminary proposals made by WP10 members according to their insight
and knowledge about the project. These initial proposals were produced according to the DoW
content, and taking into account the results of coordination meetings among project members. CB
members would also contribute with new elements or comments on existing elements, like
concepts or competence questions. Specifically, each of these four documents included the
sections below:
1. Preliminaries. This section provided a brief introduction to the document, together with a
description of the methodological process to be applied to obtain the Specification Model.
Besides, this section included a list of tasks assigned to each partner reflecting the
components to which partners were expected to contribute according to their particular
expertise.
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2. Scope and Purpose. This section was intended to clarify and define, as far as possible, the
domain of interest and the scope and purpose of the Semantic Model from the specific
perspective of each area of expertise. CB members were expected to define as precisely
as possible the granularity of the domain conceptualization, and to identify potential errors
in the original proposal made by Knowledge Engineers.
3. Involved Use-Cases. The aim of this section was to identify those Use Cases defined in the
"Business Model" (cf. Section 2.4) that were relevant to the development of the Semantic
Model. This information is needed to allow domain experts and knowledge engineers to
focus specifically on a part of the overall intended functionality. CB members play a
fundamental role insofar requirements capture is concerned. Note that requirements are
defined in terms of use cases.
4. Competence Questions. This section included an initial selection of Competence Questions
to be commented and completed by CB members.
5. Glossary. This section included those terms that were relevant to the construction of the
Semantic Model for each domain of expertise. CB members would revise the collection of
terms and reach a consensus on the definitions of the proposed terms. They would also
propose new terms if needed.
6. Data Sources. This section identified a collection of candidate specifications that could
serve as a foundation for the construction of the Conceptual Model. CB members would
identify additional relevant specifications and standars.
7. Vocabularies/Taxonomies. This section provided an initial version of the vocabularies and
taxonomies that may be used as the range of the properties identified in the Conceptual
Model. CB members were asked to provide comments on the proposal, and to identify
additional elements to be included in future versions.
8. Relations among base concepts. Basically a figure depicting the main concepts identified
and their relations. Although the definition of concepts at this level is not among the tasks of
the Control Boards, any CB member may revise the model provided, may propose changes
(i.e., add new properties, revise properties’ definitions, etc.), or may open new discussion
threads on the initial proposals provided by knowledge engineers.
9. Annex A: Control Board. A list of all members in this CB.
10. Annex B. Description of the involved Use Cases. A detailed description of all use cases
identified in section 3.
The four documents were submitted to all CB. They are available for download at the European
Schoolnet’s Liferay platform using the links below. Please contact the project coordinator, Patricia
Muñoz King (patricia.munoz.king@eun.org) if you need access to these documents.
Specification Model for Services:
http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=14942&name=DLFE
-1581.docx
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Specification Model for Technical Settings:
http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=14941&name=DLFE
-1580.doc
Specification Model for Resources:
http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=14943&name=DLFE
-1579.docx
Specification Model for iTEC Educational Scenarios:
http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=14940&name=DLFE
-832.docx
These four documents were delivered respectively on December 1st, 2010; December 29th, 2010;
January 14th, 2011; and January 31st, 2011. Each CB had a month and a half to submit their
contributions.
Comments and contributions from CB members are available for download at the Liferay platform:
Control Board for Educational Scenarios:
AALTO - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-828.doc
CNDP - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-829.doc
DGIDC - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-823.doc
EDUCATIO - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-822.doc
EDUCA - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-821.doc
FPCE - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-826.doc
FULAB - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-827.doc
MMU - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-825.docx
TLF - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17221&name=DLFE-824.doc

Control Board for Resources:
AALTO - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=18355&name=DLFE-760.doc
CTIE - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=18355&name=DLFE-758.doc
KUL - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=18355&name=DLFE-752.doc
TLF - http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=18355&name=DLFE-759.doc

Control Board for Techical Settings:
AALTO: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-715.doc
ANSAS: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-706.doc
CNDP: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-702.doc
DGIDC: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-716.doc
EDUBIT: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-705.pdf
EDUC: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-749.doc
EUN: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-750.doc
FPCE: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-713.doc
FUNDP: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-748.doc
KM: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-711.doc
MAKASH: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-714.doc
MMU: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-708.doc
MONE: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-710.doc
NCIE: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-712.doc
TLF: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17795&name=DLFE-707.doc
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Control Board for Services:
EUN: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-680.doc
FPCE: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-682.doc
FUNDP: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-681.doc
KM: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-831.docx
MMU: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-678.doc
TLF: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-688.doc
UB: http://itec.eun.org/c/document_library/get_file?p_l_id=11702&folderId=17353&name=DLFE-679.doc=

Each and every one of the contributions made by CB members were analyzed and answered
individually. On-line contacts were also established to clarify and resolve any doubts.

7.2.2. Conclusions from the first iteration
Being the first opportunity to put in common the concepts involved in the development of the SDE,
some discrepancies on the understanding of the conceptualization defined by WP10 were detected
along the first iteration. The definition of concepts such as Audience, Event or Scope, or even more
relevant concepts like Shell or Composer, and the relations among terms like Local Application vs.
Remote Application or Actor vs. Stakeholder, generated some debate among CB members. Due to
their impact on the operation of the SDE, we stressed the need of a consensus on the
interpretation of the terms related to the life cycle of an Educational Scenario (i.e., Localised
Scenario, Lesson Plan, Learning Context, etc.). Comments from experts showed that at this point
the glossary needed further refinement and completion. It was also necessary to consolidate the
definition of some terms whose meaning within the ITEC project was not yet mature enough.
Experts confirmed that the definition of vocabularies and taxonomies was indeed a complex task.
Taxonomies for Applications, Devices, Tool functionalities, Events, People, Spaces, Audiences
and Educational Tasks were identified. Some vocabularies (e.g., Audiences) may depend on the
country where they are defined. The need to localise and reuse pre-existing vocabularies was
confirmed. Insofar vocabularies and taxonomies is concerned, some experts questioned the need
for independent taxonomies for Applications and functionalities that Applications may provide. In
general, members agreed that a taxonomy for Applications is not required, as they can be
interpreted as "instantiations" of a functionality. Indeed, there is a clear correlation between the
terms identified in both taxonomies. The same situation exists for the relationship between the
taxonomy of Functionalities and Devices, although it is not as evident as in the previous case. On
the other hand, several experts stressed the difficulty of classifying certain applications into a
specific taxonomic path (e.g., a given LMS like Moodle may belong to the "LMS" cathegory, but
also it may be classified under the category "Communication tool", "Collaboration Tool", etc.). This
was seen as an additional reason not to need this taxonomic classification.
With respect to the document produced for the CB on Resources, several experts pointed out that
the modelling of Educational Content (i.e., one of the three types of iTEC Resources, together with
Events and People) had not been analyzed in detail. Thus, some issues may arise when
performing recommendations on Content, as this type of resource is not a key element of iTEC.
We need to interact with existing repositories (e.g., LRE) that not necessarily provide a semantic
representation when describing content hosted by them. Note that this situation stems from the fact
that iTEC targets new types of resources like People and Events, and as a consequence traditional
resources like Educational Content may not benefit from the recommendation facilities provided by
the SDE unless the hosting repositories provide a semantic-based interface.
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Other questions and comments were related to more practical issues about the Semantic Model,
like the scope of a Technical Setting. In particular, several experts suggested that a Technical
Setting may be defined for each classroom in a school. In this case, the initial definition of
Technical Setting will not apply, as it was defined as the collection of all tools available in a school.
Another example was one expert suggesting that the characterization of a Technical Setting should
take into account a temporal dimension, as specific tools may be available only within a given
period of time.
Finally, many experts proposed new elements and updates affecting the different sections listed in
the document, both for competence questions, the glossary, use cases, external data sources
(most of them were proposals of standard specifications in the field of e-learning) and, above all,
vocabularies and taxonomies.
Taking into account the comments and contributions from experts, WP10 members took the
decisions below:
To encourage the development of a common global glossary. This process was already
started before the submission of these documents to CB members. Concepts that are
especially relevant to the construction of the Semantic Model and to the development of the
SDE will be specifically discussed along the next CB iteration. Concepts related to the
stages through which Educational Scenarios evolve are examples of these concepts.
Terms explicitly collected in the DoW that were subject to controversy, like Educational
Scenario or Lesson Plan, must be further analyzed.
Vocabularies and taxonomies will be reconfigured and simplified. More specifically,
taxonomies for Applications and Devices will be eliminated and their content transferred to
the Functionalities taxonomy. The development of vocabularies and taxonomies will take as
a foundation the vocabularies used at the VBE, and the process will be coordinated by
WP9. Other WPs may participate when needed.
The initial Specification Model will be adapted to integrate the issues raised by experts.
Issues subject to further debate will be discussed along the next CB iteration. This second
iteration will focus on highly specific issues that CB members will have to discuss.
The initial distinction between “Remote Applications” and “Local Applications” will be
eliminated. Comments from experts clearly suggested that such distinction is not
straightforward (e.g., some widgets behave both as local and as remote applications), and
has a limited impact on the behaviour of the SDE.
Tools, both Applications and Devices, will be described according to their functionality as
experienced by final users. When possible, the description of the functionality offered by a
tool will be performed according to a scale.
The scope of the different CB is highly overlapping, as pointed out by CB members
participating in several CBs (e.g., Technical Settings and Services or Resources). Note that
the application domain of the four CB is basically the same, and differences among them
do not justify independent boards or different sets of working documents. For the next
iteration, all CB members will work concurrently using the same working documents. The
new documents will clearly identify which parts are common to all CB and which parts are
intended for a specific CB.
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7.3. Second Iteration
7.3.1. Documentation preparation
WP10 prepared a new working document after the first CB iteration. The aim was to reach a
common understanding and to solve any doubts still remaining after the previous iteration. As
pointed out above, a single document was produced and published as a Google Document
available at:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/15OoZhw6kPOS3ony3NopmOletMLp4JmHVjiag9zssivM/edit
?hl=es&authkey=CIKh9-AG)
The new document did not explicitly discuss the modelling artefacts of the Specification Model,
except for the Use Cases and a reference to the Glossary. The feedback obatained after the first
iteration was considered sufficient to address their development directly by WP10. The document
was focused on the open issues not solved after the first iteration and further debate, and to some
specific questions needing a response from CB members. This document was organized into the
sections below:
0. Introduction: This section discussed the purpose of the document and explained how CB
members may provide their contributions. To facilitate the revision of the document, a table
was included collecting the specific tasks assigned to each project partner.
1. SDE Overview: This section provided an overview of SDE’s aims and objectives, and
discussed how this software element is integrated into the technical infrastructure of the
iTEC project.
2. Use Cases: An updated version of the specific functional requirements of SDE as Use
Cases, which will be revised and validated by the members of Control Boards, was
included in this section.
3. Glossary: This section included a reference to the current status of the iTEC’s glossary of
terms, integrating updates resulting from the Control Boards’ first revision.
4. Data Models: This section included a link to the data model being developed by WP9. This
data model describes the knowledge available about the different aspects involved in iTEC,
and will be taken by WP10 as a partial foundation to generate the Semantic Model that will
eventually support recommendations.
5. Open Issues: Finally, this section included a list of open questions posed by members of
WP10 to the members of Control Boards to fetch the information needed to complete the
construction of the SDE Semantic Model.
i.

Open Issue 1. Clarifications on the terms related to Educational Scenarios: Experts
were asked to comment and clarify some terms shared by several partners, more
specifically Educational Scenario, Bundled Scenario, Prototype, Learning Story,
Activity, Lesson Plan, Course Plan, and Scenario Instantiation. These terms
appeared when describing the different phases of an Educational Scenario’s life
cycle. It is required to clarify which of these terms should remain for the rest of the
project, and what is their actual meaning and behaviour.
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ii.

Open Issue 2. Data Model for Activities: WP10 requested the clarification of the
meaning of two possibly overlapping elements used by WP3 to characterize
Learning Activities: (1) technology support and (2) technical details. These two
terms were used by WP3 members to describe Learning Activities as discussed in
the document “iTEC Learning Stories and Activities - cycle 1”.

iii.

Open Issue 3. Technical Setting Scope: One of the requirements identified along
the first iteration by several project partners was to be able to provide further
granularity when defining the scope of a Technical Setting (i.e., at classroom level).
From the WP10 perspective, this may be problematic, as binding a Technical
Setting to a classroom will require to keep track both of all classrooms in a school
and all students registered as members of a given classroom. As a response to this
issue, WP10 offers an alternate proposal involving the definition of more than one
“neutral” TS for a given school. In this way, a teacher may create additional TS,
either from scratch or from other TS already defined for that school, adapted to
different contexts within the school. This solution supports the “classroom”
granularity level (i.e., it may be created a TS for each classroom), but does not
require to keep track of classrooms, students and groups. This proposal, together
with the issues related to the management of Technical Settings at region or country
level, was presented to CB members to be discussed and validated.

iv.

Open Issue 4. Vocabularies: As pointed out above, vocabularies and taxonomies
were reconfigured and simplified to facilitate their management. The most relevant
change was the elimination of the taxonomies on Applications and Devices, which
were replaced by a generic taxonomy on Functionalities that enables the
classification of the different Tools. This section included a reference to a
vocabulary proposal (i.e., a reference to the document “The iTEC Data Model Version 0.7”) whose development was coordinated by WP9. CB members should
review, comment and validate the proposal.

v.

Open Issue 5. Tool/Resource rating: CB members were asked whether WP10
should consider the possibility of teachers or other professionals performing an
assessment of the usefulness of a tool or a resource, in the general case, or
according to a specific Learning Story, when offering recommendations to other
users. They were also asked about the convenience of rating the degree of
fulfilment of a functionality by a tool.

vi.

Open Issue 6. Access permissions to resources: CB members were asked whether
it would be appropriate/useful to establish potential restrictions on access to
resources (events, people, content). It was not clear if access to people, events
and/or content records available in the iTEC Registry will be granted for free, or
there will be premium content, experts accessible only to schools in a particular
country, events that require a payment, etc.

vii.

Open Issue 7. Experts: As indicated by the DoW, one of the most important roles of
individuals participating in a Learning Activity is the role of Expert in a particular
area. This issue posed to CB members some questions on Expert modelling. For
example, it should be discussed the convenience of modelling the degree of
expertise in a given area, or how this degree of expertise may be computed.
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The official kick-off meeting of the second iteration took place on May 13th, 2011 according to the
agenda below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Main conclusions from 1st iteration of Control Boards
Presentation of working document for this second iteration
How to contribute. Support from WP10 leader
Questions

The meeting is available at http://fm.ea-tel.eu/fm/9a73cc-26040. The attendants to this meeting
were:

Name

Institution

Tarmo Toikkanen

AALTO

Giovanni Nulli

ANSAS

Leonardo Tosi

ANSAS

Giusy Canella

ANSAS

Monica Macedo

CNDP

Julien TEHERY

CNDP

Ildiko Csordas

EDUC

Frantisek Jakab

ELFA

Sylvia Hartinger

EUN

David Massart

EUN

Elena Shulman

EUN

Will Ellis

EUN

Paula Abrantes

FPCE
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Tien Hoang Minh

FUNDP

Warwick Bailey

ICOD

Frans Van Assche

KULeuven

Maureen Haldane

MMU

Cathy Lewin

MMU

Mehmet Muharremoglu

MONE

Ola Berge

NCIE

Mark Robinson

PROM

Michael Boyle

SMART

Martin Stillaots

TLF

Frank Bach

UNIC

Luis Anido

UVIGO

The period for comments and contributions from CB members was established from the kick-off
meeting date to May 31st, 2011. Debates occurring along this period were included in the
document, which may be consulted at
(https://docs.google.com/document/d/15OoZhw6kPOS3ony3NopmOletMLp4JmHVjiag9zssivM/edit
?hl=es&authkey=CIKh9-AG).

7.3.2. Conclusions from the second iteration
The second CB iteration helped to solve many of the open issues, which in turn facilitated the
development of a consistent Semantic Model integrating most of the different points of view of
iTEC partners. Debates, comments and contributions from experts were more specific than those
of the first iteration, which demonstrated that the new participation scheme was more effective. For
example, contributions helped to enrich the data model and vocabularies developed by WP9. We
discuss below the main conclusions and decisions taken after the analysis of experts’
contributions.
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Insofar the SDE’s objectives and behaviour is concerned, discussed at Sect. 1 of the document
delivered to CB members, some minor issues were detected related to the terminology used by
WP10 and that of WP3. More specifically, WP3 stated that “the localisation [of scenarios] that is
currently done is mostly language, and taking some very broad national conditions into account”.
However, from the WP10’s perspective, localisation is a technological validation addressing the
feasibility of a scenario, and more specifically of a Learning Story, in a given Technical Setting.
According to WP10, localisation was defined as the “Identification of the tools from the technical
setting of a given school required to support the learning activities of an educational scenario”. In
the scope of WP10, the term Technical Localisation will be used to avoid potential ambiguities. On
the other side, some experts considered that the operations related to the assessment of the
feasibility of the implementation of scenarios in a Technical Setting should not provide a Yes/No
result. Note that these operations are part of the Technical Localisation of scenarios. This proposal
was taken into account by WP10, which proposes to perform partial localisations, and the
identification of Learning Activities that can be fully localised w.r.t. those that can be partially
localised. Use cases were updated to reflect this fact.
After an analysis of the concepts appearing in iTEC documents and those in the glossary, experts
agreed that new terms appeared along the initial phases of the project. These terms should be
discussed, refined and, above all, a consensus is needed on them. As indicated by Open Issue 1,
terms related to the life cycle of Educational Scenarios are specifically relevant to the constructuion
of a Semantic Model. The conclusions and decisions on the conceptualization and on relevant
terms are listed below:
The term “Advanced Teacher” will be replaced by “Teacher”. This decision is relevant to the
Business Model. According to the documentation provided by WP10, the actor in charge of
scenario planning is “Advanced Teacher”. However, this term may reflect that advanced
technical knowledge is needed to perform such process. As pointed out by some expert,
“we want to be careful that we don't give the impression that we are creating a complicated
system that only technically sophisticated teachers can use [...]”.
To avoid ambiguities when using the term Activity, it will be replaced by Learning Activity,
using LA as its acronym.
Term “iTEC Registry” will be replaced by “iTEC Back-end Registry”, as requested by WP9
members. The design and implementation of this system is WP9’s responsibility.
The term “Bundled Scenario” will be eliminated. This term was quoted in some meetings
along the first year. The only term used will be “Learning Story”, which in turn was defined
as “a narrative description of a learning context that is more concrete than an educational
scenario and is more helpful to teachers when designing their learning plans. A learning
story refers to several Learning Activities and is an exemplification of them working
together”. Note that a Learning Activity will always be the starting point of the technical
localisation and planning performed by the SDE. Experts clearly stated that an Educational
Scenario may lead to several Learning Stories, and a Learning Story may be partially
implemented, that is, only some of its activities may be carried out. The Semantic Model
should reflect this situation.
The term “Lesson Plan” will be replaced by “Learning Activity & Resource Guide (LARG)”.
This term has raised many issues due to its original assumed meaning. The new term
“Learning Activity & Resource Guide (LARG)”, as proposed by the project manager, Will
Ellis, subsumes the term "Learning Activity" as it will inherit the information from Learning
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Stories, including Learning Activities. The word "guide" instead of "plan" is also more
appropiate, as the SDE will not provide actual plans (how to do things) but a proposal on
the best (according to the semantic model) tools and resources to be used in every single
activity within a Learning Story. According to the same criteria, the term Planning defined in
the DoW will be replaced by Tool & Resource Planning. Note that the process described in
the DoW as Planning only takes into account the identification of the best Tools and
Resources available to eventually implement an Educational Scenario in a given context. It
does not consider other aspects like the support to pedagogical planning.
Term “Localised Learning Story” was kept to refer to the artifact produced by National
Coordinators along the pedagogical localisation process.
Use Cases, which were referenced at Sect. 2 of the document submitted to CB members, will be
updated to indicate that a Learning Story includes Learning Activities, and localisation and planning
will be based on them. Use cases will also be modified to reflect that the basic artifact managed by
the SDe is a Learning Story and not an Educational Scenario. Note that Educational Scenarios are
narrative descriptions. The present version of use cases outlined in Section 2.4 and discussed in
detail in Appendix III includes comments from this CB iteration and other additional meetings.
With respect to the modelling of Learning Activities as discussed in Open Issue 2, information
related to the tags defined by pedagogical WP to describe Learning Stories and Learning Activities
will be kept in the Semantic Model. The analysis of their actual usefulness is open to further
discussion. WP10 members felt that the use of the elements “technology support” and “technical
details” used by pedagogical WPs when describing Learning Activities might be confusing. Experts
explained that that these elements were introduced to identify specific tools (“technology support”)
and to identify functionalities/affordances (“technical details”): “Sometimes it is necessary to
mention a specific tools, such as LinkedIn, whereas other times an affordance (social network
service) suffices. We have no solution for this”. The Semantic Model will support Learning Activities
referencing both specific tools and more generic functionalities. Three priority levels, namely
necessary, preferred, and nice to have, will also be supported. Besides, requirements of Tools and
Resources will be specified at the Learning Activity level. This means that the requirements of a
Learning Story will result as the aggregation of the requirements of all Learning Activities involved.
Regarding Open Issue 3, experts confirmed the convenience of schools having several Technical
Settings. When determining the scope of a Technical Setting, an intermediate solution was
adopted that both supports an appropriate degree of granularity at the classroom level, and is
simple to manage. Thus, a given school may define one or more Technical Settings (e.g., one for
each classroom), and teachers would select one of the Technical Settings available when using
the tools provided by iTEC. The request to maintain a temporary record about the availability of
tools in a Technical Setting has not been approved at this time due to its high operational
complexity. Introducing this feature would require a continuous supervision of the "temporary
availlability" of each tool in each of the schools participating in the pilots. This decision should be
confirmed in future CB iterations.
With respect to assessing the usefulness of Tools and Resources, experts made it clear that this
was indeed a very interesting possibility. The Semantic Model should reflect this possibility and
require the iTEC Back-end Registry and Composer to handle it accordingly. This applies also to
the possibility of performing a 'social ranking' on the degree of expertise of individuals taking part in
a Learning Activity. This level of expertise may also be inferred by the SDE from information about
that person in the Semantic Web. Since the project did not focus on the definition of such
resources along the first year, it was decided to revisit this matter in subsequent CB iterations. The
definition of access policies to resources offered by the iTEC project is not considered a priority
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matter either. While experts agree that this is a crucial issue, they also agree that they do not have
enough information at this time to make a specific proposal. A decision on this issue was
postponed to future iterations.
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8. Appendix III: DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF USE
CASES
This Appendix includes a detailed description of the use cases presented in the Business Model
(cf. Section 2.4). Use cases are described in accordance with a table format agreed by the iTEC
partners. The table format includes typical fields in the context of the Unified Software
Development Process for the description of use cases: Name, Description, Assumptions and
triggers, Basic flow of events, Variants and exceptions, Results, Issues and Priority. The priority
field includes one of three possible values: High, Medium or Low.

8.1. System Administration (SA)
This section includes the use cases related with the administration of the iTEC SDE. These use
cases (cf. Figure 9) capture the gathering of information to let the SDE carry out its main function.
The main source of information is the iTEC Back-end Registry from where the main data is
harvested. Other sources of information come from Learning Object Repositories and from those
external sources (e.g., semantic web data) that allow the enrichment of the original information. A
second group of use cases represent the various configuration needs for the SDE to properly work.
Name

SDE::Harvest iTEC Back-end Registry

Description

The iTEC SDE gets all the information available in the iTEC Back-end
Registry (e.g., Learning Stories, Technical Settings, People, Events,
Tools).

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

A connection between the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Back-end Registry
has been properly configured.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

Variants and
Exceptions

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.

The actor requests the harvesting.
The system gets in contact with the iTEC Back-end Registry, where
the information is maintained, and requests the harvesting.
3. The iTEC Back-end Registry sends the information following the
previously set harvesting configuration.
4. The system updates its semantic database with the data from the
iTEC Back-end Registry.

The harvesting can be incremental or full in accordance with the
harvesting configuration.
Result

The semantic database of the system is updated with the information
provided from the iTEC Back-end Registry.

Issues

●

The iTEC Back-end Registry maintains important information in
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addition to descriptions of Tools, People and Events. Information
about Technical Settings, Learning Stories, definitions of
Organisations and other information should be synchronized
between the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Back-end Registry.
●

Objects within iTEC should be referenced using unique identifiers.
Therefore, the iTEC Composer, the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Backend Registry should be able to agree on how to manage a unique
identifier system.

●

A proper harvesting protocol should be put in place to make sure
that not only new but also updated elements are properly updated in
the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Priority

High

Name

SDE::Harvest Tools

Description

The system gets the information about the Tools available in the iTEC
Back-end Registry.

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

A connection between the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Back-end Registry
has been configured.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

Variants and
Exceptions

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.

The actor requests the harvesting.
The system gets in contact with the iTEC Back-end Registry, where
the information about the Tools is maintained, and requests the
harvesting.
3. The iTEC Back-end Registry sends the information about the Tools.
4. The system updates its semantic database with the data from the
iTEC Back-end Registry.

The harvesting can be incremental or full in accordance with the
harvesting configuration.
Result

The semantic database of the system is updated with the information on
Tools available in the iTEC Back-end Registry.

Issues

●

Objects within iTEC should be referenced using unique identifiers.
Therefore, the iTEC Composer, the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Backend Registry should be able to agree on how to manage a unique
identifier system.
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●

A proper harvesting protocol should be put in place to make sure
that not only new but also updated elements are properly updated in
the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Priority

High

Name

SDE::Harvest People

Description

The system gets the info about the People available in the iTEC Backend Registry.

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

A connection between the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Back-end Registry
has been configured.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

Variants and
Exceptions

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.

The actor requests the harvesting.
The system gets in contact with the iTEC Back-end Registry, where
the information about People is maintained, and requests the
harvesting.
3. The iTEC Back-end Registry sends the information.
4. The system updates its semantic database with the data from the
iTEC Back-end Registry.

The harvesting can be incremental or full in accordance with the
harvesting configuration.
Result

The semantic database of the system is updated with the data on
People from this harvest.

Issues

●

Objects within iTEC should be referenced using unique identifiers.
Therefore, the iTEC Composer, the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Backend Registry should be able to agree on how to manage a unique
identifier system.

●

A proper harvesting protocol should be put in place to make sure
that not only new but also updated elements are properly updated in
the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Priority

High.
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Name

SDE::Harvest Events

Description

The system gets the info about the Events available in the iTEC Backend Registry.

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

A connection between the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Back-end Registry
has been configured.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

Variants and
Exceptions

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.

The actor requests the harvesting.
The system gets in contact with the iTEC Back-end Registry, where
the information about Events is maintained, and requests the
harvesting.
3. The iTEC Back-end Registry sends the information.
4. The system updates its semantic database with the data from the
iTEC Back-end Registry.

The harvesting can be incremental or full in accordance with the
harvesting configuration.
Result

The semantic database of the system is updated with the Events info.

Issues

●

Objects within iTEC should be referenced using unique identifiers.
Therefore, the iTEC Composer, the iTEC SDE and the iTEC Backend Registry should be able to agree on how to manage a unique
identifier system.

●

A proper harvesting protocol should be put in place to make sure
that not only new but also updated elements are properly updated in
the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Harvest Learning Content

Description

The system gets the info about Learning Content available in those
registries identified in the SDE::Configure Harvesting use case.

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

A connection between the iTEC SDE and those registries identified in
the SDE::Configure Harvesting use case has been properly configured.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

The actor requests the harvesting.
The system gets in contact with the Learning Content Repository,
where the information about Learning Content is maintained, and
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3.
4.

Variants and
Exceptions

requests the harvesting.
The Learning Content Repository sends the information back.
The system updates its semantic database with the data from the
registries harvested.

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.
The harvesting can be incremental or full in accordance with the
harvesting configuration.

Result

The semantic database of the system is updated with the Learning
Content info.

Issues

●

Objects within iTEC should be referenced using unique identifiers.
Therefore, the iTEC Composer, the iTEC SDE and the Learning
Object Repositories harvested should be able to agree on how to
manage a unique identifier system.

●

A proper harvesting protocol should be put in place to make sure
that not only new but also updated elements are properly updated in
the iTEC SDE semantic database.

●

Learning Content here refers to Learning Objects. In the framework
of iTEC the primary source for Learning Object is the EUN’s LRE,
therefore there is a need to include the LRE as another source of
data.

●

At the time of this writing it is not clear if other LORs apart from the
LRE will be harvested.

●

At the time of this writing it is not clear the need for this use case. As
learning content is not the primary focus of the iTEC project it might
be the case that semantic recommendations are only provided on
People and Events and Learning Content will be recommended
based only on queries sent directly to these LORs.

Priority

Low

Name

SDE::Enrich from External Sources

Description

The system enriches the information of the semantic database with info
from external data sources (e.g., nodes in Linked Data).

Actors

Administrator

Assumptions and
Triggers

Connections with the external data sources have been properly
configured.
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Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.

Variants and
Exceptions

This use case can be initiated by the iTEC SDE without the participation
of the actor in accordance with a specific configuration of automatic
harvesting.

The actor requests the enrichment.
The system consults the list of external sources to be contacted
according to the type of data to be enriched (Tool, Event, People...)
3. The system gets in contact with the external data sources through
the supported SPARQL Endpoints.
4. The system applies the defined heuristic rules to set the
equivalences between the data from the iTEC Back-end Registry
and those resources available in the defined external sources.
5. The links between the local and external sources are set. This new
information is stored in the Knowledge Base.

The Administrator could be provided with the option to review those
cases where the relationship cannot be automatically set due to the fact
that the similarity threshold set by the heuristic rule is not met.
Result

The semantic database of the system is enriched with new knowledge.

Issues

●
●
●
●

●
●

There is a need to identify relevant external sources.
External sources may become unavailable unexpectedly.
Data stored in external sources may be modified without further
notice.
Identification of equivalences between iTEC terms and terms used in
external sources is a research task that may produce no results in
the short term.
Quality of data stored in external sources may not be guaranteed.
Rules and mechanisms for enrichment in a key research task that
could produce no results in the short term.

Priority

Low.

Name

SDE::Configure Harvesting

Description

The system defines the configuration of the mechanisms to perform the
harvesting of data available in the iTEC Back-end Registry and other
registries (e.g., LRE).

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

The actor provides the configuration data (e.g., scheduling times,
data source locations, incremental or full).
2. The system checks the configuration data provided by the actor and
saves it.
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Variants and
Exceptions

In step 2, if the system detects some missing data or some incoherence
in the data, it will require the actor to provide appropriate data.

Result

The system is prepared to perform the harvesting (synchronous and
asynchronous) in accordance with the configuration defined by the actor.

Issues

None.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Configure Enrichment

Description

The system defines the configuration of the mechanism to perform the
automatic enrichment of the semantic database with info from external
data sources.

Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

In step 2, if the system detects some missing data or some incoherence
in the data, it will require the actor to provide appropriate data.

Result

The system is prepared to perform the automatic enrichment in
accordance with the configuration defined by the actor.

Issues

●

The actor provides the configuration data (e.g., scheduling times,
data source locations).
2. The system checks the configuration data provided by the actor and
saves it.

●

Ideally relationships with external data should be implemented
through pointers and references. However the implementation of this
use case may require the download of the information to the local
iTEC SDE semantic database for the sake of efficiency at inference
time. This issue must be further discussed at implementation time
and even the two alternatives could be implemented.
Issues for SDE::Enrich from External Sources may be applicable
here as well.

Priority

Low.

Name

SDE::Configure Recommendation Rules

Description

The system defines the configuration for the rules to be applied by the
iTEC SDE for inferring new knowledge. A recommendation may be
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based on a set of parameters whose influence on the final
recommendation could be configured as well.
Actors

Administrator.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

In step 2, if the system detects some missing data or some incoherence
in the data (e.g., contradiction between two defined rules), it will require
the actor to provide appropriate data.

Result

The system is prepared to perform the functionalities related to
Technical Localisation and Tool & Resource Planning.

Issues

●

Priority

Medium

The actor provides the configuration data (e.g., rules for
recommending alternative Resource or Tools, rules for relevance,
rules for interoperability between tools and/or resources).
2. The system checks the configuration data provided by the actor and
saves it.

None.

8.2. Technical Localisation (TL)
This section includes the use cases related to the Technical Localisation process. These use
cases (cf. Figure 10) capture the functionality related to the assessment of the technical feasibility
of Learning Stories in Technical Settings. This group of use cases are of special interest for a
person who wants to check which Learning Stories from those defined by iTEC or other sources
could be eventually implemented in a particular set of schools under her responsibility. Thus, the
process of selecting Learning Stories to be further developed into eventual LARGs is facilitated
through a kind of automatic selection support. All these three use cases assume that the Learning
Stories and the Technical Settings are appropriately stored in the iTEC SDE semantic database.
Name

SDE::Assess Technical Feasibility

Description

The system checks if a certain Learning Story could be performed in
particular Technical Setting. This check will be based on the Technology
Requirements of the Learning Story and the Functionalities provided by
the Tools (Applications and Devices) available in the Technical Setting.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.
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Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may offer a “level of compliance”, i.e., to what
degree the Technical Setting is able to support the requirements set by
the Learning Story (Priority for this variant: Low)

Result

The actor gets one of the two possible answers: “Yes” or “No”. If the
answer is “Yes”, then for each Learning Activity the list of Tools that can
be used is provided. In case the answer is “No”, the system informs
which Learning Activities can be supported and which ones cannot. For
the Learning Activities that can be supported it is provided the list of
Tools that can be used. For the Learning Activities that cannot be fully
supported, the list of Tools (if any) that satisfies some of the
requirements is provided together with the list of unfulfiled Technology
Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Get Feasible Learning Stories

Description

The system returns all the Learning Stories that can be performed in a
certain Technical Setting.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may return those Learning Stories from a predefined set of them that can be implemented in a specific Technical
Setting. In this case the actor should provide a list of identifiers of
Learning Stories whose feasibility is to be checked.

Result

The actor gets a list of Learning Stories supported in the Technical
Setting.

The actor provides the identifiers of the Learning Story and the
Technical Setting and request the assessment.
2. The system assess if the Technology Requirements in the Learning
Story are supported by the Technical Setting or not.
3. The system answers “Yes” or “No” including in this case information
about the potential Tools that could be used to support the
requirements met and those unfulfiled Technical Requirements.

The actor provides the identifier of the Technical Setting and request
the operation.
2. The system assesses the Technology Requirements for each
Learning Story available in the iTEC SDE, checking which Learning
Stories could be fully supported by the Technical Setting.
3. The system returns the list of Learning Stories that are supported.
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Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Get Suitable Technical Settings

Description

The system returns all the Technical Settings from a certain set that
support the Technology Requirements of a particular Learning Story.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

None.

Result

The actor gets a list of Technical Settings that support the Learning
Story.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

The actor provides the identifiers of the Learning Story and the set of
Technical Settings and requests the operation.
2. The system assesses if the Technology Requirements in the
Learning Story are supported by each one of the Technical Settings
provided.
3. The system returns the list of Technical Settings that support the
Learning Story.

8.3. Tool & Resource Planning (TRP)
This section includes the use cases related to the support of the Tool & Resource Planning
process. These use cases (cf. Figure 11) provide recommendations to the Composer on the best
Tools and Resources (Event, People, Content) to meet the requirements set in those Learning
Activities included in a Learning Story and by the LARG context in which these activities are to be
developed. Therefore, through the implementation of these use cases, teachers using the
Composer will be provided with a set of recommendations that would facilitate their task of
selecting Tools and Resources. A first use case will provide a proposal for a concrete LARG
satisfying all the requirements set in the Learning Story. A set of recommendation use cases
provide lists of recommended Tools and Resources satisfying these types of requirements as
described in the Learning Story. A second group of use cases are used to find Tools and
Resources that satisfy a specific requirement. Thus, they can be used to locate a specific Tool or
Resource not available in the Technical Setting that could satisfy a missing requirement. Finally, a
third group of use cases provide functionalities related to checking whether or not the requirements
are already met and identify those which are still not fulfiled.
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All the use cases identified in this scenario work on the data stored in the iTEC SDE semantic
database. This means that Learning Stories, Technical Settings and Resources need to be
properly recorded in the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Name

SDE::Create LARG

Description

The system provides a LARG implementing a Learning Story in a
specific LARG Context. This proposal will be based on the knowledge
stored in the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

If the LARG cannot be planned fully, a variant of this use case may
provide proposals for the Tool & Resource Planning of just those parts
of the Learning Story that can be successfully implemented (e.g., a
subset of its Learning Activities). (Priority of this variant: Low)

The actor provides the identifier of the Learning Story and the LARG
Context.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system returns a selection of Tools, People, Events and
Learning Content that satisfy the Learning Story and the LARG
Context.

There may be different sets of Tools and Resources meeting the
requirements. If this is the case, a variant of this use case might provide
also those alternative LARGs ordered by some criteria (Priority of this
variant: Low)
Result

The actor gets a LARG implementing a Learning Story in a specific
LARG Context.

Issues

None.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Recommend Tools & Resources

Description

The system provides recommendations on Tools (from a particular
Technical Setting) and Resources that can be used to satisfy the
Requirements of a set of Learning Activities for a LARG under a specific
LARG Context.

Actors

Composer.
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Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide a set of recommendations that do
not completely fulfil the Requirements or the LARG Context identified by
the end user but only to a certain extend. (Priority of this variant: Low)

The actor provides a LARG and the identifiers of the Learning
Activities. The LARG includes a reference to the LARG Context that
has to be satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system returns recommendations on the Tools, People, Events
and Learning Content for those Requirements of the Learning Story
that can be satisfied.

A variant of this use case may provide the recommendations as a list of
sets of Tools and Resources. Each set being compliant with all the
Requirements for a Learning Activity. These sets will be ordered being
the first the first recommendation or the ‘most’ recommended set for
Tools and Resources. This is an alternative presentation of the
recommendations, which are provided individually for each Requirement
in the basic flow of event of this use case. (Priority of this variant: Low)
Result

The actor gets recommendations on Tools, People, Events and Learning
Contents to define a LARG. Those Requirements that cannot be
satisfied will be identified.

Issues

●

If the input LARG is already partially created, then the
recommendations made by this use case should take into account
previous Tools and Resources selected to avoid interoperability
issues.

●

In case some of the recommendations provided by this use case
present interoperability issues among them, then these issues will be
identified in order to provide the user with all required information to
make her choice avoiding further interoperability issues.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Recommend Tools

Description

The system provides recommendations on the Tools (from a particular
Technical Setting) that can be used to satisfy the Technology
Requirements of a set of Learning Activities within a LARG under a
specific LARG Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and

None.
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Triggers
Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide a set of recommendations that do
not completely fulfil the Technology Requirements and LARG Context
but only to a certain extend. (Priority of this variant: Low)

The actor provides a LARG and the identifier of the Learning
Activities. The LARG includes a LARG Context, that contains a
reference to the Technical Setting.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system provides recommendations about Tools for those
Technology Requirements that can be satisfied.

A variant of this use case may provide the recommendations as a list of
sets of Tools, each set being compliant with all the Technology
Requirements for a Learning Activity. These sets will be ordered being
the first the first recommendation or the ‘most’ recommended set for
Tools. This is an alternative presentation of the recommendations, which
are provided individually for each Technology Requirement in the basic
flow of event of this use case. (Priority of this variant: Low)
Result

The actor gets recommendations on Tools. For each Technology
Requirement or group of Technology Requirements in each Learning
Activity the system provides a recommendation list. Those
Requirements that cannot be satisfied will be identified.

Issues

●

If this recommendation is requested during the creation of a LARG,
then this use case should take into account previous selections of
Tools and Resources made by the user. This information is needed
to avoid interoperability issues and to provide more appropriate
recommendations. Therefore, the LARG information should be
provided to the iTEC SDE.

●

In case some of the recommendations provided by this use case
present interoperability issues among them, then these issues will be
identified in order to provide the user with all required information to
make her choice avoiding further interoperability issues.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Recommend People

Description

The system provides recommendations on the People that can be used
to satisfy the Person Requirements of a set of Learning Activities for a
LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.
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Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide a set of recommendations that do
not completely fulfil the Person Requirements and LARG Context but
only to a certain extend. (Priority of this variant: Low).

The actor provides a LARG and the identifier of the Learning
Activities. The LARG includes a reference to the LARG Context that
must be satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system provides recommendations on People for those Person
Requirements that can be satisfied.

A variant of this use case may provide the recommendations as a list of
sets of People, each set being compliant with all the Person
Requirements for a Learning Activity. These sets will be ordered being
the first the first recommendation or the ‘most’ recommended set for
Events. This is an alternative presentation of the recommendations,
which are provided individually for each Person Requirement in the
basic flow of event of this use case. (Priority of this variant: Low).
A variant of this use case may include recommendations for a different
type of Resource that may satisfy a given Person Requirement and
LARG Context. The user should be alerted that she is given with a
recommendation for a different kind of Resource from that requested.
(Priority of this variant: Low).
Result

The actor gets recommendations on People. For each Person
Requirement or group of Person Requirements in each Learning Activity
the system provides a recommendation list. Those Requirements that
cannot be satisfied will be identified.

Issues

●

If a LARG is partially created, then the recommendations made by
this use case should take into account previous selections on Tools
and Resources to avoid interoperability issues. Therefore, the LARG
information should be provided to the iTEC SDE.

●

In case some of the recommendations provided by this use case
present interoperability issues among them, then these issues will be
identified in order to provide the user with all required information to
make her choice avoiding further interoperability issues.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Recommend Events

Description

The system provides recommendations about the Events that can be
used to satisfy the Event Requirements of a set of Learning Activities for
a LARG under a specific LARG Context.
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Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide a set of recommendations that do
not completely fulfil the Event Requirements and LARG Context but only
to a certain extend. (Priority of this variant: Low).

The actor provides a LARG and the identifier of the Learning
Activities for which the recommendations are to be provided. The
LARG includes a reference to the LARG Context that must be
satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system provides recommendations on Events for those Event
Requirements that can be satisfied.

A variant of this use case may provide the recommendations as a list of
sets of Events, each set being compliant with all the Event
Requirements for a Learning Activity. These sets will be ordered being
the first the first recommendation or the ‘most’ recommended set for
Events. This is an alternative presentation of the recommendations,
which are provided individually for each Event Requirement in the basic
flow of event of this use case. (Priority of this variant: Low).
A variant of this use case may include recommendations for a different
type of Resource that may satisfy a given Event Requirement and LARG
Context. The user should be alerted that she is given with a
recommendation for a different kind of Resource from that requested.
(Priority of this variant: Low)
Result

The actor gets recommendations on Events. For each Event
Requirement or group of Event Requirements in each Learning Activity
the system provides a recommendation list. Those Requirements that
cannot be satisfied will be identified.

Issues

●

If a LARG is partially created, then the recommendations made by
this use case should take into account previous selections of Tools
and Resources to avoid interoperability issues. Therefore, the LARG
information should be provided to the iTEC SDE.

●

In case some of the recommendations provided by this use case
present interoperability issues among them, then these issues will be
identified in order to provide the user with all required information to
make her choice avoiding further interoperability issues.

Priority

High.
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Name

SDE::Recommend Learning Content

Description

The system provides recommendations on the Learning Content that
can be used to satisfy the Content Requirements of a set of Learning
Activities for a LARG under a specific LARG Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide a set of recommendations that do
not completely fulfil the Content Requirements and LARG Context but
only to a certain extend. (Priority of this variant: Low)

The actor provides the LARG and the identifier of the Learning
Activities for which the recommendations are to be provided. The
LARG includes a reference to the LARG Context that must be
satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system provides recommendations on Learning Content for
those Content Requirements that can be satisfied.

A variant of this use case may provide the recommendations as a list of
sets of Learning Content, each set being compliant with all the Content
Requirements for a Learning Activity. These sets will be ordered being
the first the first recommendation or the ‘most’ recommended set for
Learning Content. This is an alternative presentation of the
recommendations, which are provided individually for each Content
Requirement in the basic flow of events of this use case. (Priority of this
variant: Low).
A variant of this use case may include recommendations for a different
type of Resource that may satisfy a given Content Requirement and
LARG Context. The user should be alerted that she is given with a
recommendation for a different kind of Resource from that requested.
(Priority of this variant: Low).
Result

The actor gets recommendations on Learning Content. For each
Content Requirement or group of Content Requirements in each
Learning Activity the system provides a recommendation list. Those
Requirements that cannot be satisfied will be identified.

Issues

●

If a LARG is partially created, then the recommendations made by
this use case should take into account previous selections of Tools
and Resources to avoid interoperability issues. Therefore, the LARG
information should be provided to the iTEC SDE.

●

In case some of the recommendations provided by this use case
present interoperability issues among them, then these issues will be
identified in order to provide the user with all required information to
make her choice avoiding further interoperability issues.
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●

It is not clear at this stage if Learning Content recommendations will
be done using the knowledge stored in the SDE or will be provided
directly through searches on those Learning Object Repositories
(e.g., LRE) used in the iTEC project.

Priority

High.

Name

SDE::Search Tool

Description

The system provides a sorted list of Tools (from all the Tools registered
in the iTEC SDE database) that satisfy all the Technology Requirements
defined by the actor. The returned list is created in accordance with the
semantic knowledge and rules of the iTEC SDE.
This use case offers an enhanced functionality over that provided by the
basic search in the iTEC Back-end Registry as it uses all the knowledge
available through the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide results that only satisfy the
Requirements to a certain extent (Priority of this variant: Low).

The actor provides the Technology Requirements that need to be
satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system returns a list of Tools satisfying the Technology
Requirements. This list will be sorted according to the iTEC SDE
semantic knowledge.

A variant of this use case may identify one or more Technical Settings
defined by the user within which the search has to be performed (Priority
of this variant: Low).
Result

The actor gets a list of Tools sorted in accordance with the level of
satisfaction of the Technology Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Search Person

Description

The system provides a sorted list of People that satisfy all the Person
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Requirements defined by the actor. The returned list is created in
accordance with the semantic knowledge and rules of the iTEC SDE.
This use case offers an enhanced functionality over that provided by the
basic search in the iTEC Back-end Registry as it uses all the knowledge
available through the iTEC SDE semantic database.
Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide results that only satisfy the
Person Requirements to a certain extent (Priority of this variant: Low).

The actor provides the Person Requirements that need to be
satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system returns a list of people satisfying the Person
Requirements.

A variant of this use case may provide results that satisfy the Person
Requirements but that are of a different type of Resource (Priority of this
variant: Low).
Result

The actor gets a list of people sorted in accordance with the level of
satisfaction of the Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Search Event

Description

The system provides a sorted list of Events that satisfy all the Event
Requirements defined by the actor. The returned list is created in
accordance with the semantic knowledge and rules of the iTEC SDE.
This use case offers an enhanced functionality over that provided by the
basic search in the iTEC Back-end Registry as it uses all the knowledge
available through the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.
2.
3.

The actor provides the Event Requirements that need to be satisfied.
The system receives the request and processes it.
The system returns a list of Events satisfying the Requirements.
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A variant of this use case may provide results that only satisfy the Event
Requirements to a certain extent (Priority of this variant: Low).
A variant of this use case may provide results that satisfy the
requirements but that are of a different type of Resource (Priority of this
variant: Low).

Result

The actor gets a list of Events sorted in accordance with the level of
satisfaction of the Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Search Learning Content

Description

The system provides a sorted list of Learning Content that satisfies all
the Content Requirements defined by the actor. The returned list is
created in accordance with the semantic knowledge and rules of the
iTEC SDE.
This use case offers an enhanced functionality over that provided by the
basic search in the iTEC Back-end Registry as it uses all the knowledge
available through the iTEC SDE semantic database.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

A variant of this use case may provide results that only satisfy the
Content Requirements to a certain extent (Priority of this variant: Low).

The actor provides the Content Requirements that need to be
satisfied.
2. The system receives the request and processes it.
3. The system returns a list of content satisfying the Content
Requirements.

A variant of this use case may provide results that satisfy the
Requirements but that are of a different type of resource (Priority of this
variant: Low).
Result

The actor gets a list of Learning Content sorted in accordance with the
level of satisfaction of the Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.
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Name

SDE::Validate LARG

Description

The system analyses if the current selection of Tools and Resources
satisfies the Requirements of a set of Learning Activities included in a
LARG under a specific LARG Context.
A LARG may be created incrementally. This use case offers the
functionality to check whether or not the current LARG already fulfils all
the Requirements of all or a set of Learning Activities.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

An obvious variant of this use case validates the LARG as a whole if the
set of Learning Activities provided as input includes all the Learning
Activities included in the LARG.

Result

The system identifies which Learning Activities are already fully
supported in terms of Tools & Resources. For those that are not, the
system provides the list of unfulfiled Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Analyse Technology Requirements

Description

The system analyses if a LARG satisfies the Technology Requirements
of a set of Learning Activities included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

The actor provides the LARG and the identifiers of the Learning
Activities to be analysed.
2. The system receives the request and analyses how the Tools &
Resources selected are able to satisfy the Requirements and LARG
Context.
3. The system provides the results of the analysis.

The actor provides the LARG and the identifiers of the Learning
Activities.
2. The system receives the request and analyses how the Tools
selected are able to satisfy the Technology Requirements and LARG
Context.
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3.

The system provides the results of the analysis.

Variants and
Exceptions

An obvious variant of this use case validates the LARG as a whole from
the perspective of Technology Requirements if the set of Learning
Activities provided as input includes all the Learning Activities included
in the LARG.

Result

The system identifies which Learning Activities are already fully
supported in terms of Tools. For those that are not, the system provides
the list of unfulfiled Technology Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Analyse Person Requirements

Description

The system analyses if a LARG satisfies the Person Requirements of a
set of Learning Activities included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

An obvious variant of this use case validates the LARG as a whole from
the perspective of Person Requirements if the set of Learning Activities
provided as input includes all the Learning Activities included in the
LARG.

Result

The system identifies which Learning Activities are already fully
supported in terms of People. For those that are not, the system
provides the list of unfulfiled Person Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Analyse Event Requirements

Description

The system analyses if a LARG satisfies the Event Requirements of a

The actor provides the LARG including the LARG Context, and the
identifiers of the Learning Activities.
2. The system receives the request and analyses how the People
selected are able to satisfy the Person Requirements and LARG
Context.
3. The system provides the results of the analysis.
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set of Learning Activities included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.
Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

An obvious variant of this use case validates the LARG as a whole from
the perspective of Event Requirements if the set of Learning Activities
provided as input includes all the Learning Activities included in the
LARG.

Result

The system identifies which Learning Activities are already fully
supported in terms of Events. For those that are not, the system
provides the list of unfulfiled Event Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.

Name

SDE::Analyse Content Requirements

Description

The system analyses if a LARG satisfies the Content Requirements of a
set of Learning Activities included in a LARG under a specific LARG
Context.

Actors

Composer.

Assumptions and
Triggers

None.

Basic Flow of
Events

1.

Variants and
Exceptions

An obvious variant of this use case validates the LARG as a whole from
the perspective of Learning Content Requirements if the set of Learning
Activities provided as input includes all the Learning Activities included
in the LARG.

The actor provides the LARG including the LARG Context, and the
identifiers of the Learning Activities.
2. The system receives the request and analyses how the Events
selected are able to satisfy the Event Requirements and LARG
Context.
3. The system provides the results of the analysis.

The actor provides the LARG including the LARG Context, and the
identifiers of the Learning Activities.
2. The system receives the request and analyses how the Learning
Contents selected are able to satisfy the Content Requirements and
LARG Context.
3. The system provides the results of the analysis.
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Result

The system identifies which Learning Activities are already fully
supported in terms of Learning Content. For those that are not, the
system provides the list of unfulfiled Content Requirements.

Issues

None.

Priority

Medium.
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